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Preface
Clinical neurophysiology is a continuously growing branch of medical sciences that
tends to link itself with unlimited number of other medical and surgical specialties.
Recently, it is known that clinical neurophysiology is becoming increasingly important
not only for the early diagnosis of some diseases but also because it can be applied
within some surgical fields and within the intensive care units. Neurophysiology is
also important for long term monitoring of some patients despite its role in curing
many entities of diseases. It also has a role to monitor the progress of some diseases in
response to different modalities of treatment.
The emergence of new diagnostic and therapeutic applications of this field
necessitate that neurophysiologists master these medical arts and participate actively
in them in order to consolidate and develop new concepts to meet the increasing
demand of evidence-based medicine aiming to ameliorate human well being and
eliminate patient suffering.
Advances in Clinical Neurophysiology is not simply a handbook of neurophysiology. I
strongly encourage neurophysiologist and clinicians interested in this field to get this
book as many advance techniques and findings in clinical neurophysiology are
presented.
I am sincerely grateful to the brilliant, talented and experienced authors that
participated in this edition and for their patience and kind compliance with my
requests. My deep gratitude should be extended to the publishing managers and the
publisher for their support and continuous commitment to complete this book.
Hoping to enlighten new neurophysiologic diagnostic and therapeutic ideas, I herby
present this book to you, dear reader. I will be awaiting your kind scientific feedback
because without constructive feedback we cannot improve ourselves.
Ass. Prof. Dr. Ihsan M. Ajeena
College of Medicine - University of Kufa
Iraq

Chapter 1

The Examination of Cortical Dynamics for
Perceptual-Motor Processes in Visually-Guided
Cognitive/Motor Task Performances
Hiromu Katsumata
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/50263

1. Introduction
1.1. Importance of perceptual process for goal-directed movements
Goal directed movements are organized via perceptual information that is relevant to
movement situation. Even in a simple movement of reaching out a glass on a table and
grasping it, the configuration and orientation of hand and fingers should be organized with
respect to the size, shape, and orientation of the glass. According to the study on prehensile
movements, the size of aperture shaped by an index finger and a thumb to grasp an object
was organized with respect to the size of the object such that the peak aperture was
observed well before the hand reaches the object and the peak value was linearly scaled to
the object’s size (Jeannerod, 1981, 1984). When a mechanical perturbation was applied to an
upper arm during a prehensile movement to assist or disturb the hand reaching an object,
the well-coordinated reaching and grasping components was observed in terms of timing
the grasping movement with respect to the moment of the hand reaching the object
(Haggard & Wing, 1995). For pre-shaping the aperture and temporally organizing the
reaching-grasping components, perceptual information about the object size and the time to
the hand-object contact is crucial. Therefore, how perceptual process plays a role for
organizing a movement and what/how perceptual information is utilized for the movement
organization have been major issues in the study of motor control.

1.2. Two cortical pathways for visual information processing
According to the study on the cortical function for visual processing, there are two visual
streams from the primary visual cortex to the posterior parietal cortex (the dorsal stream)
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and to the inferotemporal cortex (the ventral stream). Lesions to one of these visual
pathways induce different types of perceptual-motor deficits. The lesions associated with
the dorsal stream (e.g., the occipitoparietal region) induce the inability to shape the
prehensile aperture for reaching and grasping an object properly but with no difficulty in
visually discriminating one such object from another. Contrary to it, the lesions associated
with the ventral stream (e.g., the ventrolateral region) leads to the reverse deficit (i.e., the
inability to visually discriminate the object with the intact aperture control for grasping).
Therefore, these findings have been regarded as the evidence of two visual processing
pathways, one for visuomotor control via the dorsal stream, and the other for cognitive
visual processing via the ventral stream (Goodale et al., 1994).

1.3. Cognitive aspect of perceptual-motor process for executing task
performances
From a computational or information processing point of view (e.g., Schmidt & Lee, 1999),
the cognitive process of recognizing the identity of an object to be grasped and planning
how to produce a grasping movement with respect to the recognized object’s shape, size,
and orientation is central for organizing a prehensile movement. Such cognitive aspect of
visual information processing for achieving perceptual-motor tasks with respect to a target
object has been studied by an experimental paradigm using an target object, such as, the
Ebbinghaus figure or Müller-Lyer figure that induces a visual illusion about the object size.
In this experimental paradigm, the following two perceptual-motor tasks have been used: 1)
reaching out toward and grasping a visual object with an index-thumb pinch grip, and 2)
assessing the size of the same visual object and indicating the estimated size by the same
aperture as used to grasp the object. These two tasks share a qualitatively similar
perceptual-motor process in terms of producing the same aperture configuration based on
the same visual information about the target figure. However, the involvement of cognitive
process (i.e., recognizing the target object, estimating its size, and deciding the grasping
aperture size with respect to the perceived object size) seems to be different. In the sizeestimation task, the production of the aperture configuration requires explicit identification
of the size of the figure and the particular aperture size needs to be associated arbitrary with
respect to the particular perceived size of the figure. In this sense, executing this task is
cognitive process-oriented (Ranganathan & Carlton, 2007). As for the reaching-grasping
task, the study on modeling a prehensile movement with nonlinear equations of motion,
which include a perceptual variable as a parameter to modulate the dynamics of the
movement, demonstrated the spatial and temporal characteristics of upper limb kinematics
in the prehensile motion (Schöner, 1994; Zaal, 1998). This result supports the idea in the
theoretical frameworks of the ecological perspective (Lee, 1980; Turvey & Kugler, 1984;
Warren, 1990) and dynamical system account (e.g., Kelso, 1995; Schöner & Kelso, 1988) for
motor coordination such that organizing a prehensile movement may not necessarily
involve a cognitive process, such as the object identification and the arbitral object-aperture
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size association. From the above perspective, the perception of a target object and an action
with respect to it are mutually dependent in the grasping task, whilst those in the sizeestimation task are uncoupled and mediated via the cognitive process.
The original findings in the seminal studies using the paradigm were such that visual
discrimination or perception about the object’s size was susceptible to the illusory object, but
the grasping aperture with respect to it was not (e.g., Aglioti et al., 1995; Haffenden &
Goodale, 1998). An argument based on these findings has been such that cognitive
perceptual processing and motor production process can be dissociable (Goodale & Milner,
1992) and the theoretical confrontation between the cognitive account for information
processing in organizing a movement (e.g., Schmidt & Lee, 1999) and the ecological
perspective for the perceptual-motor process (e.g., Lee, 1980; Turvey & Kugler, 1984;
Warren, 1990) can be ascribed to these two visual streams (Tresilian, 1995). However,
contradictory result has been reported such that the effect of the misperception about the
object size was also observed in a prehensile movement (e.g., Franz, et al., 2000; Franz, et al.,
2001). Other studies also found the susceptibility to the illusory object in a prehensile
movement and suggested: the involvement of the ventral stream involved in a grasping
motion with respect to a complex object (McIntosh, et al., 2004); the partial, not exclusive,
dissociation between the two pathways (Ellis, et al., 1999); a multiple visuomotor process
involving both pathways (Westwood, et al., 2000b); and the execution of prehensile
movements by involving the ventral stream via the supplementary motor areas (Lee & van
Donkelaar, 2002).

1.4. Examination of cortical activities in perceptual-motor performances
The above findings suggest that integrated function of cortical networks for executing the
visuo-motor task needs to be considered for fully understanding the mechanism of the
perceptual-motor process. From this view, the present study examines the cortical activation
pattern during the reaching-grasping and the size-estimation performances. A particular
focus for this investigation is on how cortical activities associated with the dorsal and
ventral streams are involved in the perceptual-motor process for the task performances.
For this investigation, it is necessary to assess the effect of the perception of the target object
size on the task execution. Therefore, the two task movements were produced with respect
to a neutral object and an object inducing a size illusion (the Ebbinghaus figure). The illusion
effect on the aperture configuration indicates that cognitive processing is involved in the
task execution. In the case of the size-illusion effect observed in the size-matching
performance but in the grasping, the observed cortical activities are interpreted in terms of
the differences in association between cognitive processing and movement execution. If
distinctive activation patterns between the two task performances are observed, it may be
attributed to the difference in the perceptual-motor process associated with the involvement
of cognitive processing. Conversely, if no difference in the cortical activity patterns between
them, it may suggests some qualitative similarity in the cortical process between the
different task executions.
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On the other hand, the illusion effect on both of the tasks performances indicates that cognitive
process is involved even in the reaching-grasping performance. In this case, the point of
comparison in cortical activities between the two task conditions may not whether the dorsal
and ventral streams are exclusively functioned, but how worked as an integrated cortical
network. If difference in the pattern of cortical activities is observed, it reflects qualitative
difference in the participation of cognitive process in the task movement execution.

1.5. Examination of the brain dynamics related to task execution
To investigate the cortical activity, electroencephalograph (EEG) during the task
performance was analyzed in terms of frequency domain. Two different analyses, which
potentially shed light on the different aspects of cortical activities, were conducted: the
change of the EEG frequency power spectrum that was time-locked to the task event (Eventrelated spectral perturbation: Makeig, 1993; for review, Pfurtscheller et al., 1999a) and the
coherence between EEGs of two electrodes (Event-related coherence: e.g., for review,
Hummel & Gerloff, 2006; Schlögl & Supp, 2006; Pfurtscheller & Andrew, 1999).
Event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) quantifies the degree to which the amplitude of a
particular frequency band of ongoing EEG attenuates or enhances in response to a stimulus
event, which is termed event-related desynchronization (ERD) or synchronization (ERS),
respectively. ERD has been regarded as representing an activated cortical state with which the
processing of sensory, motor, or cognitive information is enhanced and the excitability of
cortical neurons is increased (Pfurtscheller, 2001; Steriade et al., 1991), whilst ERS has been
thought that it reflects a deactivated cortical state with reduced information processing or none
at all and decreased cortical excitability (Neuper & Pfurtscheller, 2001; Pfurtscheller, 1992).
However, the knowledge about the ERS has been accumulated such that the meaning of ERS is
more than the state of decreased cortical excitability. The inhibitory activity of ERS can play a
functional role to accentuate a task-related information processing by inhibiting other cortical
areas and/or to deactivate some cortical network depending on a task context/situation
(Neuper & Pfurtscheller, 2001; Hummel et al., 2002, 2006; Suffczynski et al., 1999).
Coherence refers to correlation between two sets of time-series in frequency domain. Given a
cross-spectral density matrix by two time series (i.e., EEG data from two electrodes), coherence
is obtained by the ratio of cross-spectral to spectral of each time series, which indicates the
degree of relative synchrony between the two time series, as shown below:
���������� ��� (�) =

|��� (�)|�
��� (�)��� (�)

where Sii(ƒ) and Sjj(ƒ) refers to frequency spectral of electrode i and j at frequency ƒ,
respectively, and Sij(ƒ) refers to cross-spectral of electrode i and j at ƒ. Higher coherence means
higher degree of coupling between the two EEGs, which is interpreted as functional
connectivity between two cortical sites. This idea of coherence has been extended for taking
into consideration about the effect of temporal relationship between two time series to
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examine if one time series has influence on the other, and vice versa. This is termed directed
coherence (Saito & Harashima, 1981; Kamitake, et al., 1984 cited in Wang & Takigawa, 1992).
Analyzing the time series data with respect to a task event can reveal the change in the
directed coherence over time with respect to the event (event-related directed coherence:
EvDirCoh). By applying the EvDirCoh analysis to a set of EEG data over the cortex, functional
connectivity or communication between different cortical sites and the direction of the
communication for perceptual-motor process to execute a task performance can be investigated.
For these two analyses, the author and his colleagues analyzed ERSP in the reachinggrasping and the size-estimation performances (Katsumata, et al., 2009). Given the findings
by the previous analysis that revealed the cortical activation pattern for the task execution,
the present study conducts the EvDirCoh analysis for the data to investigate the cortical
communication across different sites. Thereby, it is attempted to capture the brain dynamics
characteristic to the perceptual-motor process for the task execution. In this chapter,
experimental and analytical methodology for both of ERSP and EvDirCoh and those results
are reported, and the dynamics of cortical activation is discussed in terms of the association
of cognitive aspect with respect to the perceptual-motor process.

2. Methods
2.1. Participants
10 healthy participants volunteered for the experiment (seven males and three females with an
average age of 29 ± 6.7 years). Their preferred hands for performing task movements were
right hand and they were assessed as being right-handed by the Edinburgh inventory. All
procedures were approved by an ethics committee. Each participant signed an informed
consent form after the experimenter explained the purpose and procedure of the experiment.

2.2. Task and task conditions
Two types of perceptual-motor tasks were examined (Figure 1): (1) the participants reached
out with their right hands to a target object displayed on the computer screen and touched it
so as to grasp it with a pinch grip produced by the index finger-thumb aperture (Grasping)
and (2) they produced the pinch grip as in Grasping task but without the reaching motion, so
as to match the index-thumb aperture size with respect to the target object size (Matching).
Two different figures were used as the target objects: (1) a single circle with a diameter of 3
cm (Neutral figure) and (2) the Ebbinghaus figure, consisting of a center circle with a 3 cm
diameter surrounded by five circles with 5 cm diameters. In Matching, the participants were
instructed to estimate the size of the center circle and show it with the index finger-thumb
aperture size. The aperture motion was the same as in Grasping but without reaching. The
aperture size against the Ebbinghaus figure was produced the with respect to the center circle.
Approximately one second after holding the aperture configuration, they terminated the
task movement (Figure 2 for the time course of the task paradigm).
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Figure 1. Schematic picture of the experiment task
(a) A starting posture and hand position before performing the task. (b) In Grasping, a participant
reached out the target figure on the computer display and made a pinch-grasp without touching the
display. In Matching, the same pinch-grip was produced with the starting posture. For the insets above,
refer to the experimental procedure in the main text.

Figure 2. Time course of the task paradigm
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2.3. Setup
The aperture movement was measured in terms of the angular excursion of the
metacarpophalangeal joint by attaching a Goniometer (DKH, Tokyo, Japan) to the index
finger. To this end, casts were attached to the proximal and distal interphalangeal joints of
index finger and thumb. Thereby, the motions of these joints were constrained such that the
aperture size was produced by only the movement of the index finger-metacarpophalangeal
joint. This measure of the joint excursion was used to examine the grasping aperture. A 64channel data collection system (ESI-64 Channel System, Neuroscan, Charlotte, NC) was
used to collect Electroencephalogram (EEG). The visual display of the target figure, a beep
sound to cue the participant to initiate the task movement, a trigger pulse to synchronize the
Goniometer data with EEG data were operated by a data collection software (LabView,
National Instruments, Austin, TX)

2.4. Procedure
Preliminary to the data collection, the effect of the Ebbinghaus figure for each participant
was tested by the method of limit. By verbally judging the comparison between the size of a
center circle of the Ebbinghaus figure with a comparison object of a single circle with
different sizes, the perceptual threshold for detecting the size difference was examined
(mean and standard deviation: 2.8±0.15 cm, as opposed to 3 cm of the center circle diameter
of the Ebbinghaus figure). A t-test confirmed that the participants visually perceived the
Ebbinghaus figure to be smaller than the comparison circle (p < 0.01).
The procedure of data collection was as follows (Figure 2). At the beginning of each trial, a “+”
symbol was displayed at the center of the screen as a visual fixation point. After the participant
clicked a computer mouse with their left hands, the fixation point disappeared. 2000 ms after
the fixation offset, the target figure was shown at the center of the display. 2000 ms after the
target onset, a beep sound was produced to cue the participants to initiate the task movements.
5000 ms after the auditory cue, the target figure disappeared, and it was enough time for the
movement to be completed. Thereafter, the fixation point appeared for next trial. In instructing
a task procedure to the participants, it was emphasized that the task was not for testing a
reaction time nor a speed of task movement (The mean time of the movement initiation after
the beep: 502±203 ms). The 80 trials of task movements for each condition were divided into
two blocks consisting of 40 trials and performed in series. The order of Grasping and Matching
was counterbalanced across the participants. The order of the figures across trials was
randomized within each set of trials. They could take a few minutes break between blocks, and
they could also take an inter-trial interval, during which they could blink. By these brakes, the
participants could complete the whole set of trials without getting too fatigued. The whole
data collection process lasted for approximately 90 minutes for each participant.

2.5. Data collection and reduction
The movement of index finger metacarpophalangeal joint was recorded (400Hz) by the
Goniometer and a second order band-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 5 Hz was used
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for smoothing the data. The angular velocity of the joint was obtained by numerical
differentiation and smoothed by a second order band-pass filter (cutoff frequency of 5 Hz).
EEG was collected from 64 scalp electrodes of the international 10-20 system referenced to
the left earlobe (AC-mode, a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, a gain of 500, and a pass-band of
0.05-100 Hz). All electrodes were required a resistance of less than 2 Ω. To detect horizontal
and lateral eye movements as well as blinks, electrooculography (EOG) of the right eye was
collected. The data sets of EEG, joint movements, and auditory beeps were stored in the
hard-drive of a desktop PC for off-line analysis. In the analysis, the EEG data was downsampled to 300 Hz to conserve the memory of the PC and to save time consuming for
calculating the coherence for each time-window within each frequency band. Failed trials
due to initiating the movement before the auditory cue were eliminated from the analysis.
The trials with an eye blink and noisy EEG data were also eliminated through visual
inspection of EEG data profiles. EEG data was investigated with respect to the moments of
the target onset and the initiation of the joint motion. To this end, EEG data sets for each
trial were epoched from 500 ms before to 1000 ms after the target onset as well as after the
initiation of the joint motion. Given the time from the movement onset to the maximum
aperture of 626±198 msec, this time window was enough to cover the movement duration to
produce the aperture configuration. For analysing EEG data with respect to specific
frequency components, following frequency bands were used, delta: 0.5-4 Hz, theta: 4-8 Hz,
alpha: 8-13 Hz, beta: 13-30 Hz, gamma: 30-45 Hz, and higher gamma: 45Hz-100Hz.

2.6. Analysis
2.6.1. Kinematics of task performances
While reaching to grasp an object, the maximum aperture by the index finger and thumb is
linearly related to the object’s size (Jeannerod, 1981, 1984). Since this maximum preshape
aperture is formed well before the hand has any contact with the object, this measure has
been interpreted as reflecting the size estimate used in the perceptual-motor process in the
prehensile activities. Based on this finding, the maximum aperture has been used as a
dependent variable in many studies to investigate the influences of visual illusions on
grasping (e.g., Haffenden & Goodale, 1998; Westwood,et al, 2000a; Franz et al., 2001).
Because of this, the peak joint angle measured by the Goniometer was used as the measure
of the maximum aperture for the prehensile movement. The time of the joint movement
initiation was determined by the start of flexion movement of the metacarpophalangeal
joint, at which the velocity of the joint kinematics started to show a positive value. This
measure was used to epoch the EEG with respect to the onset of task movement.

2.6.2. Analysis of the event-related spectral perturbation
The event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) analysis was conducted by using a toolbox
with graphic interface, EEGLAB, that is operated under the MATLAB environment
(Delorme & Makeig, 2004). The epoched window of 1500 msec in a single trial was divided
into brief subwindows of 214 msec with a sliding latency of 3.3 msec, corresponding to 98 %
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overlapping between the successive subwindows. Wavelet analysis using sinusoidal
transform was conducted for each of the subwindowed-epochs, and it obtained power
spectrum estimates ranging from 0.59 Hz to 99.6 Hz with a frequency increment of 0.59 Hz.
The power spectra over the sliding latency windows were computed for each trial, and
normalized by subtracting baseline spectrum from each spectrum estimate. The baseline
spectra were obtained by computing the mean spectra of the EEG data windowed for 500
msec before the moment of the target onset. Mean ERSP was obtained on each participant
basis by computing the average of the baseline-normalized ERSP across all trials. To capture
visually the global picture of ERSP, the grand average ERSP across the participants was
plotted on the 3D time-frequency space (a spectrogram) on which the power spectrum of
each frequency (in dB) at each sliding time-window was indicated by a colored surface.
The significance of increase/decrease in the power spectra with respect to the baseline
spectra was examined for the mean ERSP in each time-frequency component of the
spectrogram on each participant basis. To this end, non-parametric tests (a two-tailed
Wilcoxon signed-rank test) was conducted with the null-hypothesis of no difference
between the baseline spectra and spectra of each time-frequency components (i.e., ERSP
value is zero) and the significant level of p < .05. This test was conducted for all of the timefrequency components. The difference in ERSP pattern between Grasping and Matching
conditions was examined by the two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p < .05) for each of
time-frequency components. The results of z-values, which revealed the significant
“Grasping-Matching” differences, for each time-frequency component, were plotted on a
time-frequency plane. This gives the general view about the distribution of the significant
ERS/ERD difference between the task conditions over the cortex.
In the previous study by the author and his colleagues (Katsumata et al., 2009), the ERSP
analysis described above was conducted for 55 electrodes over the cortex with further
analysis to summarize the characteristics of those ERSP profiles. For reporting the results in
this chapter, ERSPs of the electrodes on the left-hemisphere were focused.

2.7. Analysis of event-related directed coherence
Event-related directed coherence (EvDirCoh) was calculated by the program operated under
the MATLAB environment, which was developed by Takahasi, Baccalá and Sameshima
(2008). For the calculation, the EEG time series were detrended before coherence calculation,
Nuttall-Strand algorithm was used for estimating multivariate autoregressive models
(MAR), and Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used for the criterion to choose the
MAR order. The coherence was calculated with the time-window of 60ms with 30 ms
increment, resulting in 15 time-windows from 500 ms to 1000 ms after the onset of target
figure and task movement, and with respect to each of frequency bins. The time windows
and frequency bins were set coarser than those used for the ERSP analyzes, since executing
the program for calculating directed coherence was much more time consuming, given the
number of electrode combinations for calculating the coherence. However, the preliminary
analysis, for some of the data, using the finer time windows and frequency bins confirmed
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that this does not lose information about the global picture of coherence pattern over time
and across frequencies.
Mean EvrDirCoh across trials within each participant was obtained for Grasping and
Matching conditions respectively and subjected to a two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test if
the event-related coherence was significantly different from the baseline coherence (p < .05).
This test was conducted for each of the time-frequency components. The baseline coherence
was obtained by the mean coherence for the time window of 500 msec before the moment of
the target onset. Only the EvrDirCohs, which were significantly higher than the baseline
coherence, were subjected for reporting the results. A set of significant EvrDirCoh across all
the time-windows and frequency bins were plotted on a time-frequency plane, which shows
how coherence within a particular frequency band increased or decreased over time with
respect to the onset of target figure and/or task movement (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Time-frequency plot, Exemplary time-frequency plot of EvDirCoh from PO7 in Matching ,(a)
EvDirCoh from PO7 to other electrode, and (b) to PO7 from other electrodes on the left-hemisphere. For
each plot, EvDirCoh, which was significantly higher (red) and lower (blue) than the baseline coherence,
and the non-significant time-frequency components (light green) were shown. Each electrode name was
shown top of each plot.

Calculating the coherence of all the electrodes available was redundant. Even in the lefthemisphere, there were 24 electrodes leading to 23 time-frequency plots in one direction of
EvDirCoh and another 23 plots for the other direction. Therefore, the present study focused
on the electrodes in the left-hemisphere, which cover the cortical sites associated with the
dorsal/ventral stream and visuomotor process in a hand movement against a visual target
(O1, PO3, PO7, P3, P7, CP3, TP7, C3, T7, FC3, FT7, F3, and F7), but it still lead to 299 plots
for coherence in the one direction and another 299 for the other direction. Since the primary
aim of the study was to capture the global characteristics of EvDirCoh pattern over the
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cortex, it was attempted to summarize the results of the EvDirCoh plots in the following
procedures.

2.7.1. Electrode combinations showing marked EvrDirCoh
To capture what electrode combinations revealed marked EvrDirCoh, the rate of significant
EvrDirCoh was calculated for each time-frequency plot. To this end, the number of timefrequency components on a time-frequency plane within a particular time-window, which
showed the significant EvrDirCoh, was divided by the total number of time-frequency
components within the corresponding time-window, and multiplied by 100 to show the
result in percent. The ranges of time window were: (1) 500 ms from the target onset; (2) 500
ms before the onset of task movement to 100 ms after the onset; and (3) 100 ms after the
movement onset. The same calculation was done for EvrDirCoh in the other direction. In the
figure, the higher value means that more time-frequency components revealed the
significant EvrDirCoh.

2.7.2. Pattern of change in EvrDirCoh over time
To capture the change of EvrDirCoh over time with respect to the onset of target figure and
task movement, the significant EvrDirCoh values within each time window across all the
frequency bins, were summed up respectively, and plotted over time. The reason for
summing up the values rather than obtaining mean was to accentuate visually the overall
change of EvrDirCoh pattern that appeared on the time-frequency plane

2.7.3. Frequency band showing marked EvrDirCoh
To capture what frequency band revealed marked EvrDirCoh, the rate of significant
EvrDirCoh was calculated by the number of time-frequency components, within the
frequency band, showing the significant EvrDirCoh, divided by the total number of timefrequency components within the corresponding frequency band. The rate was obtained for
each of the focused electrode by all the time-frequency plots across all the electrode
combinations.

3. Results
3.1. The maximum aperture
The perception about the size of the target figure was examined in terms of the maximum
angle of the index finger metacarpophalangeal joint during the aperture motion. A 2×2
repeated-measure ANOVA with the main effects of the tasks (Grasping and Matching) and
the objects (Neutral figure and Ebbinghaus figure) revealed the significant main effects of the
task (F(1, 9) = 5.098, p = .050) and the target figure (F(1, 9) = 6.089, p = .036) with no
interaction effect between them (F(1, 9) = 0.112, p = .75). The maximum aperture angle was
smaller for the Ebbinghaus figure than for the Neutral figure and smaller in Grasping than in
Matching (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Maximum angle of the metacarpophalangeal joint as a measure of the maximum aperture
during the task execution. An error bar refers to the standard error of the mean.

3.2. ERS/ERD with respect to the target onset
Figure 5-a shows exemplary spectrograms in F3, FC3, C3, CP3, P3, PO3, and O1 with respect to
the target onset in Grasping performed to Neutral figure. According to the change in ERSP over
time in the figures, increase of power spectra (ERS) within a lower frequency band (delta- and
theta-bands) appeared immediately after the target onset. The decrease of the spectra (ERD)
around the alpha-band frequency was also observed. This ERS-ERD pattern was mainly
distributed in the parietal and occipital regions (O1, PO3, and P3 in Figure 5-a), than in frontal
regions (F3 , FC3 and C3 in Figure 5-a). These ERS and ERD were significantly different from
the baseline spectra. According to the analysis conducted in the previous study by the author
and his colleagues (Katsumata et al., 2009: Table 1), the timing of these ERSP with respect to
the target onset was 74±32 ms in the delta-ERS and 81±26 ms in the theta-RES, which were
followed by the alpha- and beta-ERD (215±59 ms and 148±30 ms, respectively).

3.3. ERS/ERD with respect to the movement onset
Exemplary spectrograms with respect to the movement onset in Grasping and Matching to
the Neutral figure were shown in Figure 5-b and 5-c respectively. Before the movement
onset, the lower frequency ERS were observed in the frontal and central regions. Prominent
ERD at around the alpha-band was observed in the central and parietal regions before and
during the movement in both of Grasping and Matching. The prominent feature in Grasping
was the gamma-band ERS, which appeared before the movement onset in the parietal and
occipital regions and continued during the movement execution. As opposed to it, in
Matching, the higher frequency power spectra did not reveal any change during the
movement. According to the previous study (Katsumata et al., 2009: Table 1), the ERD
started to increase, on average, 129±88ms in the central-parietal regions and 78±52ms in the
frontal region before the movement onset and the ERS occurred 214±9 ms before the
movement onset. The comparison of ERSP between Grasping and Matching revealed the
significant difference in the parietal-occipital regions at the gamma-band (Figure 5-d).
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Figure 5. ERSP spectrograms
Grasping to Neutral figure with respect to the target onset (a), the movement onset (b), Matching to
Neutral figure with respect to the movement onset (c), and the statistical test of the Grasping-Matching
ERSP comparison (d). In (d), x and y axis correspond to the time and frequency of the spectrograms,
respectively. The time-frequency components with the significant difference were shown in red. For
each column, each plot refers to F3, FC3, C3, CP3, P3, PO3, P3, and O1, from the top to the bottom.

In summary, both of Grasping and Matching performances were affected by the illusory
object, according to the aperture joint angle. In execution of the task performances, the
alpha-wave ERD were observed and it did not show a notable difference between Grasping
and Matching. The task-dependent difference was the gamma-wave ERS that was observed
in Grasping but not in Matching.

3.4. Electrode combinations showing the marked coherence (EvDirCoh)
The rate of significant EvDirCoh on each time-frequency plane across electrode
combinations was visualized in Figure 7 to Figure 9. Based on these figures, the results of
electrode combinations that showed the characteristics of remarked coherences were
reported as below. Refer to Figure 6 for the electrode locations on the left-hemisphere, which
correspond to the location of each cell on the plot. Figure 7 shows the rate of significant
EvDirCoh after the target onset, and Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the rate before and after the
movement onset (i.e., the movement preparation and execution phase), respectively.
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Figure 6. Electrode locations

Figure 7. The rate of significant EvDirCoh with respect to the target onset
Coherences to other electrodes in Grasping (a), in Matching (b), from other electrodes in Grasping (c),
Matching (d). Each plot shows each electrode, as shown in the left column. Higher rate of EvDirCoh was
shown with red and no-significance with light green. The cells with blue refer to no electrode or the
location of corresponding electrode.
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3.4.1. The occipital region (O1) in response to the target onset and during the movement
production
As appeared in O1, prominent EvDirCoh were observed after the onset of target figured,
which implies response to the visual input about the target. The coherences between O1 and
other sites were more prominent in response to the visual target, after which those were
restricted to a few electrodes. In Grasping, the coherence from O1 to the occipitoparietal/inferior parietal region (CP1/CP3/CP5/P1/P3/ PO3/PO5/P5) was observed after the
target onset and lasted for the movement execution. EvDirCoh to T7and P7 (the ventral
stream) was observed, and EvDirCoh to P7 lasted for the movement execution. EvDirCoh
from the inferior-parietal/superior-temporal region (PO5/P5/CP5) was observed. EvDirCoh
in Matching appeared to be less remarkable, compared to those in Grasping, except for
EvDirCoh to CP5 and P1/PO3 after the target onset and from PO5/PO3 after the target onset
and during the movement.

Figure 8. The rate of significant EvDirCoh before the movement onset
The description of the figure is the same as in Fig.7.
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Figure 9. The rate of significant EvDirCoh after the movement onset
The description of the figure is the same as in Fig.7.

3.4.2. Electrodes relevant to the dorsal stream of visual processing (PO3, P3, and CP3)
After the target onset, in Grasping, the prominent EvDirCohs were observed in P3, CP3,
and PO3, which were from the divergent areas including the inferior-frontal region
(F7/FT7), the medial-central region (FC1/FC3/C1/C3), the temporal region (T7/CP5), and
the parieto-occipital region (PO3/PO5). Before the movement onset, EvDirCoh to PO3/P3
from the frontal, temporal, and parietal regions became more prominent, and these
frontal/temporal EvDirCoh lasted for the movement execution. In Matching, EvDirCoh
from PO3 to the parietal-occipital and posterior-temporal regions, as well as the coherence
from the occipito-parietal region (O1/PO3/PO5) to P3/CP5 appeared to be remarkable.
Before the movement onset, EvDirCoh from PO3 to the divergent areas, particularly the
central-parietal region, became prominent, and lasted for the movement execution.
EvDirCoh from the frontal region to CP3 and EvDirCoh from the parieto-occipital region
to CP3/P3 were also remarkable.
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3.4.3. Electrodes relevant to the ventral stream of visual processing (PO7, P7, TP7, and
T7)
After the target onset, PO7/P7/PT7/T7 in Grasping showed EvDirCoh to electrodes in
different locations and P7 and T7 received EvDirCoh from their neighborhoods, FT7/T7/PT7
or CP5/P5, respectively. Furthermore, during the movement execution, EvDirCoh from T7 to
the frontal, central, and parietal regions were pronounced. EvDirCoh to T7 form the frontal
region (F5/FC5) was also remarked. As for Matching, PO7 showed the pronounced
EvDirCoh to the central and parietal regions after the target onset. Whilst these EvDirCohs
became more prominent and extended to the frontal region before the movement was
initiated, PO7 also showed the coherence from the frontal and the parieto-occipital region.
This PO7-to-central/parietal and the frontal-to-PO7 EvDirCoh lasted during the task
execution.

3.4.4. Electrodes located on the frontal region (F7, F3, FC3, and FT7)
After the target onset, EvDirCoh from F7/FT7/FC3 to posterior temporal region (PO7/P7)
was observed in Grasping. Matching did not show such prominent EvDirCoh as in
Grasping, except for EvDirCoh from FC3 to the parieto-occipital region (PO7/PO5/PO3).
Before the movement was initiated, FT7 and F7 in Matching showed the remarked
EvDirCoh to the central-parietal region, whilst the F7 in Grasping received EvDirCoh
from FC5/C5 and PO5/P5. FC3 showed EvDirCoh to/from divergent areas. During the
movement execution, EvDirCoh to the central-parietal region, which were centered the
medial region, were observed in Grasping. FC3 in Grasping showed the prominent
EvDirCoh from the frontal, central and temporal regions. EvDirCoh in Matching during
the movement execution were less remarked than in Grasping, except for EvDirCoh from
FC3 to C1/C3/CP1/PO3.

3.4.5. The electrode located on the motor cortex for movement production (C3)
The focus of coherence in C3 is on the preparation and execution of task movements. The
remarkable feature before the movement initiation was that C3 received EvDirCoh from
divergent areas in Grasping, which contrasts to EvDirCoh in Matching mainly from the
frontal region. During the movement, EvDirCoh to C3 in Grasping became pronounced and
centred in the frontal and temporal regions.

3.5. Coherence profile over time
According to Figure 10, all most all of the analyzed electrodes showed increase in the
coherence after the target onset, which lasted for 500-600 ms. This indicates that there were
communications across different cortical sites, possibly for processing information about the
target figure for the up-coming task execution. Regardless of task conditions (Grasping or
Matching), the electrodes that are associated with either of the dorsal or ventral stream
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showed the increase of coherence, which indicates that both of the streams might be
involved in the visual processing about the target figure. The pattern of coherence over time
with respect to the onset of task movement was as follows.

Figure 10. Change of EvDirCoh over time with respect to the target onset
23 EvDirCoh profiles to/from other channels were superposed in each plot. Only the positive part of
EvDirCoh, which was significantly larger than the baseline, was shown. Each line indicates how the
positive EvDirCoh was prominent within each time window on the time-frequency plot.

O1 that corresponds to the visual cortex in the left-hemisphere showed the increase in some of
coherences before the initiation of the movement and lasted during the movement execution.
This was remarked in Grasping, compared to those in Matching. Before the movement onset in
Grasping, increase of coherence was observed in PO7, P7, FT7, CP3, FC3, and F7. This was
followed by the coherence increase in TP7, P3, and T7 at the movement onset. The increase of
coherence was also observed before the maximum aperture was produced (e.g., T7, CP3, C3,
FC3, and F3), and after the peak aperture (e.g., PO3, PO7, P3, TP7, T7, FT7, and CP3).
According to the timing of these coherences, there seem to be temporal pattern of coherence
change from the preparation of movement to the movement completion. For instance, the
increase of coherence in PO7 and P7 before the movement onset was followed by TP7and T7
at around the movement onset, and FT7 after the peak aperture production (the 1st column
of Figure 11), which seems to reflect the activity of the ventral stream. Likewise, the increase
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of coherence in PO3 before the movement onset was followed by P3 at around the onset,
and CP3 after the peak aperture production (the 2nd column of Figure 11), which seems to
reflect the activity of the dorsal stream.
As for Matching, according to the appearance about Figure 11, there were less remarked
increases of coherences, compared to those in Grasping. The remarked increase of coherence
in O1 was observed after the movement onset. Before the initiation of movement, the
increase of coherence was observed in PO3, PO7, T7, FT7, C3, FC3, F3, and F7. From the
movement onset to the moment of the peak aperture, coherence of PO3, PO7, P3, CP3, C3,
and FC3 showed remarked increase. After the peak aperture, the increase of coherence was
observed in PO3, PO7, P3, TP7, T7, and CP3. These coherence patterns indicate that
Matching movement was executed with less connections or communications among the
cortical sites, compared to Grasping.

Figure 11. Change of EvDirCoh over time with respect to the movement onset
Description of the figure is the same as Figure 10.

3.6. Frequency band showing the remarked coherence
Figure 12 shows the rate of significant EvDirCoh within each frequency band. In this figure,
higher value indicates that more time-frequency components revealed significant EvDirCoh
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within corresponding frequency band. The figure can also indicate what frequency band
was dominant across all the frequency bands.
With respect to the target onset, the lower frequency bands (delta, theta, and alpha)
appeared to be more dominant compared to the beta, gamma, and higher gamma bands in
the most of electrodes. Some of the electrodes in Matching (e.g., PO3 and PO7) revealed
higher rate of significant time-frequency components in higher frequency bands. As
opposed to it, with respect to the movement onset, the rate of higher frequency band
(gamma and/or higher gamma) increased, which was particularly prominent in CP3, C3,
FC3, PO3, PO7, P3, P7, and T7 in Grasping and/or Matching.

Figure 12. The rate of significant EvDirCoh within each frequency band
Each symbol refers to each frequency band, such as, delta, theta, alpha, beta, gamma, and highergamma, from the left to the right on each plot.

4. Discussion
4.1. The size-illusion effect for Grasping and Matching
The comparison of task performances in terms of the peak aperture angle showed a significant
difference between the tasks (Grasping and Matching) as well as between the task-objects
(Neutral and Ebbinghaus figure). This indicated that not only Matching but also Grasping was
affected by the size illusion. This implies that the cognitive processing about the size
perception was also involved in the performances in Grasping. The Grasping-Matching
difference in the illusion effect can imply the different magnitude of the illusion effect and/or
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the task-dependent difference in scaling relationship between the perceived object size and the
produced aperture size. In other words, the cognitive processing for shaping the aperture
based on the size perception may not be exactly the same in these two task executions.
The effect of visual illusion on a prehensile movement task to the illusory object as well as
on a perceptual discrimination task have also reported in some earlier studies (e.g., Franz et
al., 2000, 2001; Glover & Dixon, 2002; Mendoza et al., 2005), which contradicts to the
hypothesis of dissociative systems for perception and action by the ventral/ dorsal stream
(Aglioti et al., 1995; Goodale & Jakobson, 1992; Haffenden & Goodale, 1998). These illusion
effects are attributed to the task conditions, such as, complex target figures (McIntosh et al.,
2004), movement production in an open-loop manner (i.e., movements to a remembered
object: Heath et al., 2005; Westwood et al., 2000a), and online reorganization of the grasping
aperture in response to the change of object size (Heath et al., 2006b). These findings have
led to arguments such that: the motor system integrates the ventral and dorsal streams (Ellis
et al., 1999); the sensorimotor system can operate independently of the cognitive/perceptual
system (Flanagan & Beltzner, 2000); a prehensile movement is produced through multiple
visuomotor processes (Westwood et al., 2000b); the ventral stream has connection to the
prefrontal areas and, thereby, it may associate with the visuomotor control of a prehensile
action (Lee & van Donkelaar, 2002); and online prehensile control may be produced through
egocentric and allocentric visual information processing (Heath et al., 2006a).
Even though there are functionally and anatomically distinctive visual pathways at the
cortical level, executing a visuomotor task may be achieved through an integrative process of
these pathways. These visual pathways may be involved differentially in task-dependent
manner. For instance, if a pure visual discrimination task such that participants are asked to
discern which of two objects looks larger/smaller, it is expected that a cortical activity
associated with the ventral stream may be dominant (Farrer et al., 2002; Westwod et al., 2000b).
Likewise, if reaching or grasping needs to be produced in an open-loop manner (e.g., a visual
object is occluded before or right after the onset of a prehensile movement), the movement
production needs to be based on the memory of the object shape (Heath et al., 2005; Westwood
et al., 2000a; Westwood et al., 2000b). In these cases, the nature of task performance requires
cognitive processing, which will be achieved via the ventral stream dominantly. Given the
above results about the Ebbinghaus effect, cortical activation patterns revealed in ERSP and
EvDirCoh need to be interpreted in terms of how cortical sites associated with the
dorsal/ventral stream in an integrated fashion. In this sense, the difference in the ERSP and/or
EvDirCoh pattern between Grasping and Matching may reflect the qualitative difference in the
integrated cortical process with which cognitive processing is associated.

4.2. Comparison of ERSP pattern between the task conditions
4.2.1. ERD observed in Grasping and Matching
ERD has been regarded as representing an activated cortical state and thereby sensory, motor,
and/or cognitive processing is enhanced. Therefore, the cortical regions showing ERD during
the task performances can be regarded as functionally associating with the perceptual-motor
process for the tasks. The comparison of the ERSP patterns between Grasping and Matching
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revealed that the ERD pattern appeared to be virtually identical. It indicates that the cortical
excitability assessed by ERD during the two perceptual-motor tasks was not distinctive. This
lack of distinction in ERD between Grasping and Matching with the size-illusion effect in both
the task performances suggests that the perceptual-motor process in Grasping, somehow,
involved cognitive processing about the target figure as in Matching.
The ERD after the target onset were observed not only in the occipital region (i.e., visual area),
but also in the central-parietal regions. This implies some visual processing rather than just
responding to the visual stimulus, which could possibly be associated with the task execution.
The ERD in occipital-parietal regions was observed with respect to the aperture movement
onset as well as after the target onset. Based on that the posterior parietal cortex functions for
the integration of the sensory information as well as the visuomotor coordination (Buneo &
Andersen, 2006; Burnod et al., 1999; Culham et al., 2006; Darling et al., 2007; Stein, 1995), the
occipital-parietal ERD can be interpreted that the visual information was further processed via
the higher level of visual areas toward the movement execution.
The ERD in F3, F4, FC3, FC4, C3 and C4 in Figure 5 indicates that the frontal and pre-frontal
areas were involved in the task execution. This frontal area ERD was observed not only in
Matching but also Grasping, which indicates that the frontal cortical network may be
involved in the execution of both tasks. The functional connection between the frontal area
and the parietal cortex plays a role for the spatial organization of arm and hand motions,
such as, reaching and grasping (Caminiti et al., 1998; Rizzolatti et al., 1997). The premotor
and motor cortices function for preparing and controlling movements to achieve a given
motor task goal (Kandel et al., 2000; Zigmond et al., 1999). The frontal ERD seem to indicate
these functional activities for the task execution.

4.2.2. ERS as the characteristic of Grasping
The notable feature in the ERSP spectrogram was the ERS observed not in Matching but in
Grasping. The ERS within the higher frequency band, corresponding to the gamma-wave,
started before the onset of the aperture joint motion and continued during the Grasping
execution. The ERS was observed mainly in the occipital-parietal regions (e.g., O1, O2, OP3,
OP4, P3, P4 and CP3 in Figure 5), those of which associate with sensory information
processing and motor production. Originally, ERS has been regarded as the cortical state of
decreased excitability and suppressed processing of specific information in underlying
neuronal networks (Neuper & Pfurtscheller, 2001; Pfurtscheller, 1992). However, ERS has
been observed in association with ERD and the accumulation of findings about ERS by
recent studies, as described below, suggests that not only ERD but also ERS plays a role in
the cortical network’s function for the execution of task performances. The cortical activity
pattern of ERS in association with ERD was observed, such as: The locally specific alphaand/or beta-ERD accompanied by ERS in neighboring areas (the focal ERD/surround ERS:
Gerloff et al., 1998; Neuper & Pfurtscheller, 2001; Pfurtscheller & Neuper, 1994); The murhythm ERD in the motor cortex with respect to the movement onset followed by the betawave ERS with respect to the movement offset (Pfurtscheller et al., 1999b); and a stronger
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mu-rhythm ERD over the motor cortex accompanied by a smaller beta-wave ERS during
manipulation of a cube (Neuper et al., 2006). Amongst those findings, the inhibitory
mechanism of ERS, which is for limiting or controlling excitatory process associated with
task execution, has been proposed, such as, the antagonistic ERS-ERD as a mechanism to
enhance focal activation by simultaneous inhibition of the other cortical areas (Neuper &
Pfurtscheller, 2001; Suffczynski et al., 1999) and the post-movement ERS as reflecting some
selective attention or an active inhibition to accentuate a task-related information processing
by inhibiting the task irrelevant other cortical areas (Neuper & Pfurtscheller, 2001). When a
learned movement pattern was intentionally prevented from being retrieved, increase in the
alpha-band task-related power (i.e., alpha-wave ERS) was observed in the primary motor
cortex that indicating the inhibition (Hummel & Gerloff, 2002). ERS observed in memory
process was interpreted as an inhibitory role to block a memory search from entering
irrelevant parts of neural networks (Klimesch, 1996).
Given the above findings, the gamma band ERS pattern during Grasping can be regarded as
representing the aspect of a perceptual-motor process, which is characteristic to Grasping.
Whilst the alpha and lower beta ERS represent reduced information processing or
deactivation in underlying cortical networks, the gamma band ERS has been reported
during sensory encoding (Galambos et al., 1981), cognitive processing (Basar & Bullock,
1992), and movement execution (DeFrance & Sheer, 1988). These gamma band oscillations
were thought to be related to binding of sensory information and integrating sensorimotor
process, since binding signals at a higher level of processing may require signal
transmission higher than the alpha and lower beta oscillation (Singer, 1993; Pfurtscheller,
1998). In this sense, the gamma band ERS may represent a functional mechanism beyond
being inhibitory.
In this analysis, the two oscillatory components, one showing ERD and the other ERS, were
observed in a single electrode in the parietal-occipital regions. Different frequency
oscillations embedded at a single electrode are interpreted as one neural network generating
different types of oscillations (Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999). Therefore, the ERD in
both of Grasping and Matching and the ERS observed only in Grasping seem to be associated
with different functional roles respectively. Considering about the nature of task execution
in Grasping and Matching, the ERD pattern may represent the functional aspect common to
the both of Grasping and Matching (i.e., associating the index-thumb joint motions with
respect to the perception about the size of visual target), and the ERS pattern may represent
the functional aspect exclusive to a visually-guided aperture organization process in
Grasping (e.g., continuously updating the target object-hand spatial relationship to reach out
and shaping the aperture).

4.3. Cortical communication in terms of EvDirCoh and the nature of task
execution process
According to the feature of the rate of significant EvDirCoh, which captures the pattern of
coherence appeared on the time-frequency plane, the following characteristic EvDirCoh was
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observed in each of the task performances. The coherence analysis has been applied to time
series of neural system based on the assumption that the coherence reflects the functional
connectivity, neural communication and/or signal transmission between two or more neural
activities (Sameshima & Baccalá, 1999). The results in the present study are interpreted from
this perspective.
After the target onset, the significant coherences were dominant amongst the lower
frequency (the delta, theta, and alpha bands in Figure 12). This implies that the visual
processing in response to the target object was achieved by the neural communication with
those frequency bands. As opposed to it, the gamma and higher gamma bands became
prominent after the movement onset. Those prominent frequency bands were observed
particularly in CP3, C3, FC3, PO7, P3, P7, and T7 in Grasping and Matching. Since these sites
are associated with the coordinate transformation and the hand movement organization, the
result implies that the communication between different cortical sites occur at higher neural
oscillation during the preparation and execution of task movement.
As for the temporal characteristics of EvDirCoh, the most of the analyzed electrodes showed
increase in EvDirCoh after the target onset and lasted for approximately 500 ms. This
EvDirCoh increase may reflect the communications across different cortical sites for
processing information about the target figure for the up-coming task execution. With
respect to the movement execution in Grasping, the increase of significant EvDirCoh was
observed with the temporal order of: (1) PO3, PO7, P7, FT7, CP3, and FC3 before the
movement onset; (2) P3, TP7, and T7 at round the moment of the movement onset; (3) T7,
CP3, C3, FC3, and F3 during the movement execution; and (4) PO3, PO7, P3, P7, T7, FT7,
CP3, C3, and FC3 after the peak aperture produced. After the movement onset and before
the peak aperture production, the dorsal stream-relevant electrodes (P3 and CP3), the
ventral stream-relevant electrodes (PO7, P7, T7, and FT7), the frontal region (FC3 and F3),
and the motor cortex (C3) showed the increase of the coherence. This may reflect the
movement execution by the cortical communication for exchanging information. These
temporal patterns were less pronounced in Matching, even though there were increases of
EvDirCoh amongst the electrodes. In both Grasping and Matching, the involvement of the
dorsal/ventral stream and the frontal cortex in the preparatory and execution phases was
shown in the temporally ordered fashion.

4.3.1. Coherence relevant to the task events (the target onset and the movement
preparation-execution)
After the target onset, the visual cortex (O1) and other areas showed coherence to/from
different cortical site. This may implies the response to the visual target. Particularly, the
parietal-occipital region (PO3 and PO7) in Matching showed the prominent coherence to the
parietal, occipital, and posterior temporal regions. This means that there were functional
connections within these regions, which can be possibly associated with the visual
information transmission from the visual cortex to the higher level of visual processing.
Since executing the Matching task requires estimating the center circle size, which was
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potentially achieved by combining the information about the surrounding circles,
information processing in Matching can be more demanding than in Grasping.
In the movement preparation phase, PO7 and PO3 in Matching showed the prominent
coherences as in the target onset phase. Furthermore, PO7 and CP3 showed the connection
from the frontal region, whilst the frontal region showed connection to different sites. These
characteristics may reflect the cortical communication for visual processing and movement
preparation. As for Grasping, the prominent characteristics were the connection to the
central and parietal regions (C3, CP3 and P3) from divergent areas, mainly the inferior
frontal, frontal, and temporal regions. Since the parietal region plays a functional role for
coordinate transfer to organize a limb movement, these coherence pattern may reflect this
functional activity. Another feature was the connection from electrode associated with the
ventral stream, PO7, PT7, and T7 to the central-parietal region. As described above, different
EvDirCoh patterns were observed in the preparatory phase before initiating the task
movement.
The remarkable feature of EvDirCoh in Grasping for executing the movement was observed
in the connection to frontal-central region (FC3/C3/CP3) from inferior frontal, frontal, and
temporal regions. Furthermore, the connection from the temporal (T7) and frontal
(FT7/F7/F3/FC3) to the central and frontal region became more prominent than in the
preparatory phase. As opposed to it, in Matching, the remarked coherence was observed in
restricted sites, which were similar to that in the preparatory phase. This indicates that
executing the task movement was achieved through more active cortical communications in
Grasping, compared to in Matching. The movement of reaching and grasping requires the
perceptual-motor process to organize a limb movement, whilst the size-mating task is
executed only by producing the index finger-thumb motion. Such difference can be reflected
in the P3/CP3/C3 characteristics in Grasping. Contrary to it, the process of assessing the
object size and associating the perceived size with a particular finger motion is a central part
of Matching, and this aspect might be reflected in the target onset and preparatory phases.

4.3.2. EvDirCoh characteristics associated with the dorsal/ventral streams
The visual information from the primary visual cortex is transmitted further via the dorsal
stream to the middle temporal area and the medial superior temporal area, as well as via the
ventral stream to the posterior inferior temporal cortex and the anterior inferior temporal
cortex (Kandel et al., 2000; Zigmond et al., 1999). The electrodes PO3, P3, and CP3 are relevant
to the dorsal stream, and PO7, P7, TP7, and T7 to the ventral stream. In the present study,
EvDirCoh patterns associated with these electrodes showed following characteristics. In
Grasping, PO7, P7, TP7, and particularly T7 (the ventral stream) showed the marked
connection mainly to the frontal and central regions during the task execution. P3 and CP3
(the dorsal stream) also showed the connection from the frontal and temporal regions,
especially in the preparatory and execution phases. Since the Grasping performance was also
affected by the size-illusion, this result does not contradict to the idea of the cognitive role of
the ventral stream. As opposed to it, in Matching, T7 and FT7 did not show the remarked
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coherence, even though PO3 and PO7 revealed the marked coherence during the task
execution.
These results revealed that the involvement of the dorsal and ventral streams for the task
execution was not exclusive between Matching and Grasping. But the patterns of EvDirCoh
were different between them, which suggest that the involvement of the cortical stream and
the cortical communication are task-dependent. The analysis of ERSP did not reveal the
detail of cortical activation pattern as shown by EvDirCoh, even though it could
demonstrate the task dependent characteristics of cortical activity. Difference between these
analyses is that ERSP, as well as other analytical measure (e.g., hemodynamics in fMRI and
the event-related potential in EEG) examine the amount or magnitude of neuronal actvity,
whilst coherence takes care of the relationship between two or more neural activities.
Therefore, information about the cortical activities, which is more than the amount, can be
available. This aspect seems to be attributed to the findings reported above. The present
study could reveal the characteristics of cortical activity and communication, which could be
dependent on the nature of the perceptual-motor process in the task execution. Further
studies are necessary for investigating what task situations/conditions can induce the
ERSP/EvDirCoh characteristics and how those are associated with the involvement of
cognitive processing for a perceptual-motor task.

5. Conclusion
The involvement of cognitive processing in the perceptual-motor process for achieving a
motor task goal was examined by Grasping and Matching tasks, in terms of cortical activity. To
this end, the event-related spectral perturbation and directed coherence were analyzed. Those
analyses could reveal the different cortical activation and communication pattern, which could
be attributed to the difference in the nature of perceptual-motor process in these tasks.
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Chapter 2

Electroencephalography (EEG)
and Unconsciousness
Dongyu Wu and Ying Yuan
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction
The commonest and simplest operational definition of consciousness is, the state of the
patient’s awareness of self and environment and his responsiveness to external stimulation
and inner need. Therefore, unconsciousness has the opposite meaning, that is, a state of
unawareness of self and environment or a suspension of those mental activities by which
people are made aware of themselves and their environment, coupled with a diminished
responsiveness to environmental stimuli. Loss of consciousness can have many different
causes, for example, stroke, traumatic brain injury, anesthesia, brainstem lesions and sleep,
the various causes of unconsciousness primarily interfering with different brain functions.
Clinically, impaired consciousness such as coma, vegetative state (VS) and minimally
conscious state (MCS) is a very common manifestation in subjects with acquired brain
injury. Unconsciousness does not always consist of a general suppression of the entire
activity of the central nervous system. Depending on the actual cause(s), many functions,
such as protective reflexes and various cognitive processes, can remain intact. The
Management of such a patient in VS or MCS requires carefully reaching the correct
diagnosis, pronouncing an evidence-based prognosis, and thoughtfully considering the
medical, ethical, and legal elements of optimum treatment (Bernat, 2006).

1.1. The anatomy and neurophysiology of unconsciousness
The pioneering studies of Moruzzi and Magoun in the 1940s showed that, electrical
stimulation of the medial midbrain tegmentum and adjacent areas just above this level
caused a lightly anesthetized animal to become suddenly alert and its EEG to change
correspondingly, i.e., to become “desynchronized,” in a manner identical to normal arousal
by sensory stimuli. The sites at which stimulation led to arousal consisted of a series of
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points extending from the nonspecific medial thalamic nuclei down through the caudal
midbrain. These points were situated along where anatomists had referred to as the reticular
system or formation. Fibers from the reticular formation ascend to the thalamus and project
to various nonspecific thalamic nuclei. From these nuclei, there is a diffuse distribution of
connections to all parts of the cerebral cortex. This whole system is concerned with
consciousness and is known as the ascending reticular activating system (ARAS). Moreover,
sensory stimulation has a double effect—it conveys information to the brain from somatic
structures and the environment and also activates those parts of the nervous system on
which the maintenance of consciousness depends. The cerebral cortex not only receives
impulses from the ascending reticular activating system but also modulates this incoming
information via corticofugal projections to the reticular formation (Ropper and Brown,
2005). Intact consciousness requires normal functioning of the cortex of both cerebral
hemispheres.
Consciousness can be divided into two main components: arousal (wakefulness and
vigilance) and awareness (awareness of the environment and the self). Arousal is supported
by several brainstem neuronal populations that directly project to both thalamic and
subcortical neurons. Awareness is dependent upon the integrity of the cerebral cortex and
its subcortical connections. Each of its many parts is located, to some extent, in anatomically
defined regions of the brain (Zeman, 2001). Impairments of consciousness may thus be
caused either by the simultaneous impairment of function of both cerebral hemispheres, or
by damage to the reticular formation in the brainstem, and/or to its ascending projections
(uncoupling of the cortex from the activating input of the reticular formation).

1.2. Clinical definition of unconsciousness
1.2.1. Coma
Coma is a state of unresponsiveness in which the patient lies with the eyes closed, cannot be
aroused, and has no awareness of self and surroundings. Coma may result from bilateral
diffuse cortical or white matter damage or brainstem lesions bilaterally, affecting the
subcortical reticular arousing systems, or from sudden large unilateral lesions that
functionally disrupt the contralateral hemisphere. Coma is distinguished from syncope or
concussion in terms of its duration, which is at least 1h. In general, comatose patients who
survive begin to awaken and recover gradually within 2–4 weeks (Plum and Posner, 1983).
Many factors such as etiology, age, the patient’s general medical condition, clinical signs,
and complementary examinations influence the management and prognosis of coma.
Traumatic etiology is known to have a better outcome than non-traumatic anoxic cases.

1.2.2. Vegetative state
Patients in a vegetative state (VS) are awake but are unaware of themselves or their
environment. The VS is usually caused by diffuse lesions on the gray and white matter.
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Characterized by ‘wakefulness without awareness’, patients regain their sleep–wake cycle,
and may be aroused by painful or salient stimuli, but show no unambiguous signs of
conscious perception or deliberate action, including communicative acts.
Persistent vegetative state (PVS) has been defined as a vegetative state remaining 1 month
after acute traumatic or non-traumatic brain damage. It does not imply irreversibility.
According to the Multi-Society Task Force on persistent vegetative state (PVS), the criteria
for the diagnosis of VS are the following (1994): (1) no evidence of awareness of self or
environment and an inability to interact with others; (2) no evidence of sustained,
reproducible, purposeful, or voluntary behavioral responses to visual, auditory, tactile, or
noxious stimuli; (3) no evidence of language comprehension or expression; (4) intermittent
wakefulness manifested by the presence of sleep–wake cycles; (5) sufficiently preserved
hypothalamic and brainstem autonomic functions to permit survival with medical and
nursing care; (6) bowel and bladder incontinence; and (7) variably preserved cranial nerve
and spinal reflexes. However, permanent vegetative state is irreversible. According to the
Multi-Society Task Force on Permanent Vegetative State (1994), vegetative state may be
regarded as permanent 3 months after non-traumatic brain damage or 12 months after
traumatic injury. These guidelines are best applied to patients who have diffuse traumatic
brain injuries and postanoxic events. Recovery from a vegetative state often occurs: younger
age and a traumatic, rather than hypoxic–ischemic etiology.

1.2.3. Minimally conscious state
According to Giacino’s definition (Giacino et al. , 2002), the minimally conscious state
(MCS) is a condition of severely altered consciousness in which limited but clearly
discernible evidence of self or environmental awareness must be demonstrated on a
reproducible or sustained basis by at least one of the following behaviors: (1) following
simple commands; (2) gestural or verbal yes/no responses (regardless of accuracy); (3)
intelligible verbalization; (4) purposeful behavior, including movements or affective
behaviors that occur in contingent relation to relevant environmental stimuli and are not
due to reflexive activity, such as, appropriate smiling or crying in response to the
linguistic or visual content of emotional but not to neutral topics or stimuli; vocalizations
or gestures that occur in direct response to the linguistic content of questions; reaching for
objects that demonstrates a clear relationship between object location and direction of
reach; touching or holding objects in a manner that accommodates the size and shape of
the object; pursuit eye movement or sustained fixation that occurs in direct response to
moving or salient stimuli.
Like the VS, the MCS may be chronic and sometimes permanent. Emergence from the MCS
is defined by the ability to exhibit functional interactive communication or functional use of
objects. Similar to the VS, traumatic etiology has a better prognosis than non-traumatic
anoxic brain injuries. Preliminary data show that the overall outcome in the MCS is more
favorable than in the VS (Giacino and Whyte, 2005, Laureys et al. , 2004a).
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1.2.4. Brain death
Most countries have published recommendations for the diagnosis of brain death but the
diagnostic criteria differ from country to country. Some rely on the death of the brainstem
only; others require death of the whole brain including the brainstem. However, the clinical
assessments for brain death are the same and require the loss of all brainstem reflexes and
the demonstration of continuing apnea in a persistently comatose patient (Laureys, Owen,
2004a). The central considerations in the diagnosis of brain death are: (1) absence of all
cerebral functions; (2) absence of all brainstem functions, including spontaneous respiration;
and (3) irreversibility of the state (Ropper and Brown, 2005). At present, no recovery from
brain death has been reported.

1.2.5. Locked-in syndrome
The locked-in syndrome (LIS), characterized by anarthria and quadriplegia with general
preservation of cognition, must be distinguished from disorders of consciousness. The
locked-in syndrome describes patients who are awake and conscious, but have no means of
producing speech, limb, or facial movements, resembling patients in VS, and is most often
caused by a lesion of the ventral pons (basis pontis) as a result of basilar artery occlusion.
Locked-in syndrome is defined by sustained eye opening (bilateral ptosis should be ruled
out as a complicating factor), awareness of the environment, aphonia or hypophonia,
quadriplegia or quadriparesis, and vertical or lateral eye movement or blinking of the upper
eyelid to signal yes/no responses (Giacino et al. , 1995). Eye or eyelid movements are the
main method of communication. Since there is only motor output problem, LIS is not a
disorder of consciousness (DOC).
Table 1 outlines the clinical features of disorders of consciousness and the locked-in
syndrome.

1.3. Epidemiology of unconsciousness
Three categories of disorder can cause VS: acute traumatic and non-traumatic brain injuries;
degenerative and metabolic brain disorders, and severe congenital malformations of the
nervous system. However, the most common cause of VS and MCS is traumatic brain injury.
Non-traumatic causes in adults include acute hypoxic-ischemic neuronal injury suffered
during cardiopulmonary arrest, stroke, and meningoencephalitis (Tresch et al. , 1991). For
children, causes of VS include trauma, meningitis, asphyxia, congenital malformations, and
perinatal injuries (Ashwal et al. , 1992).
The Multi-society Task Force claimed that in the USA there are 10,000–25,000 adults and
4,000-10,000 children (about 56-140 per million) in a PVS (1994). This estimate was almost
certainly high given that their prevalence model assumed that many patients with
neurodegenerative diseases eventually progressed to a vegetative state and that many
children were in a vegetative state from developmental malformations. According to an
epidemiological survey of persistent vegetative state and minimally conscious state in
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Austria, the point prevalence was 33.6 patients per million for VS and 15 per million for
MCS in long-term care facilities (Donis and Kraftner, 2011). Without reliable epidemiologic
measures, patients in MCS remain silent victims, unheard and uncounted.
Minimally conscious
state
Consciousness None
None
Partial
Sleep/wake
Absent
Present
Present
Localizes noxious
stimuli
Postures or
Reflex
Reaches for objects
withdraws to
and
Holds or touches
noxious stimuli
Motor function postural
objects in a manner
Occasional
responses
that accommodates
nonpurposeful
only
size and shape
movement
Automatic movements
(e.g., scratching)
Localizes sound
Startle
Auditory
location
None
Brief orienting to
function
Inconsistent command
sound
following
Sustained visual
Startle
fixation
Visual function None
Brief visual
Sustained visual
fixation
pursuit
Contingent
vocalization
Inconsistent but
Communication None
None
intelligible
verbalization or
gesture
None
Contingent smiling or
Emotion
None
Reflexive crying
crying
or smiling
Clinical feature Coma

Vegetative state

Locked-in
syndrome
Full
Present

Quadriplegic

Preserved

Preserved

Aphonic/Anarthric
Vertical eye
movement and
blinking usually
intact
Preserved

Quotes from Giacino JT, Ashwal S, Childs N, Cranford R, Jennett B, Katz DI, et al. The minimally conscious state:
definition and diagnostic criteria. Neurology. 2002;58:349-53.

Table 1. Clinical features of disorders of consciousness and the locked-in syndrome

Patients with MCS may follow a survival time course distinguishable from other braininjured patients. It has been suggested that patients in VS due to TBI have a lower mortality
rate and longer survival compared with those with anoxia (Childs et al. , 1993). Survival in
MCS depends on age; quality of care; comorbid illness and injury; and decisions to withhold
or withdraw life-sustaining therapy. Survival estimates with severe brain injury are variable
(Fins et al. , 2007). Young patients with MCS retain limited mobility and have longer life
spans; 81% have an 8-year survival (Childs, Mercer, 1993).
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2. Clinical assessment methods of unconsciousness
The assessment and prognosis of unconsciousness currently depends mainly on clinical
scales and experience. The limitations of those scales are obvious. Subtle changes in levels of
unconsciousness cannot be clearly and accurately captured, but depend greatly on the
experience of the examiner (Stevens and Bhardwaj, 2006). Clinical commonly used scales of
unconsciousness, such as the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), Rappaport Coma/Near-Coma
Scale and JFK Coma Recovery Scale would be introduced as follows.

2.1. Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS)
The GCS is used to assess the level of consciousness after head injury and is now applicable
to all acute medical and trauma patients. The scale comprises three tests: eye, verbal
and motor responses. The three values separately as well as their sum are considered. The
lowest possible GCS (the sum) is 3 (deep coma or death), while the highest is 15 (fully
awake person).
The GCS, which was developed, validated, and used widely to assess the level of
consciousness and prognosis of patients with acute traumatic brain injuries (Rowley and
Fielding, 1991) and non-traumatic causes of coma (Mullie et al. , 1988), is insufficient for the
assessment of vegetative state and minimally conscious state because of its crude
measurement of awareness and its omission of relevant neurological functions (Howard and
Hirsch, 1999).

Eye Response

Verbal Response

Motor Response

Does not open eyes

1 point

Opens eyes in response to painful stimuli

2 points

Opens eyes in response to voice

3 points

Opens eyes spontaneously

4 points

Makes no sounds

1 point

Incomprehensible sounds

2 points

Utters inappropriate words

3 points

Confused, disoriented

4 points

Oriented, converses normally

5 points

Makes no movements

1 point

Extension to painful stimuli (decerebrate response)

2 points

Abnormal flexion to painful stimuli (decorticate response)

3 points

Flexion / Withdrawal to painful stimuli

4 points

Localizes painful stimuli

5 points

Obeys commands

6 points

Table 2. Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS)
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2.2. Rappaport coma/Near-coma scale
The Coma/Near Coma (CNC) scale was developed to measure small clinical changes in
patients with severe brain injuries who function at very low levels characteristic of nearvegetative and vegetative states. The CNC was designed to provide reliable, valid, easy, and
quick assessment of progress or lack of progress in low-level brain injured patients. The
CNC has five levels, based on 11 items that can be scored to indicate severity of sensory,
perceptual, and primitive response deficits. For the details, See Rappaport, M. (2000). The
Coma/Near Coma Scale. The Center for Outcome Measurement in Brain Injury. http://www.tbims.
org/combi/cnc (accessed October 1, 2011).

2.3. JFK Coma Recovery Scale-Revised
The JFK Coma Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R) comprises 6 subscales addressing auditory,
visual, motor, oromotor/verbal, communication, and arousal processes. Scoring is based on
the presence or absence of specific behavioral responses to sensory stimuli administered in a
standardized manner. The lowest item on each subscale represents reflexive activity or no
response, whereas the highest items represent cognitively mediated behaviors.
The CRS-R appears to meet minimal standards for measurement and evaluation tools
designed for use in interdisciplinary medical rehabilitation. The scale can be administered
reliably by trained examiners and produces reasonably stable scores over repeated
assessments. Diagnostic application of the CRS-R suggests that the scale is capable of
discriminating patients in an MCS from those in VS (Giacino et al. , 2004).
According to the report of a systematic review of behavioral assessment scales for disorders of
consciousness (DOC), the CRS-R has excellent content validity and is the only scale to address
all Aspen Workgroup criteria and may be used to assess DOC with minor reservations, while
CNC may be used to assess DOC with major reservations (Seel et al. , 2010).

3. Functional neuroimaging and unconsciousness
Although bedside clinical assessment examination remains the criterion standard for
establishing diagnosis in clinical practice, behavioral findings are often limited or
ambiguous. Recently, the evidence from the non-invasive functional imaging techniques,
especially functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission
tomography (PET) provided clues to brain function in unconscious populations, suggests
that some patients with DOC exhibit partially preserved conscious processing despite
having no clinical or verbal output (Owen et al. , 2006) and may serve an adjunctive and
useful information to the diagnosis and prognosis of these patients.
Recent advances in functional neuroimaging use so-called ‘activation’ studies to assess
residual brain function in altered states of consciousness without the need for any overt
response on the part of the patient. fMRI can capture precisely and visualize localized
physiologic change in the brain induced by neuronal activity. Several fMRI and PET
findings demonstrated that some MCS or VS patients retain islands of preserved cognitive,
sensory and auditory function.
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Consistent Movement to Command*
Reproducible Movement to Command*
Auditory Function Scale
Localization to Sound
Auditory Startle
None
Object Recognition*
Object Localization: Reaching*
Visual Pursuit*
Visual Function Scale
Fixation*
Visual Startle
None
Functional Object Use†
Automatic Motor Response*
Object Manipulation*
Motor Function Scale
Localization to Noxious Stimulation*
Flexion Withdrawal
Abnormal Posturing
None/Flaccid
Intelligible Verbalization*
Vocalization/Oral Movement
Oromotor/Verbal Function Scale
Oral Reflexive Movement
None
Oriented†
Functional: Accurate†
Communication Scale
Non-Functional: Intentional*
None
Attention*
Eye Opening without Stimulation
Arousal Scale
Eye Opening with Stimulation
Unarousable

4
3
2
1
0
5
4
3
2
1
0
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
3
2
1
0
3
2
1
0
3
2
1
0

*Denotes MCS.
Denotes emergence from MCS.

Table 3. JFK Coma Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R)

The VS patients show cortical activation limited to ‘lower level’ primary cortical areas.
Noxious somatosensory stimulation, such as high-intensity electric stimulation of the
median nerve at the wrist, induced activation of midbrain, contralateral thalamus, and
primary somatosensory cortex. The somatosensory cortex was functionally disconnected
from ‘higher order’ associative cortical areas, encompassing anterior cingulate, insular,
prefrontal and posterior parietal cortices. In healthy controls, such stimuli activated primary
and secondary somatosensory cortices, bilateral insular, posterior parietal and anterior
cingulate cortices (Laureys et al. , 2002). In line with the results of the somatosensory
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activation study described above, the activated primary auditory cortex by auditory
stimulation was also functionally disconnected from higher order areas encompassing
posterior parietal, anterior cingulate and hippocampal areas, whereas in control subjects,
stimuli activated bilateral primary and contralateral auditory association cortices (Boly et
al. , 2004, Laureys et al. , 2000). Likewise, visual stimulation elicited activation in primary
visual cortex (Giacino et al. , 2006). These studies support the view that simple
somatosensory, auditory and visual stimuli typically activate primary cortices in patients
with VS and fail to show robust activation in higher order associative cortices.
It is important to differentiate a patient in PVS from a patient in MCS, as the latter patient
has a much higher chance of a favorable outcome. Some MCS patients may retain widely
distributed cortical systems with potential for cognitive and sensory function, despite their
inability to follow simple instructions or communicate reliably (Schiff et al. , 2005). PET and
fMRI case reports incorporating complex auditory stimuli have shown large-scale network
activation in the minimally conscious state that is not observed in unconscious vegetative
patients (Bekinschtein et al. , 2005, Laureys et al. , 2004b).
However, it remains controversial whether the VS patients with atypical ‘higher order’
associative cortical activation have a good outcome. In some fMRI or/and PET studies, patients
with higher-level associative cortical activation in VS progressed to MCS or recovered
consciousness (Bekinschtein, Tiberti, 2005, Coleman et al. , 2007, Di et al. , 2007), which seem to
show that atypical ‘higher order’ associative cortical activation in VS heralds recovery of some
level of consciousness some months later. Other VS patients with ‘higher level’ associative
cortical activation failed to subsequently recover (Staffen et al. , 2006), which was in line with
the viewpoint that VS patients with atypical behavioral fragments can show residual isolated
brain processing in the absence of clinical recovery (Schiff et al. , 2002) .
Functional connectivity of the brain, measured with fMRI techniques, seems to play a more
important role for consciousness. Recently, the brain activity fluctuations in the default
resting state have received increasing interest. The default mode network is defined as a set
of areas encompassing the posterior-cingulate/precuneus, anterior cingulated/mesiofrontal
cortex and temporo-parietal junctions, showing more activity at rest than during attentiondemanding tasks. Some studies on resting state activity in DOC show that functional
connectivity is disrupted in the task-negative or the default mode network. Cauda et al.
studied three patients in a vegetative state, found the decreased connectivity in several brain
regions, including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulated cortex,
especially in the right hemisphere, the results showed a dysfunctional default mode
network (Cauda et al. , 2009). Boly et al. demonstrated absent cortico-thalamic functional
connectivity but partially preserved cortico-cortical connectivity within the default network
in a vegetative state patient following cardio-respiratory arrest (Boly et al. , 2009). In this
patient, anticorrelations could also be observed between the posterior cingulate/precuneus
and a previously identified task-positive cortical network, but both correlations and anticorrelations were significantly reduced as compared to healthy controls. In the same study,
a brain death patient studied two days after a massive cranial hemorrhage and evolution to
a comatose state showed no residual functional connectivity (Boly, Tshibanda, 2009). In a
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more comprehensive study, fourteen non-communicative brain-damaged patients and
fourteen healthy controls participated in a resting state fMRI protocol. Functional
connectivity in all default network areas was found to be non-linearly correlated with the
degree of consciousness, ranging from healthy volunteers and locked-in syndrome, to
minimally conscious, vegetative and comatose patients. Furthermore, connectivity in the
precuneus was found to be significantly stronger in MCS patients compared with VS patients,
while locked-in syndrome patients’ default network connectivity was shown to be not
significantly different from that of healthy control subjects (Vanhaudenhuyse et al. , 2010).
Certainly, the two main approaches, hypothesis-driven seed-voxel and data-driven
independent component analysis, employed in the analysis of resting state functional
connectivity data present multiple methodological difficulties, especially in noncollaborative DOC patients. Improvements in motion artifact removal and spatial
normalization are needed before fMRI resting state data can be used as proper biomarkers
in severe brain injury.
In a word, we can only say functional imaging activation studies can provide valuable
prognostic information, and future efforts should be needed.

4. Evoked potentials (EPs) and unconsciousness
4.1. Auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) and unconsciousness
Auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) can be used to trace the signal generated by a sound
through the ascending auditory pathway. The evoked potential is generated in the cochlea,
goes through the cochlear nerve, through the cochlear nucleus, superior olivary complex,
lateral lemniscus, to the inferior colliculi in the midbrain, on to the medial geniculate body,
and finally to the cortex. Brainstem auditory-evoked potentials (BAEPs) do not play a role in
the prognosis for awakening, but only play a prognostic role in survival (Lew et al. , 2003,
Young et al. , 2004).
A study of long-latency responses (LLRs) reported that a P300 component was observed in
response to the patient's name in all patients with locked-in syndrome, in all MCS patients,
and in 3 of 5 patients in VS. However, a P300 response does not necessarily reflect conscious
perception and cannot be used to differentiate VS from MCS patients (Perrin et al. , 2006).
Another study also demonstrated that MCS patients presented a larger P300 to the patient's
own name, in the passive and in the active conditions. Moreover, the P300 to target stimuli
was higher in the active than in the passive condition, suggesting voluntary compliance to
task instructions like controls. In contrast, no P300s were observed for VS patients in
response to their own name (Schnakers et al. , 2008). In conclusion, auditory LLRs are
clinically useful for assessment of higher-order neural functions and processing in TBI
patients. Auditory P300 protocols can be used to assess cognitive functions in this
population (Folmer et al. , 2011).
Mismatch Negativity (MMN) is generated by the brain’s automatic response to physical
stimulus deviation from the preceding stimulus in repetitive auditory input, revealing that
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physical features of auditory stimuli are fully processed regardless whether they are
attended to or not (Naatanen et al. , 2004). The auditory MMN (which can occur in response
to deviance in pitch, intensity, or duration) is a fronto-central negative potential with
primary generators in auditory cortex and a typical latency of 150–250ms after the onset of
the deviant stimulus. Neural generators of the MMN might also include frontal cortex and
thalamus (Naatanen et al. , 2007). Fischer et al. studied a series of 346 comatose patients and
found that the presence of MMN is a predictor of awakening and precludes comatose
patients from moving to a permanent vegetative state (Fischer et al. , 2004). Mismatch
negativity has repeatedly shown to predict outcome after coma demonstrated that in the
acute phase the presence of MMN predicted the exclusion of shifting into PVS. In the study
of Kotchoubey et al., 6 months after the brain insult clinical improvement was observed
more frequently in VS and MCS patients with a significant MMN than in those without the
MMN (Kotchoubey et al. , 2005). Wijnen et al. recorded MMNs from 10 patients in VS every
2 weeks for an average period of 3.5 months and observed that with recovery to
consciousness MMN-amplitudes increased and a sudden increase was seen in MMN
amplitude when patients started to show inconsistent behavioral responses to simple
commands. Thus, they concluded that MMN can be helpful in identifying the ability to
recover from VS. Compared the prognostic value of MMN to auditory P300 elicited by the
patient's own name, the use of novelty P3 elicited by the patient's name increases the
prognostic value of MMN alone and improves the assessment of comatose patients by
demonstrating the activation of higher-level cognitive functions (Fischer et al. , 2008).
Moreover, a meta-analysis of Daltrozzo et al. indicated that MMN and P300 appeared to be
reliable predictors of awakening in low-responsive patients with stroke or hemorrhage,
trauma and metabolic encephalopathy etiologies (Daltrozzo et al. , 2007).

4.2. Somatosensory Evoked Potentials (SEPs) and unconsciousness
Somatosensory Evoked Potentials (SEPs) can trace the conduction of a sensory impulse
(initiated by touch, painful stimuli, or mild electrical stimulation of the skin) from a patient's
leg or wrist, through the limb and spinal column, and to record its arrival in contralateral
somatosensory cortex. Short-latency somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEPs) refer to the
primary response from the somatosensory cortex (S1).
Many studies have confirmed that the absence of cortical somatosensory-evoked potentials
(SSEPs) such as N20 is good evidence to predict recovery from coma (Amantini et al. , 2005,
Carter and Butt, 2005, Robinson et al. , 2003, Young, Wang, 2004). Lew et al. studied 22
patients who suffered severe TBI and observed that bilateral absence of median nerve SEP
was strongly predictive of the worst functional outcome (Lew, Dikmen, 2003). However,
these studies mainly focused on acute brain injury. Prolonged impaired consciousness (MCS
and VS) have not been studied in such detail. Wu et al. studied 21 subjects in PVS and 16 in
MCS and founded that SSEPs failed to distinguished subjects in PVS from those in MCS,
which indicated that this measure might be limited in predicting outcome in this population
(Wu et al. , 2011a).
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5. EEG (traditional methods) and unconsciousness
Electroencephalography (EEG) can also provide a direct and dynamic measurement of
electrical brain activity induced by neuronal functional activity in the cortex. EEG allows for
an immediate examination of cortical or cortical–subcortical dysfunction in an inexpensive,
safe, and readily available manner. It is an important tool in assessing unconscious patients.

5.1. Several scoring systems for grading the severity of EEG abnormalities
Changes in EEG patterns may indicate either deepening or lightening of coma, though
orderly progression of coma through various EEG patterns does not always occur.
Researchers have already agreed the following EEG patterns found after cardiac arrest are
strongly associated with an poor neurologic outcome: generalized suppression; generalized
burst–suppression; generalized periodic patterns, especially with epileptiform activity; and
α- or α-/θ-pattern coma (Young, 2000).
Synek developed one of the first EEG classification systems for comatose patients (Synek,
1988). Table 4 lists the Synek EEG Classification System. In his view, favorable outcome with
survival seems to occur with both grade 1 and the "reactive type" of grade 2 abnormalities,
with preservation of normal sleep features, and with frontal mono-rhythmic delta activity;
prognostically uncertain patterns are "nonreactive" grade 2 abnormalities; diffuse delta
activity with grade 3 abnormality, and the "reactive type of alpha pattern coma."; the
following patterns are suggested to be prognostically malignant if persistent: grade 3
abnormality with small amplitude, diffuse, irregular delta activity; grade 4 ("burst
suppression pattern"), in particular when epileptiform discharges are present and with
"low-output EEG"; and grade 5 ("isoelectric EEG"); fatal outcome is also common with the
"nonreactive type of alpha pattern coma" and the recently reported "theta pattern coma."
Grade
Subgrade
I (Regular alpha, some theta reactive)
a. normal voltage, reactive
II (predominant theta)
b. low voltage, nonreactive
a. predominant delta, widespread,
rhythmic, reactive
b. spindle coma
III (delta/spindles)
c. predominant delta, low voltage,
irregular, nonreactive
d. predominant delta, medium
voltage, usually nonreactive
a.
IV (Burst suppression/alpha
b.
coma/theta coma/low voltage
c.
delta)
d.
V (Suppression)

burst suppression
alpha pattern coma
theta pattern coma
<20μV delta

Electrocerebral silence (<2μV)

Table 4. Synek (1988) EEG Classification System

Subsubgrade

(1) epileptiform activity
(2) no epileptiform
activity
(1) some reactivity
(2) no reactivity
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Young et al. suggested a revised EEG Classification System (Young et al. , 1997). Table 5 lists
the Young EEG Classification System. This system for classifying EEGs in comatose patients
has a higher inter-observer reliability than the Synek’s.
Category
I Delta/theta > 50% of recording (not theta coma)
II Triphasic waves
III Burst-suppression
IV Alpha/theta/spindle coma (unreactive)
V Epileptiform activity (not in burst-suppression
pattern)
VI Suppression

Subcategory
(1) Reactivity
(2) No reactivity
(1) With epileptiform activity
(2)Without epileptiform activity
(1) Generalized
(2) Focal or multifocal
(1) <20μV, but > 10μV
(2) ≤10μV

Guideline:
1. Burst-suppression pattern should have generalized flattening at standard sensitivity
for ≥ 1 second at least every 20 seconds.
2. Suppression: for this category, voltage criteria should be met for the entire record;
there should be no reactivity.
3. When > 1 category applies, select the most critical:
• Suppression is the most serious category.
• Burst-suppression pattern is more important than the category of triphasic waves
which is more significant than dysrhythmia or delta.
• Alpha pattern coma is more important than focal spikes, triphasic waves,
dysrhythmia or delta categories.
Table 5. Young (1997) EEG Classification System

Husain presented a review of the EEG patterns commonly seen in coma (Husain, 2006). In
this review, the author suggested that intermittent rhythmic delta activity (IRDA, consisting
of 2 to 3 Hz sinusoidal waves occurring in a rhythmic but intermittent manner), triphasic
waves (TW, blunt, delta (2 to 3 Hz) waves which consist of a high-voltage positive wave
preceded and followed by lower amplitude negative waves) are seen in lighter stages of
coma; continuous high-voltage delta activity has a poorer outcome than IRDA and TW;
periodic lateralized epileptiform discharges (PLEDs), the prognosis depends on their
etiology: those related to seizures often have a favorable outcome, whereas those due to
infection and stroke have a more variable prognosis; generalized periodic epileptiform
discharges (GPEDs), the prognosis depends on their etiology: if the GPEDs are due to
medication overdose, outcome may be good, whereas the etiology is anoxia, outcome is
usually poor; burst-suppression (generalized, synchronous bursts of high-voltage, mixedfrequency activity alternating with periods of suppression of EEG activity), prognosis is
greatly dependent on etiology: patients manifesting this pattern after cardiac arrest are
likely to have a much worse outcome; Low-voltage, slow, non-reactive EEG (the
predominant activity is of theta and delta frequencies and the amplitude is less than 20μV)
and electrocerebral inactivity (ECI), the prognosis is poor; spindle coma, the prognosis is
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often favorable; alpha coma, the etiology due to cardiorespiratory arrest is poor, due to toxic
encephalopathy is favorable, and due to locked-in syndrome is poor; beta coma, the most
common cause for beta coma is overdose of sedative-hypnotic medications and the
prognosis is usually favorable.

5.2. Quantitative EEG and unconsciousness
Signal processing and computer technology have enabled the quantification of conventional
electroencephalogram (EEG) findings. Digital EEG is paperless recording, storage and
display with many advantages over traditional paper recordings. Quantitative EEG (QEEG)
is any mathematical or statistical analysis along with the various graphical displays made
from digital EEG. The most commonly used method is frequency spectrum analysis based
on fast Fourier transform.
Most subjects in VS have profound generalized slowing of background activity with delta
rhythms that do not react to stimuli; subjects with the most severe forms of VS show
electrocerebral silence (Bernat, 2006). Most subjects in MCS show diffuse slowing in the
theta or delta range (Giacino and Whyte, 2005), or in the theta or slow alpha (7.5–8 Hz)
range (Fingelkurts et al., 2012, Kotchoubey, Lang, 2005). Since the spectrum of EEG
malignant categories (suppression, burst-suppression, alpha and theta coma, and
generalized periodic complexes combined) is greatly variable (Young, 2000), it is difficult to
quantify different EEG features of malignant categories. Certain EEG features are associated
with a poor outcome and, in some cases, useful in predicting eventual survival. However,
the predictive value of individual classifications has not been adequately addressed
(Husain, 2006, Young, 2000).

5.3. Other EEG analytical methods and unconsciousness
Other QEEG techniques include: monitoring and trending, source analysis, coherence
analysis, EEG brain maps, et al. Coherence analysis, defined as a statistical measure of crosscorrelation between two EEG signals in the frequency domain, and associated with
functional coupling, is another commonly used method. Kane et al. investigated the
relationship between quantitative EEG and BAEP measures and outcome, in 60 comatose
patients after severe, closed head injury and the result indicated that there was regional
information in EEG power spectra over the left hemisphere, which could be used in
prognostic predictions for patients in coma after severe TBI (Kane et al. , 1998). Leon-Carrion
et al. studied 7 MCS patients and 9 patients with severe neurocognitive disorders and the
results stressed the importance of fronto-temporal-parietal associative cortices within the
"awareness-regions" model and also suggest a relation between excess of slow wave activity
and diminished level of awareness in brain injury population (Leon-Carrion et al. , 2008).

6. Nonlinear dynamics analysis (NDA) and unconsciousness
During the past two decades, nonlinear dynamics analysis (NDA) has become a common
way to study neural mechanisms underlying cognition. The EEG is complex and of limited
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predictability because its ultra-high-dimensional nature makes it in essence a stochastic
system (Jansen, 1991, Pritchard and Duke, 1995). NDA can characterize the dynamics of the
neural networks underlying the EEG (Jelles et al. , 1999). Thus, it is suggested that NDA
provides a useful tool for studying dynamic changes and abstracting correlations within
cortical networks, such as the degree of synchronization within local neural networks and
the coupling between distant cortical neural networks. NDA is derived from the
mathematical theory of nonlinear dynamical systems. NDA has demonstrated that the
decreased complexity of EEG patterns and reduced functional connections in the cerebral
cortex likely are due to decreased nonlinear cell-dynamics as well as linear and nonlinear
couplings between cortical areas (Jeong, 2004).

6.1. Principles of different NDA methods
6.1.1. Lempel-Ziv complexity (LZC)
Lempel and Ziv proposed a useful complexity measure that characterizes degrees of order
in and development of spatiotemporal patterns. Lempel-Ziv complexity (LZC) quantifies the
complexity of time series and is well suited to the analysis of non-stationary biomedical
signals of short length. Several studies showed that C(n) (a nonlinear index of complexity) is
a useful and promising EEG-derived parameter for characterizing the depth of anesthesia
(Zhang et al. , 2001).
LZC analysis is based upon a coarse-graining of the measurements, such that the EEG time
series must be transformed into a finite symbol sequence. To do this, we used a simple
binary sequence conversion (zeros and ones): Data values below or equal the mean of the
given sequence were assigned the symbol “0,” and the values above the mean were assigned
the symbol “1”. This algorithm gives the number of distinct patterns contained in the given
finite sequence S=s1, s2, …, sn.
Once digitized, the EEG sequences were scanned according to the method of Kaspar and
Schuster (Kaspar and Schuster, 1987). The corresponding complexity measure, c(n)
increased by 1 unit when a new subsequence pattern was found in the process, and the next
symbol was regarded as the beginning of the next subsequence pattern. The pattern
searching continued until the last symbol was scanned. For instance, a time series of EEG
signal (6.65, 2.63, 7.15, 1.04, 1.68, 5.55, 3.67, 4.51,… ) whose average was 4.11 could be
converted into a binary sequence, 10100101…; c(n) of the binary sequence was 4, since
different patterns observed in it were 1, 0, 100 and 101. More details of the LZC calculation
can be found in the literature (Kaspar and Schuster, 1987, Zhang, Roy, 2001).
In order to obtain a complexity measure that is independent of the sequence length, c(n) was
normalized. For a binary conversion, Lempel and Ziv (Lempel and Ziv, 1976) demonstrated
that:
lim c(n) = b(n) ≡

n→∞

n
log 2 (n)
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such that c(n) could be normalized via b(n):
LZC =

c( n)
b(n)

LZC usually ranges between zero and one. It is a nonlinear dynamic measure indicating the
rate of appearance of the new patterns in a time series. A larger LZC implies a greater
chance of the occurrence of new sequence patterns and thus a more complex dynamical
behavior (Li et al. , 2008). LZC can be viewed as independent of number of samples when n
is large (Zhang, Roy, 2001).
In Fig. 1, we present the four LZC analysis steps. The first step consisted in a pre-processing of
the signals: artifact-free epoch selection and band-pass filtering. In the second step, the EEG
data was transformed into a binary sequence through so-called coarse-graining procedure. The
third step was subsequence pattern finding, used to estimate the complexity of the binary
sequence – c(n). Finally, the normalized LZ complexity of the signals was calculated.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the steps followed in the LZC analysis: signal pre-processing, binarization,
subsequence pattern finding and LZC calculation.

6.1.2. Approximate entropy (ApEn)
Entropy, when considered as a physical concept, is related to the amount of “disorder” in
the system. Approximate entropy can quantify the irregularity of data time series, i.e., the
predictability of subsequent amplitude values based upon the knowledge of the previous
amplitude values. Entropy of the EEG measures the regularity of the signal: high levels of
entropy during anesthesia demonstrate that the subject is awake, whereas low levels of
entropy correlate with deeper unconsciousness (Anderson et al. , 2004, Bruhn et al. , 2003,
Hans et al. , 2005, Vakkuri et al. , 2004).
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Approximate entropy is a measure of system complexity that was proposed by Pincus and
Singer (Pincus and Singer, 1996). It is computed as follows:

ApEn( m, r , N ) = lim [φm (r ) − φm+1(r )]
N →∞

φm ( r ) =

N − m +1
1
 ln Cim (r )
N − m + 1 i =1

where C is the correlation integral.
The absolute value of approximate entropy is influenced by three parameters: the length of
the epoch (N), the number of previous values used for the prediction of the subsequent
value (m), and a filtering level (r). The noise filter defines the tolerance r that discerns
“close” and “not close” subvectors of length “N.” “r” measures the amount of noise in the
data that is filtered out in the ensuing calculation.
ApEn calibrates an extent of serial interrelationships, quantifying a continuum that ranges
from totally ordered (zero) to completely random (infinite). It assigns a non-negative
number to a time series, with larger values corresponding to more complexity or irregularity
in the data (Pincus, 2001). With increasing irregularity, knowing past values will not enable
reliable prediction of future values, and approximate entropy will increase. Thus, decreasing
irregularity (decreased ApEn) will cause lowered complexity in the time series, i.e. reduced
nonlinear cell-dynamics or interaction of cortical networks.

6.1.3. Cross aproximate entropy (C-ApEn)
Cross approximate entropy (C-ApEn) measures the degree of dissimilarity between two
concurrent series. A thematically similar quantification of two-variable asynchrony can aid in
uncovering subtle disruptions in complicated network dynamics (Pincus, 2006). It is a recently
introduced technique for analyzing two related time series to measure the degree of their
asynchrony. C-ApEn is very similar to ApEn in design and intent, differing only in that it
compares sequences from one series with those of the second (Richman and Moorman, 2000).
Given two time series of N points,

{u( j);1 ≤ j ≤ N}

and {v( j);1 ≤ j ≤ N}

form the vectors

xm (i ) = {u(i + k ) : 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1}

ym (i ) = {v(i + k ) : 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1}

in which, u and v are the time series, m is the dimension of the vector, r is the same
threshold used in the definition of ApEn, and N is the length of the time series. The distance
between two such vectors is defined:
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d [ xm (i ), ym ( j )] = max{[ u(i + k ) − v( j + k )] : 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1}
Cim (r )( v  u) is defined as the number of ym ( j ) within r of xm (i) divided by N-m+1, such
that

φ m (r )( v  u) =

1
N − m +1

N − m +1


i =1

ln C im (r )( v  u)



Lastly, the estimated approximate entropy of finite series is:
Cross − ApEn( m , r , N )( v  u ) = φ m ( r )( v  u) − φ m +1(r )( v  u )

While the single-channel ApEn measures the temporal complexity of the EEG, the twochannel C-ApEn reflects the spatial decorrelation of cortical potentials from two remote sites
(Hudetz, 2002). Since conscious cognitive processes depend on functional brain regions
networks, C-ApEn could reflect the general state of functional connectivity of the brain that
supports conscious processes.
What does raised C-ApEn mean about inter-cortical functional connectivity? This question
is of great importance. According to Hudetz and Sleigh’s explanation, EEG entropy should
not be viewed simply as an indicator of disorder, but as a measure of the number of possible
microstates a cortical neuronal network may access. The greater the number of microstates,
the higher the informational content they represent (Hudetz, 2002, Sleigh et al. , 2001).
Therefore, C-ApEn may be interpreted as a measure of the number of states independently
accessible by the two cortical areas. Thus, an increase in C-ApEn during painful or auditory
stimuli may indicate not only an increase in the number of independent microstates
available for the two cortical areas, but also increased inter-cortical communication or
information flow (Wu et al. , 2011b).

6.2. Clinical application of NDA correlated with unconsciousness
NDA also can quantify the depth of anesthesia and sedation, and has been shown to be a
sensitive and agent-specific correlate of the central effects of anesthetics. Researchers have
demonstrated that LZC and ApEn can distinguish between awake and anaesthetized state
of human subjects (Anderson, Barr, 2004, Bruhn, Bouillon, 2003, Ferenets et al. , 2006,
Ferenets et al. , 2007, Hans, Dewandre, 2005, Kumar et al. , 2007, Noh et al. , 2006, Vakkuri,
Yli-Hankala, 2004, Voss et al. , 2006, Zhang, Roy, 2001). In sleep research ApEn was
statistically significantly lower during Stage IV and higher during wake and REM sleep
(Burioka et al. , 2005, Papadelis et al. , 2007).

6.3. Application of NDA in assessing unconsciousness
Wu et al. studied 21 patients in PVS, 16 in MCS and 30 normal conscious subjects (control
group) with brain trauma or stroke. EEG was recorded under three conditions: eyes closed,
auditory stimuli and painful stimuli. EEG nonlinear indices such as Lempel-Ziv complexity
(LZC), approximate entropy (ApEn) and cross-approximate entropy (C-ApEn) were calculated
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for all subjects. The results showed that the PVS subjects had the lowest nonlinear indices,
followed by the MCS subjects, and the control group had the highest; the PVS and MCS group
had poorer response to auditory and painful stimuli than the control group; Under painful
stimuli, nonlinear indices of subjects who recovered (REC) increased more significantly than
non-REC subjects. The author considered that with EEG nonlinear analysis, the degree of
suppression for PVS and MCS could be quantified and the changes of brain function for
unconscious subjects could be captured by NDA. The possible mechanism might be that
recovery of unconsciousness and the degree of suppression of unconsciousness are mediated
through the brain cortex; NDA can reflect different levels of consciousness by measuring the
complexity of the neuron networks in the brain cortex (Wu, Cai, 2011a).

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of local and distant C-ApEn pairs.

Further study with C-ApEn was carried out to investigate the cortical response to painful
and auditory stimuli for subjects in PVS and MCS, and measure the interconnection of the
residual cortical functional islands. The results showed that interconnection of local and
distant cortical networks of patients in PVS was generally suppressed, and painful or
auditory stimulation could hardly cause any activation of associative cortices; instead,
interconnection of local cortical networks of patients in MCS improved significantly; the
only significant difference with the normal conscious subjects existed in the unaffected
distant cortical networks. The author also present some question: does raised C-ApEn of
patients in VS and MCS under various stimulation conditions mean a better prognosis?
Could C-ApEn be used as a feedback index of such resuscitation therapies as repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS)
that could increase the excitability of cortical regions of interest? Further research is needed
to answer these questions (Wu, Cai, 2011b).
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Chapter 3

The Skin Neural Interface
Pierre Rabischong
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction
The skin is the smart dress of all the body and represents its external limit in relation with
outside and inside. Due to its particular rich innervations, it plays a basic important role as
polymodal neural interface. Its structure is made by three layers. First the epidermis is a
pavement epithelium without vessels and in a permanent growth by its germinative stratum
pushing new cells to the periphery where the contact with air is drying them generating the
stratum corneum of dead cells. That is why only free nervous endings can penetrate the
epidermis generating a particular subtle tactile sense. Second the dermis is very rich in
collagen fibers, vessels, hair roots, sweat glands and sensorial receptors of different types.
Third the hypodermis has many fat follicles enclosed within fibrous capsules. Below those
layers is the gliding sub-cutaneous tissue with connective and elastic fibers. Therefore the skin
is a movable dress, but with some fixation zones to the skeleton or to some fibro-tendinous
plans like in the palm of the hand or the plantar sole of the foot in order to guarantee safe
grasping and locomotion.
It is important to remember that the skin has the same embryologic origin than the nervous
system explaining some common physiological and pathological aspects. In fact, the neural
plate originating like the skin from the ectoderm will give later after the development of the
neural folds the neural tube progressively closed and enlarged at its cephalic end producing
the five cerebral vesicles preforming the encephalon. During this embryonic process, the
neural crests are isolated along the dorso lateral part of the tube to give the sensory ganglion
cells, the sympathetic ganglions, the chromaffin cells of the adrenal medulla of the surrenal glands
and some migrating cells within the skin described as Langerhans or dendritic Merkel cells
responsible for acquired immunoprotection.
Finally the smart transducer skin dress allows to define five different and complementary
functional neural interfaces: exteroceptive, proprioceptive, interoceptive, homeostasic and
regenerative.
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2. Exteroceptive neural interface: the multimodal contact
2.1. Touch and palpation
The skin can receive tactile information from the environment with contact of different
pressure mode going from the light skimming touch due to the free epidermic endings till
the deep pressure on the subcutaneous organs. It can also use their sensorial detectors to
make contact with objects and move a sensitive skin surface to detect and identify the
physical qualities of any structure defining the haptic function possibly assimilated to a
cutaneous eye. Pain and temperature sensing are referring to other structures.
A. The encapsulated cutaneous mechano-receptors
A great deal of work has been done to characterize the different types of sensory receptors
using
physiological
experimental
techniques
like
microneurography
and
microneurostimulation as well as histological studies with the precious help of the electronic
microscope. That means that we have at the present time a precise set of data concerning
morphology and function of those receptors, but still a lack of complete understanding of
the integration within the central nervous system of all types of sensations. Two functional
types have to be considered: slow adaptating (SA) activated during all the duration of the
stimulus and fast adaptating (FA) answering at the initiation and at the end of the stimulus.
The richness of the skin sensitive matrix is also linked to the topographic repartition of the
receptors in superficial and deep parts.
A.1. The epithelial Merckel discs: (SA I)
They are the smallest in the order of 2µm and placed parallel to the surface in the stratum
germinativum or close to a hair follicle. The cell contains osmiophilic grains in relation with
a neurosecretion and its surface is attached to keratinocytes by desmosomic links. They
could be grouped in corpuscles or in Pinkus complexes and a single neurite can transfer
information of few corpuscles. They do not have rest discharge and can give indication
about the direction of the mechanical stimulus. It is important to make distinction between
this mechanoreceptor and the dendritic cell also called Merckel and responsible for acquired
immunoprotection.
A.2. The Meissner corpuscles: (FA I)
With an ovoid shape and a long vertical axis of 150µm, they are made by a superposition of
Schwann cells between which are passing afferent interlaced fibers. Located mainly within
the pulp of fingers, palm and plantar sole, they are sensitive to the direction, intensity and
velocity of the mechanical impulses.
A.3. The lamellous Pacini corpuscles: (FA II)
They are the largest receptors in ant eggs shape of 2 to 3mm diameter and in fact visible
with the naked eye. They are located in dermis and hypodermis of hand palm and plantar
sole as well as in abdominal cavity and external wall of some big arteries and we will
discuss later about their important functionnal role as pressure transducer. At the central
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part of the fifteen to thirty connective lamellas creating the classical aspect in onion bulb is a
neurite with a neural plate. In addition some microarterial capillaries circulating between
the lamellas are responsible for the renitency of the receptor and therefore for its sensibility.
That can explain the balance perturbations in diabetic patient suffering of diverse
microangiopathy changing the Pacini threshold.
A.3.1. The automatic regulation of the grasping force:
That is an interesting neurophysiological aspect of the automatic control of motor functions
related to the existence of a concentration of Pacinian corpuscles in the palm and palmar
aspects of fingers. We studied this phenomenon in our biomechanical research unit using a
cylinder test equipped with strain gauges in order to measure the grasping force as well as the
acceleration. When a person is grasping by placing its palm around this unknown object and
of course with unknown weight, the grasping force is generally higher than the minimum
required. A second grasp of the same object shows a regulation with adaptation of the
grasping force. If we increase progressively the weight of the object during the grasping phase
by filling it with lead powder the force is normally increasing in relation with the variation of
the weight. But we made this test in different categories of subjects and observed two extreme
functional profiles: those who increase the force with a curve parallel to weight variation and
those who have no regulation at all with a great initial level of force without change in relation
with the weight variation. We also asked to the subject to voluntarily decrease the grasping
force until the sliding of the object and we saw that a certain but variable safety margin exists
to guaranty a safe grasp. That allowed us to identify the great differences between individuals
regarding the precision and quality of regulation of this grasping automatic control. We
established also a link with the important variations of the number of nervous fibers within the
peripheral nerves and particularly in the upper limb and the hand. The mean number
calculated on the counting fibers on cross sections of the nerves using a silver impregnation to
visualize the myelin sheath in the different parts of the brachial plexus on 20 different cadavers
was of 110000 fibers, but the individual variation on our sample was going to double or triple.
The conclusion was that it is no equality among people regarding the quantitative aspect of the
neural equipment not only in the peripheral nervous system but also in the central nervous
system. That can also explain partially the inequality of mental aptitudes among individuals.
A.3.2. The plantar force plate and the body balance regulation:
That is another interesting example of the mandatory automatic control of balance in
vertical posture in relation also with the Pacinian corpuscles. Therefore man is the pilot of a
very complex machine and in most of the case he is almost completely ignorant about its
own anatomy and neurophysiology. Moreover the one who knows anatomy and
neurophysiology is not functioning better that the ignorant pilot. That means that
everything is made in the human construction plan to simplify at the maximum the
conscious decision and command of action and to made unconscious the very complex
technical problems to solve for the execution of motor tasks. The vertical posture on two feet
(bipodal) or one foot (monopodal) is a good example of this full automation of a complex
motor function. What we have to call the postural servomechanism has inputs and outputs.
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The three inputs: visual, cutaneous and vestibular are redundants:
-

-

-

the visual input takes unconsciously a vertical or horizontal reference line in the space
and can alone achieve a stable balance. We demonstrated in our center that putting a
person in a room without linear references create some specific optical vertigo, that it is
also possible to reproduce by projecting in a dark room an inclinated line taking as a
false reference by the person and generating a particular sensation due to the
discordant perception of visual and cutaneous inputs.
the cutaneus input is made by a string of corpuscles of Pacini located in the deep part of
the plantar sole all along the ground contact part of the skin. They can detect the
disequilibrium of the vertical posture on the two axis antero-posterior and lateral. This
input is also able alone to assure a correct balance. Normally closing eyes in vertical
position do not perturb the balance which is the case of blind persons. But in certain
neurologic disorders like tabès characterized by a lesion of the posterior funiculus of
spinal cord conveying the information of Pacini corpuscles, the equilibrium is
impossible without the vision. This clinical test was described by Romberg.
the third input is vestibular with the activation of the two accelerometers: angular with
the three semicircular canals oriented along three orthogonal planes and linear with the
utricular macula which is a gravity transducer allowing to maintain the head in
horizontal position and the sacular macula for transversal movements of the head. The
vestibular system is a complex accelerometer using a liquid technology with two
liquids: perilymphatic and endolymphatic which also exists in the cochlea responsible
as frequency analyzer for hearing, a completely different function, but with a common
technical problem of precise osmotic regulation of those liquids. That can explain why
vestibule and cochlea are linked in the same anatomical structure, the ear. Therefore
the vestibule has a threshold as well as an inertia responsible for a remanence after
stopping a movement. Only the vision can stop the vestibular activation avoiding a
vertigo by resetting the transducer. In fact the vestibule in vertical posture can generate
large oscillations for corrections in case of movements beyond its threshold. But its
major role is to give a 3D trajectory for walking or running without vision.

The outputs are automatic muscular contractions by impulsions for correction of the
disequilibrium in two directions. An EMG recording of anterior and posterior muscles of the
leg and simultaneous recording of the center of pressure on a force plate can show clearly
the proportionality of the muscular contraction with the importance of the disequilibrium in
the limit of the 7° of acceptable oscillations of the whole body. These investigations are
commonly done by the medical and non medical practitioners in posturology. An important
literature can be seen on this modern topic.
A.4. The Ruffini corpuscles: (SA II)
They are mechanical traction transducers due to their elongated structure of 2 mm long with
inside collagen fibers included in a liquid, surrounding a nucleus and with a thin capsule
open at the two extremities. That allows some collagen fibers to go out and to be anchored
and integrated within the chorion, making the corpuscles very sensitive to the mechanical
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deformation of the skin. A nervous fiber is penetrating within the corpuscle at its middle
part and distribute fine ramifications inside. The neural reception field is large. This
structure is very similar to this of the neurotendinous Golgi organ and play a great role in
the body position and movement sense that we will talk about later.
A neurophysiological problem which did not find until now its solution can be called:
sensorial convergence. In fact they are more receptors than afferent fibers to convey the
information to the centers. For example looking at the finger innervations shows a great
quantity of mechanoreceptors and largely less sensitive fibers within the two median and
ulnar nerves. We have seen that several Merckel discs can corresponds to only one neurite,
but for the other corpuscles the ratio 1/1 is the rule. The point is to know if different
corpuscles types can be linked on the same fiber or if different topographical levels of same
receptors can be associated. Presumably the answer has to be found in the organization of
the somatotopy of thalamus and cortex identifying the different neuronal fields and their
functional specificity. Anyway the Weber test exploring the identification of two separate
contact points is in direct relation with this problem because the perception of a double
contact is directly linked with the stimulation of two different neuronal fields. In addition a
normal overlapping of perception fields exists and it is needed to get a complete anesthesia
of a skin territory to cut three successive sensitive roots corresponding to three dermatomas.
B. The temperature and pain receptors:
Even if the two systems are specific, they are closely linked within the central nervous
system. The temperature sensing is in relation with free endings with dilated end in cone or
bulb shape in epidermis and mainly dermis. They are originating from Aδ myelinated fibers
of small caliber of 5µm for cold and C amyelinic fibers of 1,5 µm for warm.
Regarding pain, the technical problem seems to be more complicated. Pain has to be
considered basically first of all as a protection system generating a priority signal travelling as
fast as possible within the nervous system in order to induce withdrawal reflexes or
shunning reactions. This important alarm system, existing in all animals, requires a precise
location of the injured part of the body to adjust the protective answer in the best possible
conditions. That means a mandatory projection on the area 3 of the somato-sensory parietal
cortex. On the other hand, specific nociceptors made by Aδ and C fibers were identified
with slow conduction.
Therefore the question is to know if a supraliminal stimulation of a mechanoreceptor can
generate a pain signal or if it is needed to think that a normal field reception is doubled by a
nociceptive field ? presumably the truth is between. For example pinching the skin create a
specific sensation which become painful if the pinching forces are stronger or putting a hand
under water allows to identify the temperature of the water which can also become painful
if increasing too much. That anyway allows to understand why temperature and pain are
linked in the same central pathway and also the existence within the dorsal horn of the
spinal cord of two types of nociceptive neurons. The first category is the specific nociceptive
neurons which are located only in the layer I and have a little receptive field without
overlapping. The second is the convergent neurons or also called WDR cells (wide dynamic
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range) or trigger cells or multireceptive neurons which are mainly within the layer V, have a
large overlapping receptive field and are able to generate sensitive summation phenomenon
explaining some projected pain like in arm in case of angor or in testicle in case of nephritic
colic. Those convergent neurons have also a peripheral zone able to generate inhibition by
non nocive stimulation. In addition to the neuronal activity, it is important to mention a
very rich neurosecretion like excitatory aminoacids (glutamate or aspartate) or inhibitory
like GABA or neuropeptides like substance P, enkephalin, somatostatine ...

2.2. The central neural pathways
Two different systems are corresponding to the two different aspect of tactile sensation.
The first is called epicritic sensibility and characterize a precise body localization and
functional identification in relation with touch contact discrimination, goniometric and
statokinetic sense. The signals are travelling within the dorsal column of the spinal cord
along the medial gracile fasciculus for lower limb and abdomen and lateral cuneate fasciculus
for upper limb and thorax to reach the two corresponding nuclei in the medulla. Then the
fibers after synapses are crossing the mid line to create the medial lemniscus going to the
thalamic ventral posterolateral nucleus in its pars oralis (VPLo). From the thalamus which is the
convergent system of all the sensibilities except the olfaction, the fibers are projected on to
the primary somatosensory cortex located on the parietal post central gyrus with the specific
area 1 and 5 for the body scheme which is cutaneous and not muscular, area 3 for a precise
body localization and area 2 for statokinetic perception (position and movement) including
the segment goniometry. It is possible to find on the post central gyrus the same
disproportional topographical representation identified by cortical electrostimulation on
awake patients made by the Canadian neurosurgeon Penfield (motor and sensitive
homunculus).
The second system is called protopatic sensibility and concerns temperature, pain and crude
touch conveyed by Aδ fibers articulated in the posterior horn with lamina I and IV and V
(nucleus proprius) and C fibers with lamina II and III of the substantia gelatinosa and VII
and VIII. Then they travel within the dorsal and ventral spinothalamic tract (extralemniscal
way) which is placed in the medulla and pons laterally to the medial lemniscus with whom
its reach the thalamic ventral postero-lateral nucleus (VPL) in its pars caudalis for the
ventral tract and in its pars posterior for the dorsal tract. In addition to the spinothalamic
tract representing the alarm system mentioned before is the spinoreticulothalamic tract
containing mainly C fibers which goes to the medullar, pontine and mesencephalic nuclei of
the reticular formation (17 identified separate nuclei) and periaqueductal gray matter (rich
neurosecretion within LCR). Finally this tract reach the reticular nuclei of the medial
thalamus (intra and parafascicular) and then the anterior cingulate cortex (area 24) and close
prefrontal cortex. That explains the two specific part of the pain sensations: first the alarm
system well localized in the body with a discrimination of pain origin (stinging, cutting,
burning ...) and second the emotional component possibly going to the suffering in case of
chronic pain. Finally the central control of pain is made by three centers:
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-

-

-

the spinal cord posterior horn connected with the spinal ganglion which is the first pain
processor unfortunately unknown by most of the spine surgeons operating on the
vertebral disc. Some active inhibition process described by Melzack and Wall in 1965 as
the gate control theory concerns the possible action of skin large fibers Aβ on the neurons
of the substantia gelatinosa closing the door of the spinothalamic tract. That also can be
done surgically as demonstrated by Marc Sindou.
the reticular formation of the brain stem responsible for neurosecretion and
activation/inhibition for ascending and descending pathways with three columns:
medial with the 6 raphe nuclei with an important neurosecretion mainly serotonin,
central with 5 nuclei in relation with motricity and lateral with 6 nuclei related to
afferences. Even if we know precisely the morphology of those nuclei, more scientific
investigations are needed to understand completely their specific functional activity.
the selective filter of the thalamus in which 70% of the relay neurons of the VPL and VPM
receive cutaneous inputs with roughly 20% of nociceptive specific neurons, 30% of low
threshold mechanical SA and FA receptors and 50% of convergent WDR neurons in
relation with non-noxious and noxious stimuli. The large diffusion to all the cortical
areas of the pain signal is depending first to its localization by area 3 of the parietal post
central gyrus.

3. The proprioceptive neural interface: The skin goniometer
As defined by Sherrington, the proprioception is the self sensibility of the body. In other
words, the stimulus is not coming from outside but from inside of the body. That concerns
essentially the perception of position and movement of all parts of the body. We have done
in our research center many investigations on robotics and have had the privilege to
cooperate with industry and particularly with the French Renault car factory which started
its industrial robotic activity in 1974.
In order to better understand the technical problem in human, we will use a robotic model:

3.1. The robionic model
We created the term of Robionic in 1992 at the occasion of a robotic symposium in
Singapore. That concerns the association of robotics, biology and electronics and was more
appropriate than the term of bionics used in the sixties by the americans. At the present
time, the engineers are talking about mechatronics. The name robot which means work was
introduced by Karel Tchapek in 1922 in its theater performance called "the Universal Robots
of Rossum". An industrial robot is a manipulator with several degrees of freedom (DOF).
Some, considered as intelligent, are equipped with artificial sensorial systems, vision and
tactile sensibility, allowing them to be adaptable to the unpredictable variations of a
provided technical programme. The human limbs are also polyarticulated systems with
many DOF and it is acceptable to stipulate that the control problems of human joints are of
the same nature than the control of a robot, with of course some important differences
regarding the type of actuators and the structure of the mandatory transducers. Two
interesting transfers of knowledge can be taken in consideration:
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A. From living to artificial
that is concern with the possible mimic of some living systems (biomimetism) like for
example the compound eye of the fly which has 3200 optical microunits called ommatidies
having a little lens as well as neural substrate with some specialized units in the detection of
a particular direction of movement. The neural integration of the visual information is
particularly complex but give to the fly a fantastic instrument to detect movement of objects
or optimal trajectories for flying. Unfortunately a posterior dead angle of 7° make possible to
catch it even if its reaction velocity is superior to man. A research team of Marseille was
using this technology to design a special visual polydirectional transducer for mobile robot.
Another example of biomimetism is the copy of articulated legs of animals to design legged
machines including the present bipedal robots developed particularly in Japan for home
services.
B. From artificial to living
this transfer is more interesting for us to understand the technical problems of human motor
control. In fact to drive the terminal organ of a robot in a 3D space in order to grasp and
manipulate objects, it is mandatory to find the correct algorithm of command and write the
complex equations for that. Two basic information are needed: the state of the motors and
the angulations of joints. In industry, the motors are commonly or electric or hydraulic. In
both cases, they are reversible by inversing the electrical current or changing the hydraulic
pressure. That means that the state of the motors can be identified by the measurement of
the intensity of these two parameters. Regarding the angulations of the joints, it is easy to
measure it by using linear or angular potentiometers placed on the axis of the joint and all
possible forms and resolution commonly exist in the numerous catalog of components. It is
now interesting to transfer these notions to the human manipulator control.

3.2. The human motor control
first of all, it is important to analyze the differences between the human manipulator and the
industrial. It is also a polyarticulated structure, but in general with largely more DOF: 2 to 6
for a robot and until 31 for the human upper limb (9 for shoulder/arm/forearm/carp and 22
for hand). Concerning the actuators, muscles are viscoelastic, non reversible and non linear.
That means that two actuators are needed for a single DOF: agonist and antagonist which is
more complicated than the reversible industrial motors. They are roughly 600 muscles
actuators in the body. The force is given by the shortening potential of the muscular fibers
which cannot exceed one third of the length explaining the mode of construction of the
different muscular plans which cannot be built using the best mechanical conditions. The
viscoelastic structure of muscular fibers is made by the repetition of two components: a
black disc made in contractile protein like actino-myosine able to reduce the length and a
white disc made in elastin allowing a great flexibility and good absorption of mechanical
stresses. For this reason the whole system is called striated muscle. It has the great
advantage to be able to move without noise which is not the case for industrial motors.
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The motor command is based on the concept of the motor unit representing the number of
muscular fibers activated in on/off mode by a single motor neuron. Therefore the value of
the different motor units is not uniform. In a muscle moving the eye ball they are 25
muscular fibers for a motor neuron and in the muscle on which we are sitting the great
gluteus muscle around 6000 fibers for a motor neuron. That explain one of the basic rules of
the organization: the proportional control by a variable recruitment of new motor units in
relation with the type of motor task and the force requirement precisely controlled by the
central nervous system and particularly by the cerebellum. In addition, the central nervous
system has to know for an appropriate motor control the two pertinent information
mentioned before for robot: the state of the motors and the angulations of joints:
A. The state of the muscular actuators
they are three possible states of muscles: relaxed, contracted, stretched. The sensitive
parameter in this measurement is not the length as some physiologists still believe but the
stiffness. This point is particularly important to be correctly understood. Therefore the
optimal transducer is the muscle spindle made by few small striated fibers placed in a fibrous
capsule attached to the muscle. Its length is in the order of 1 cm which make possible its
microdissection under microscope. The intrafusal muscular fibers are innervated by gamma
motoneurons entering at one of the extremity and giving the sensibility of the transducer.
Sensitive neural fibers type Ia are fixed on the muscular fibers: at their equatorial part for the
annulo-spiral fibers and middle part for the "en grappes" endings. Those nervous fibers are
reaching the anterior horn of the spinal cord as fast as possible using a monosynaptic
junction with the alpha motoneurons responsible for the contraction of the extrafusal
muscular fibers of the muscle concerned. In fact when pulling a muscle with a traction on
the muscle spindle, a muscular reflex contraction occurs which is called myotatic reflex (or
stretch reflex of Sherrington). This basic reflex is not made only for exploring the motor
control using a hammer with percussion on tendons like the neurologists are commonly
doing, but it is the basis of the peripheral adjustment of the level of force needed to achieve
a particular task. The decision of action initiated within the premotoric area of the brain is
followed by the right choice of actuators made by a cortico-cerebellar loop, the right balance
between agonist and antagonist controlled by the intermediate cerebellum and the correct
level of force determined by the muscle spindles. The activity of the gamma motoneurons
regulate the tension of the intrafusal muscular fibers explaining a possible hypertonia or
hypotonia. In addition the inferior olive, a great nucleus of the medulla in pleated cortex
shape, is playing the role of a corrector of errors in real time thanks to their connections with
spinal cord and cerebellum.
All the muscles have muscle spindles except the vocal cord which is vibrating at high
frequencies (20 to 20000 Hz) and is controlled by the hearing function and facial muscles
responsible for mimics which are included within the facial skin and controlled by the
trigeminal nerve in charge of the sensibility of the face. The ocular muscles and the
lombrical muscles of the hand are very rich in those proprioceptors. Obviously in normal
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conditions, the myotatic reflexes are controlled by the central nervous system (spinal cord,
brain stem and cerebellum). For example doing flexion of the forearm on the arm requires to
inhibit the reflex on the triceps muscle (reciprocal innervations) allowing the biceps to move
freely. That explain the spasticity which occurs in paralyzed patients by spinal cord injury,
which made difficult the mobilization of the joints due to the lack of reciprocal inhibition of
the myotatic reflex. In certain clinical cases the spasticity can be helpful like for standing up.
But it can create, in the upper limb, spastic contractions in flexion with progressive fibrosis
of the muscles.
B. The angulations of the joints
according to what we demonstrate before, the muscle spindles cannot measure the length of
the muscles and even so, it doesn't exist within the brain a library of all the muscle skeletal
insertions with the distance to the rotation axis of the joint allowing by a geometric
calculation to know the joint angle value. In addition we commonly represent the muscle by
a vector made by an arrow with a direction and an intensity which is a typical human
language not understandable by the brain. The ligaments as well very rich in
mechanoreceptors are not able to measure angle joints because they are not extensible and
are redundant like in the carpal joint. They have to be considered as joint movement limit
indicators, which explain painful sprain in case of over traction of the joint. The interesting
solution is to use skin as a goniometer. In fact, they are many Ruffini transducers in the
periarticular skin which have the same histological structure than the Golgi organ and are
sensitive to the mechanical deformation of the skin of all the body segments in position and
movement. The skin is movable thanks to the subcutaneous connective tissue but
fortunately also fixed to skeleton and some tendinous sheaths like in the palm or plantar
sole of the foot.
This important goniometric role of the skin can explain why the motor key board of the area
4 in the precentral gyrus is very close and linked with the sensitive key board of the areas
1,2,3,5 of the post central gyrus, generating a close loop control regulation that we called
stato-kinetic loop. The same disproportional representation (homunculus) of muscles and
skin territories exists in the two key boards, as demonstrated by Penfield after cortical
electro-stimulations on awake patients. A great face corresponds to mimics and speech. A
large hand with a great thumb is in relation with grasping function. A little lower limb
representation is placed in the interhemispheric fissure presumably due to the automatic
control prevalence of this limb, which also explain the relatively fast restoration of some
form of walking in patients after stroke. The hemi-negligence syndrome, observed in
hemiplegic patients, is in reality an alteration of the sensitive key board perturbing the
position and movement sense. In normal conditions, this stato-kinetic loop allows precisely
to know where we are and where we go at any time.
Some experimentations can also demonstrate the cutaneous goniometry by anaesthetizing
periarticular skin territory. In this case, the person cannot precisely localize in 3D space
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without vision a segment of the body, like we observed for ankle joint and finger joint. On
neurophysiological point of view, that reinforce the idea that muscles cannot give
angulations' data, even if some physiologists reported projections of muscle spindles output
on area 5 of the somato-sensory cortex.
They are also pathological arguments to validate that. The paraplegic patients with complete
spinal cord functional section have no sensibility and they cannot perceive consciously the
position and displacement of their lower limbs. That is called asomatognosia which can also
be noted in tumors located in the parietal lobe. The patients are not paralyzed and can move
freely upper limbs, but without vision they cannot identify position and movement of limbs.
In addition, the post surgical scars particularly on knee, abdomen and back spine can
disturb the skin goniometer and require some special resetting rehabilitation techniques in
order to suppress pain or motor functional disorders sometime in the contra lateral side.
Finally, the body scheme that we have normally in our mind is not in relation with muscles
but with skin and vision. As we mentioned before, muscles are consciously perceived only
when they are painful in relation with C fibers between muscular fibers called
metaboreceptors, corresponding to their sensibility to chemical factors like lactic acid
accumulated after strong muscular exercise. We also command voluntarily and consciously
movements and not muscles and we doesn't need to know we have muscles to achieve very
complex tasks.

4. The interoceptive neural interface: The visceral mirror
The viscera placed within the thoraco-abdominal cavity are controlled by the vegetative
nervous system with the two sympathetic and parasympathetic polarities on an unconscious
automatic mode. Therefore their functional disorders can be expressed by clinical symptoms
among which pain is the most frequent. But according to the poor conscious perception of
viscera due in great part to the impossibility to feel or see them, the pain alarm of clinical
disorders logically is projected on skin, which is on the contrary very precisely accessible for
the people. Therefore it is classical to describe painful sensation in the right abdominal fossa
in relation with appendicitis, right scapular pain with gall bladder problem, lumbar pain
with nephritic colic, left abdominal fossa with sigmoiditis, left arm with coronary infarct...
Anyway that not excludes real pain of internal organs like ureter, urethra, bronchus or
Fallopian tube. But the close relationship between skin and viscera is a reality that Henri
Jarricot (1971) was demonstrated by the technique of "palper-rouler" which is to pinch
abdominal skin fold to detect a specific metameric pain corresponding to a particular
viscera. He made a precise map allowing also by skin manipulation (reflex dermalgia) in the
most painful area to get good clinical result. For example, making this manipulation on the
area of gall bladder placed on the right part of the abdominal wall below the last ribs and
using at the same time a stethoscope to listen the middle abdomen allows to perceive the
contraction of the gall bladder and its expulsion in the duodenum with pain loss. The same
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maneuver can be done on the skin of left iliac fossa to treat the typical pain related with
colo-sigmoid spasm. The modification in those areas of the tactile perception of the skin is
related to oedematic infiltration by activation of sympathetic and C fibers which are
connected with the vegetative visceral intermediate zone of the spinal cord. That is also
important to know in order to avoid diagnostic mistakes.

5. The homeostasic skin: The neuro-vascular bundles
This functional aspect of the skin has some specificities which are not well known even if
some recent scientific work has demonstrated the physical, histological and physiological
reality of neuro-vascular bundles that Chinese called long time ago acupuncture points.
This ancient technique is more and more used in medicine and a new scientific orientation
of research allows to modify the Chinese tradition in order to make it more acceptable by
modern medical community. Niboyet in 1963 demonstrated the less electrical resistance of
the acupuncture points which was confirmed by a series of measurement made in direct
and sinusoidal current by Terral in the Unit 103 of INSERM in Montpellier. The use of a
curve plotter and of an exploratory electrode equipped with a force strain gauges bridge
allows to record very precisely the relation between pressure on the skin and electrical
equivalent circuit changes corresponding to low electrical resistance in the order of 10/560
kΩ. A first hypothesis to explain this phenomenon was to think about a skin surface effect
related to a secretion of sweat glands as pointed out by some researchers. But the
persistence of the current modification after cleaning the skin with ether/acetone and
similar positive test on the skin of fresh cadavers obliged to predict a specific
subcutaneous structure.
An histological study was performed by Terral and Auziech in 1975 in the faculty of
medicine of Montpellier. Before operating on serial histological sections, the point
electrically localized was injected with black ink in order to be sure of its precise
localization. Then different staining methods were used (Coujard-Champy and silver
impregnation) allowing to identify what were called "neurovascular bundles" (NVB) with,
visible on serial sections:
-

lax connective tissue with a shaft in the dermal layer
different types of cell: fibrocytes, fibroblasts, mastocytes, histiocytes, Langerhans or
Merckel cells, APUD cells
intricate network of myelinated and unmyelinated nervous fibers among microblood
vessels (arterioles, veins and lymphatics)
radiating matrix into the epidermic basal layer indicating epidermic connections

This study was completed by an electron microscope investigation showing clear local
endocrine and enzymatic activities particularly adrenaline secretion after electro-stimulation
of the point. This original neuro-vascular interface was always found below the detected
points with some variations particularly regarding those able to generate analgesia.
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Finally after these physical and histological arguments, it is possible to accept the scientific
demonstration of the real existence of the NVB (acupuncture point) even if the meridians,
that the Chinese described with many details, doesn't exist anatomically. All attempts to use
tracers like radioactive substances to prove their real existence were negative and finally
they have to be considered as intellectual creations like the constellations in the sky which
are lines joining stars or planets placed not on the same level and sometimes separated by
light-years distance.
In order to get more arguments proving the possible functional action of NVB, a
physiological experimental reproducible model was achieved using rabbit, which is an
animal with symmetric locomotion of hind limbs. In fact generating a cutaneous pain signal
on one side generates a double withdrawal reflex. That allows to have objective validation
of a possible skin analgesia. After implantation of two needles within two NVB of a hind
limb and electro-stimulation applied on the needles during twenty minutes, a real analgesia
was observed. The animal is not paralyzed and can move on the ground. But the mechanical
painful skin prick on the analgesic side doesn't create withdrawal reflexes, whereas on the
other side a bilateral withdrawal was observed after painful stimulation. In addition, the
delay between the beginning of stimulation and the analgesia strongly suggests a
neurosecretion phenomenon. In order to validate this hypothesis, an injection of the serum
obtained by blood centrifugation of an animal with analgesia was done to a naive animal. In
a majority of the cases, it was possible to observe a real transfer of the skin analgesia almost
in the same territory and a first biochemical screening indicated a possible role of an
enkephalin. According to its regional action, it could be considered as a metameric antalgic
neurotransmitter. Complementary investigations are in process to validate the result of this
experimentation which can have interesting applications in the future for the regional
treatment of pain disorders.
In addition, an implantation of a microelectrode after fixation of the rabbit head in a stereotactic
frame was done within the parafascicular nucleus of the thalamus where the pain signals
are projected. It was possible to demonstrate the suppression of the signals after stimulation
of NVB and its persistence if the needles are placed few cm out of the points. This aspect
obliged, for a good clinical efficiency of the acupuncture practice, to respect strictly this
principle of action.
A problem remains which is to try to understand why such NVB exist in all vertebrates
including men and what can be their functional role. Obviously it is not for a medical doctor
to put a needle in and we formulated three hypothesis:
1.

the thermo regulation is a complex but precise function which is very well controlled by
reestablishing rapidly the normal body temperature for example after a muscular
exercise. It is commonly accepted that an hypothalamic centre control thermo-genesis
or thermolysis by reacting to the blood temperature feeding it. But it seems technically
impossible to have only one thermostat for the thermoregulation of all the body
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2.

3.

segments with some exposed parts to outside and others protected by dresses. That is
why the NBV can play the role of peripheral thermostatic regulator able to modify the
organ blood supply and particularly for the viscera which have as we saw a close
functional connection with skin. Doing that they can modify the temperature in
addition to the sweat glands secretion for thermolysis and the muscle shiver for
thermo-genesis. Therefore modifying the blood supply of an organ means change its
function and this process can explain a large part of the clinical efficiency of
acupuncture on reversible functional disorders.
the NVB are located within the skin and it is normal to consider that they play an
important role in the maintenance of it as neuro-vascular interface. As we will see later,
the cell mobilization in relation with a cutaneous injury requires peripheral control
units which can be those NVB. It was demonstrated as a clinical argument the efficiency
of acupuncture needling around a bed sore to close the wound. In addition the
connection between NVB and Merkel cells which are responsible for acquired
immunity could be integrated in this skin maintenance.
even if the meridians have to be interpreted as virtual lines joining NVB, the
unmyelinated fibers identified in are sympathetic fibers with predominant action on
arterial diameter and in fact on blood flow as well as C fibers for pain transmission.
The dermalgic reflexes of Jarricot described previously with their hyperalgic zones
are clearly related to NVB. All the NVB are finally conveying different signals to
spinal cord, reticular formation, thalamus and hypothalamus, representing a large
network responsible for the management of what we call homeostasy. It can be defined
as a state which is a maintained and regulated equilibrium of basic biological
parameters controlled by the vegetative nervous system bipolar action and
supervised by the hypothalamus closely connected with the hypophysis gland,
representing the conductor of the endocrine orchestra. Therefore the functional entity
of the whole body has to be understood as a very large, complex and intelligent
neuro-vascular interacting system, fluctuating by time but conserving a form of
homeostasic stability.

6. The regenerative skin: The healing process
That represents one of the most innovative biological auto protection of the body. Any form
of rupture of the epidermic continuity generates a cascade of repairing coordinated events
with a common finality to close the wound. The actors of this precise orchestration are local
and migrating cells, growth factors and enzymes. The most frequent sequence of phases is
as follows:
1.

hemostasis: a tissue injury is commonly followed by bleeding. That induces the
coagulation process with thrombocytes clumping, vasoconstriction in relation with
vasoactive amines like histamine and serotonine, clotted blood after cleaving fibrinogen
into fibrin and finally scab by dehydration.
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2.

3.

4.

inflammation: PMN (polymorphonuclear leukocytes) extruded from vessels are invading
the wound in order to cleanse it and chemotactic agents are released like FGF
(fibroblastic growth factor), TGF (transforming growth factor) and PDGF (plateletderived growth factor). In addition, monocytes are exuding from vessels and become
active macrophages which perform also this mandatory cleaning procedure using
phagocytosis helped by their own secretion of TGF, cytokines, IL-1 (interleukin-1), TNF
(tumor necrosis factor) and PDGF. This complex process of cell mobilization is going on
few days and is characterized by some classical symptoms: rubor, tumor, dolor and
calor. These symptoms are normally disappearing in few days if only the normal
bacterial cutaneous environment is not modified by pathogenic germs introduced into
the wound. But also in this case, the immunological defense can react positively or with
a specific additional help by medical or surgical therapy.
granulation: four different and complementary events are occurring. First fibroplasia is
the migration of fibroblasts into the wound in order to produce a new extracellular
matrix necessary to support a cell ingrowth. Collagen fibrils are produced by a complex
process starting by the precursor called tropocollagen cleaved by peptidases to give all
form of collagen types I and III. Second the deposition of a new provisional matrix is
performed and gradually replaced by a collagenous matrix, suffused with many
fibroblastic components like fibronectin, hyaluronic acid, chondroitin sulfate and
proteoglycans. Third an angiogenesis is needed to create a granulation tissue and is
induced by a great quantity of growth factors like vascular endothelial, transforming
factor β, angiogenin, angiotropin... Plasmin and collagenase are digesting basement
membranes allowing migration, mitosis and maturation of endothelial cells able to
create new blood vessels. This new vasculature is also stimulated by hypoxia following
the injury and elevated lactic acid. Four is a re-epithelization by migrating epidermal cells
from periphery using cytoplasmic actin filaments and dissolution of intercellular
desmosomes separating epidermal and dermal cells. In this complex cellular movement
at the growth speed in the order of 0,2 mm/day, the expression capacity of integrin
receptors of epidermal cell membrane is interacting with a large variety of extracellular
matrix proteins allowing to dissect the wound by isolating eschar from viable tissue and
to bridge it.
the ultimate phase which can take few weeks or more is the remodeling. The migrated
epidermal cells reorganize their basement-membrane proteins restoring their normal
phenotype and reestablishing dermis attachment. A specific wound contraction occurs
in relation with a very sophisticated phenomenon well described by J.W Madden in
1973 who identified a particular fibroblast phenotype called myofibroblast. It is made
by large bundles of actin microfilaments placed along the cytoplasmic part of the
plasma membrane with cell to cell and cell to matrix linkages in relation with complex
growth factor interaction. Therefore these myofibroblasts have some similarities with
contractile smooth muscle cells.
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Finally the ultimate scar resulting from the described repair sequence has no more than 75%
of the tensile strength of the replaced skin. In addition this normal procedure can be altered
by abnormal factors like excess of collagen production which can generate hypertrophic
scars and keloids or infections by pathogenic germs. In fact normally the skin has a great
quantity of commensal resident germs living in a good intelligence with their living
environment. When a wound occurs, a normal proliferation of germs Gram+ appears which
can be replaced by germs Gram- and faecal germs which are integrated within the
bacteriocycle needed for the cleaning phase of the wound healing. But real pathogenic
germs can invade the wound generating abscess or necrotic tissue requiring an appropriate
treatment eventually but not always by antibiotics or surgical approach.
This incomplete but consistent description of this regenerative skin function can clearly
demonstrate the unsuspected complicated but intelligent organization of the skin, which
cannot be, without a great difficulty, explained by random processes.
All these skin neural interfaces have been described in their normal state, but like all the
organs of the body the skin have some changes in relation with age. We call this progressive
degradation of structures by time: ANATOCHRONESIS. Skin aging relates to genetic,
hormonal, metabolic and environmental factors. The epidermic cells are permanently
reproducing and some age related DNA deterioration can generate a replicative senescence
by shortening of telomeres forming the caps at the end of DNA strands. The consequence is
that the epidermis is becoming thinner and more vulnerable. Regarding hormonal influence,
the sex hormones are decreasing with aging and particularly for women during menopause
the estrogen binding to receptors in skin are modifying the thickness, wrinkling and
moisture of the skin. As demonstrated scientifically, the velocity of blood flow in capillaries
is significantly reduced. The metabolic factors are playing a great role as well. The free
radicals which are highly volatile molecules are participating to the oxidative stress,
breaking down collagen, damaging DNA, releasing abnormally cytokines and participating
actively to allergic reactions. An elevated blood sugar can also increase cutaneous
anatochronesis by the process called glycation, in which sugars attach themselves to the
amino groups of tissue proteins and particularly collagen creating AGEs (advanced
glycation end products) which are very destructive for collagen fibers, losing elasticity and
becoming rigid. A matrix degrading state progressively appears due to collagen degrading
enzymes called MMPs (metalloproteinase's). That gives the particular aspect of aging skin.
Moreover the gravity force acts on round organs like breast and buttocks often out of the
plastic surgery possibilities. Wrinkles and fine lines in face deforming eye lids and mouth
lips is a real depression motivation for elderly but a spectacular financial success for
cosmetic industry. More dangerous are the deep perturbations of capillary circulation which
explain, as we saw before, some structural changes in Pacinian corpuscles of the plantar sole
justifying the important balance disorders in diabetic patients. The Langerhans cells
responsible in the skin for the acquired immune defense can also be altered increasing the
sensibility to infections. Finally the most dangerous environmental factor is the sun
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exposure producing long wave UV-A (ultraviolet radiations) and mid wave UV-B inducing
oxidative stress and hyper pigmentation by melanin production representing the
photoaging. The so appreciated tanned skin which becomes a must for a part of our society
is in reality a real skin damage that it is also possible to observe on rural workers not for the
same reason. Even if the sun exposure can be benefit for the vitamin D synthesis the real
difficulty to apply the right radiation dose will push to prefer oral daily well controlled
ingestion. In addition, tobacco use is damaging seriously the skin creating the typical
smokers skin. The final consequence of this inevitable anatochronesis is that aging is never a
progress nor a good motive for happiness.

7. Conclusion
Even if for didactic reasons the five aspects of the skin neural interface were presented
separately, it is important to consider that they are functioning all together with many
complementary links. That gives to the organ skin a great importance in the whole system.
In fact skin is the largest organ of the body which is more than a barrier with outside world
having enough mechanical resistance to support heavy stress and constraint. But also it has
a very rich nervous equipment able to answer properly to the mandatory communication
with the external environment as well as internal complex biological machinery. Therefore
all medical actions for diagnosis and treatment are always done through the skin which has
also a real anatomical continuity with mucosa of digestive, respiratory and sexual tracts. The
abundant literature on it is with the diversity of research programs in progress all along the
world the best prove for its major interest.
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Sleep Spindles – As a Biomarker
of Brain Function and Plasticity
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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview of spindles as thalamocortical (TC) oscillations
Spindles appear in the EEG as sinusoidal waves with frequency in the range 11 to 16 Hz.
Together with K-complexes they are the hallmarks of NREM sleep and their appearance is
taken as evidence of the onset of light sleep. Their specific distribution and exact frequency,
changes in early and late sleep during the night. Sleep spindles are also known as “sigma
waves” a term initially recommended (1961) but later discouraged by the International
Fenderation of Societies for Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology
(IFSECN), and redefined as a “group of rhythmic waves characterized by progressively
increasing, then gradually decreasing amplitude”[1].
Spindles are one of the basic TC EEG rhythms appearing in sleep, these include the slower
rhythms in the 0.05–1 Hz (slow rhythm), the 1-4 Hz (delta rhythm), and the 8–12 Hz (alpha
and mu rhythms) .On the other side of the spindle frequency range we encounter the higher
rhythms in the 16 to 25 (beta band), the 26 to 90 Hz (gamma band), the 100-200Hz bursts
(hippocampal ripples that are associated with spindles) and the 300–600 Hz (ultrahighfrequency oscillations) [2]. Although spindles have been the most thoroughly studied of these
rhythms, in experimental animals as well as humans, with electrophysiological, metabolic,
brain imaging and pathology, molecular genetic and computational modeling methods, their
nature is still elusive. Their role has been debated for a long time but it is now believed that
their contribution includes sleep promotion and maintenance associated to sensory gating,
motor representation development, and cognition and memory consolidation.
The existence of two types of spindles were first described by Gibbs and Gibbs (1964), which
differed in frequency by approximately 2-Hz; fast spindles, with a frequency of 14-Hz in the
centro-parietal region; and slow spindles with a frequency of around 12 Hz, which are more
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pronounced in frontal region [3]. Recent studies using simultaneous EEG and MEG
recordings have clarified multiple simultaneously activating cortical sources of two types of
spindles in the centro-parietal areas [4-6], involving motor and sensory-motor cortex.
In this chapter we will review the basic mechanisms of sleep spindles and consider their
possible uses as biomarkers for the state of the brain, focusing specifically on recent work on
changes in sleep spindle activity during recovery from stroke.

2. Neural mechanism of sleep spindles during NREM sleep
2.1. Neural mechanisms underlying spindle generation
The existing fragmented views of the spindles' underlying mechanisms constitute a
formidable puzzle. The main questions addressed so far will be covered in the following
subsections.
Spindles and the neuronal mechanisms underlying their generation have been extensively
studied in experimental animals [2,7] It is important to distinguish the mechanisms
underlying the spindle rhythm generation, those producing the electrical sources of spindles
recorded on EEG/MEG and those responsible for triggering, spread, synchronization and
stopping this rhythm.
The spindle rhythm is considered to be paced from thalamus since it disappears after
destruction of thalamus and survives in decorticated animals and even in thalamic slices [8].
The spindle frequency is basically determined by an interplay between the mutually
interconnected GABAergic inhibitory neurons of the reticular nucleus of thalamus (RT) and
the TC neurons (Figure 1), their intrinsic properties and their influence by cortical as well as
brainstem ascending inputs. RT neurons impose hyperpolarization on TC neurons. This
activates a nonspecific cation current, Ih, which depolarizes TC neurons and thus leads to
activation of low threshold Ca++ currents (LTC) and bursting. The latter feeds back
excitation on RT neurons, thus closing the loop and preparing for the next cycle. Each TC
bursting besides feedback to RT imposes on pyramidal neurons an EPSP, which underlies
each EEG spindle wave. The degree/duration of IPSPs imposed by RT on TC determines the
intra-spindle frequency, but corticothalamic inputs have a decisive role on this pacing
mechanism. This mechanism explained the old observation of two modes of TC activity, a
rhythmical bursting and a tonic activity, the former prevailing (in the form of spindles or
delta EEG waves) during quiescent NREM sleep and the latter in wakefulness. A simple
common path for initiating the bursting mode is the hyperpolarization of potentially
bursting neurons, so that Ih would be de-inactivated. Brainstem, hypothalamic, basal
forebrain and the quantitatively most prominent cortical afferents to nRT neurons gate
through this hyperpolarization the involvement of TC neurons in this cyclical interaction
with nRT. This leads to the swich of TC neurons from tonic to bursting mode. Since the
bursting mode is incompatible with faithful relay of sensory information to the cortex,
spindles assume a gating role of dynamic sensory deafferentation during sleep.
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Regarding the electrical generators of spindles, depth EEG recordings in humans have
demonstrated superficial as well as deeper frontal cortical sources as well as sources in
ventrobasal thalamus, which are usually but not necessarily synchronous to those on scalp
EEG [1]. Animal experiments using depth profiles and intracellular recordings in thalamus
and cortex have demonstrated that individual EEG spindle waves are scalp reflections of
currents generated in cortex by EPSPs of cortical neurons. The elementary dipoles are
considered to be generated primarily on the long apical dendrites of single pyramidal
neurons; their extracellular current return branch contributing to EEG. These EPSPs are
usually subthreshold depolarizations of apical dendrites and so give rise to smooth surface
negative waves (type I spindle waves resembling recruiting responses). Only a few of the
TC EPSPs progress from apical dendritic depolarization to deep soma and basal dendritic
depolarization leading to cell firing and are shown on EEG as negative –positive sharper
spindle waves (type II resembling augmenting responses). A spindle is usually a mixture of
these two types of spindle waves [9]. These elementary dipoles will generate EEG spindles
to the degree that they occur synchronously in a large number of neurons and in accordance
to the rules of volume conduction in brain.

Figure 1. Main TC (TC) circuits relevant to spindles generation (simplified diagram based on Guillery
et al., and Jones [10-11]). Excitatory connections are shown terminating with arrows and inhibitory
connections are shown with bars. TCs and TCns are TC-specific and non-specific projections to
pyramidal neurons (PN) in cortex. They are subject to feedback inhibition by nucleus reticularis (RT)
and cortical inhibitory interneurons (II), respectively, shown as filled circles. TCs, considered as `core',
'first order' or `specific', excite PN of cortical layer 6 of the same TC sector (1) and RT neurons (2) and
are inhibited by the latter (3). PN feed back to thalamus (4,5) and have a rich recurrent collateral
network exciting other PN (6) as well as local inhibitory interneurons (7). TCns, considered as `matrix',
`high order' or `non-specific', have similar connections with RT and PN of the same sector (not shown
here), except for their rather non-discriminatory efferents to the upper cortical layers (10) rather than
the fourth cortical layer. The PN of layer 5 (middle) constituting the main output of cortex can excite the
latter type of TC neurons of remote sectors (9).
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Several factors appear to allow or instigate the appearance of spindles. In the former one
may include influences from brainstem, hypothalamic and basal forebrain to both TC and
cortex, but the instigation role is attributed to cortical activation of RT neurons. This appears
to occur in phase with a slow cortical oscillation (~0.75 Hz) [12] sporadically and during the
A1 phase of the cyclic alternating pattern [13].
Cortical excitation of RT neurons is also found instrumental in the spreading and
synchronizing spindles through TC and cortico-cortical excitation (Figure 1). It is
noteworthy that the two function-related modes of firing characterize not only relay
(specific) TC neurons but also the `non-specific' intralaminar nuclei. Cortical activation of
the latter as well as of recurrent cortico-cortical excitation spread the spindle rhythm to wide
cortical areas. The initially waxing amplitude of the EEG waves is grossly correlated to the
amplitude of neuronal EPSPs and reflects gradual recruitment of more and more neurons in
analogy to the augmenting and recruiting responses which are experimentally induced by
activation of TC neurons in sensory-motor and intralaminar nuclei respectively, i.e. an initial
specific activation of cortex leads to feedback excitation of nonspecific TC which will in turn
project back to a much larger cortical area. This will then lead to the large amplitude EEG
and hence the maximum amplitude in the middle of the spindle The waning is attributed to
deterioration of synchronization of more and more extensive TC sectors, their asynchronous
feedback to thalamus rendering RT neurons out of phase to each other, while also the
recruitment eventually reaches a large enough number of cortical neurons whose feedback
to the thalamus depolarizes TC neurons and thus terminates the rhythm.
Ascending arousal influences disallow spindles. For example cholinergic afferents from
brainstem excite TC and inhibit RT neurons during awake and REM states, thus inhibiting
the rhythm generation that prevails in NREM sleep i.e. spindles and deltas.
The incidence of spindles is reported to peak at a frequency of 0.2-0.3 Hz [14]. In longer time
terms, spindles are under both circadian and homeostatic control [15]. Spindles density is
decreased in early sleep stages (in inverse homeostatic relationship to slow waves). The
same is observed after sleep deprivation, when there is also an increase in spindle amplitude
and a reduction in intra-spindle frequency variability, which indicates a higher level of
synchronization in TC cells under conditions of increased sleep pressure.
The incidence of spindles has considerable variance (1±40 s inter-spindle intervals in
humans). Also variable is their topographic prevalence in the brain, their time of appearance
in sleep stages, their association to other EEG landmarks (like K-complexes) and their
dependence on drugs. All these suggest that spindles do not constitute a unique and/or
uniform phenomenon.

2.2. Association/dissociation of spindles with other EEG waves of NREM sleep
The association of spindles the slow cortical oscillation (~0.75 Hz) [12] is proposed to be
causative in the sense that this oscillation which is supposedly generated within neocortical
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networks, synchronizes neuronal activity into generalized down-states (hyperpolarization)
of global neuronal silence and subsequent up-states (depolarization) of increased wake-like
neuronal firing. With the beginning of the latter cortico-thalamic volleys are proposed to
drive the generation of spindle activity.
During the A1 phase of the cyclic alternating pattern [13] spindles gather together with Kcomplexes. It is interesting that spindles are associated to K-complexes but are mutually
exclusive with delta. The latter may be explained by the afore mentioned involvement
of voltage-gated channels Ih and LTC, since the membrane can be only at one voltage level
at a time. During sleep spindles the membrane potentials of TC neurons are between –55
and –65 millivolts, whereas delta oscillations occur in the range –68 and –90 millivolts. The
progressive hyperpolarization of TC neurons during the course of sleep may explain the
prevalence of spindles in early stages and delta dominance in stage 4 sleep [16].
K-complexes (the descending phase of their prominent negative wave) are associated with a
population burst discharge of cortical neurons, including layer 5 and 6 pyramidal cells
projecting to the thalamus. Such a strong and synchronous input may discharge reticular
cells directly or indirectly and thus could serve as the initiator of sleep spindles [2]). In a
recent study the incidence of spindles immediately following K-complexes was between
65-70% [17]. However in this study neither the probability of appearance nor the power of
spindles correlated to the amplitude or any other feature of the K-complexes that preceded
them. When K-complexes appeared spontaneously after the start of a sporadic spindle, the
spindles were invariably shut down for the duration of the K-complex, usually being
replaced by a short lived oscillation in the high theta frequency band. Also the spindles
appearing immediately after a K-complex had invariably faster spectral frequency than the
sporadic spindles. Such findings suggest that the association of K-complexes with spindles
is strong but may be due to a common trigger rather than a causative interaction.

2.3. Spectral spindles frequency. Whence the appearance of two
spatiotemporally distinguished types of spindles?
The observations of Gibbs and Gibbs (1950) [3] that the frequency of frontally recorded
spindles is slower (about 12 per second) than that of spindles above the centroparietal cortex
(about 14 per second), later confirmed in animals, suggest that several seeds of synchrony
can emerge within the thalamus that are temporally coordinated by their corresponding
neocortical networks. The different spectra of the two types are proposed to depend on
anatomical differences (different thalamic rhythm generators and different distance from the
cortical electrical generators). A possible explanation has been based on the fact that TC
neurons in anteroventral and anteromedial nuclei, which connect limbic structures with
cingulate and prefrontal areas, do not receive inhibition from RT but from zona incerta and
other areas and so do not fire in coherence to other TC neurons during spindles [18-19]. The
two types of spindle activity show different maturational courses [20] suggesting some
fundamental difference.
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Observing the actual intervals between individual waves of fast and slow spindles peaks on
EEG we do not see a continuous spectrum with two peaks but rather a step like transition
between two stable spectral frequencies even in cases the two types follow each other. More
generally EEG spindles have been shown to display high intra- and inter-night robustness
and stability of spectral frequency in individual subjects in spite of larger differences
between subjects. This unique prole of spindles was suggested to be one of the most
heritable human traits (heritability of 96%, not influenced by sleep need and intensity).
Consistent with this suggestion is the demonstration that several diseases with strong
genetic background are associated with changes in spindles, like Asperger syndrome,
developmental dyslexia, Williams syndrome or malformations of cortical development ([21]
and references therein). So, EEG studies propose for each of the two types of spindles a
stable spectral frequency determined probably by the degree of hyperpolarization of TC
neurons; determined in turn by intrinsic properties of these neurons. The latter as well as
neuroanatomical differences are hypothesized to reect genetically determined traits rather
than sleep-dependent mechanisms. However the thalamic neurons membrane properties
contributing to spindles rhythm display diurnal variation when recorded in vitro (more
depolarization, bursting, LTC and Ih when recorded at night compared to the day [22]).

3. Electroencephalographic (EEG) and magneto encephalographic (MEG)
findings, and other neurodiagnostic method of spindles
Sleep research is enjoying its second renaissance. Just like the first renascence in the late 50s
and 60s the new one is driven by advances in accessing directly the correlates of electrical
activity in the brain. The first renascence of sleep research was founded on the new
capability of using EEG to extract a direct correlate of mass electrical activity of the sleeping
brain. The pioneers sensed that something new was in the air with the advent of the new
neuroimaging methods of PET and fMRI and remarkable progress in electrophysiology
(EEG and MEG). This sentiment of great expectations is nicely captured in Jouvet’s words:
“.. so the majority of researchers are waiting with bated breath for the results of studies
combining PET scanning, “functional’ magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),
magnetoencephalography and tomographic electroencephalography …” [23].
We are now living this much awaited new era of sleep research, its second renaissance with
the spotlight falling to the study of spindles for the reasons already outlined in the earlier
sections. To appreciate the results obtained so far and even more importantly to sense the
promise of things yet to come, it is important to understand what the new techniques can
deliver and what they cannot and contrast this with what has been done so far. We will
therefore describe snippets of new research obtained from different methods and point out
in each case how these results add to earlier studies thanks to the new capabilities, but also
how they are constrained by the limitations of the method. We will group the results in
terms of the major categories of measurements in roughly the chronological order that each
became available.
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3.1. Non-invasive mass early mass-electrophysiology
The foundation of the modern neuroscientific study of sleep was laid by the questions posed
by Henri Pieron [24] and Nathaniel Kleitman [25] about the physiological basis of sleep and
the nature of regulation of sleep and wakefulness and of circadian rhythms. It took many
decades though and critically the improvement in electrophysiological measurements that
allowed the critical categories of sleep stages and sleep processes to be documented in an
objective way. The key finding was of course the discovery of rapid eye movement (REM)
sleep and its reproducible identification in any well designed study with polysomnography
[26]. The cascade of discoveries that followed by the same pioneers together with William
C. Dement, Michel Jouvet and many others continues for over a decade but by the 70’s the
field appeared to be running out of steam. In retrospect the big picture is easier to see and it
can be summarized as the inability to connect the view of electrical events revealed by noninvasive mass electrophysiology mostly in humans and the detailed description of sleep
control provided by highly invasive animal electrophysiology.
The source electrical activity is greatly distorted as it crosses the highly resistive skull, and
as a result the EEG signal generated lacks spatial specificity. The EEG record at any one
electrode is a crude average of real electrical events; at any one instance the signal could be
due to any one or more generators spread over wide range of brain areas. The reader of
sleep literature is used to EEG records that appear smooth with regular oscillatory patterns
that cover wide parts of the scalp. This smoothness of the EEG signal is often interpreted as
a consequence of uniformity in activity of the sleeping brain. In reality much of this
apparent smoothness is a byproduct of EEG technical limitation and the efforts to limit them
(e.g. through filtering).
A fine spatial and temporal detail in the pattern of activations would be smoothed by the
passage through the highly resistive skull and in any case it would not survive the preprocessing of the signal. The absence of high spatial and temporal variability should not
therefore be interpreted as evidence of absence. Spatial uniformity was however exactly
what was implicit in the descriptions of brain activity within each of the major subdivision
of sleep. This interpretation was of course at odds with the identification of fine spatial
differentiation of mutually interacting nuclei at the brainstem and hypothalamus revealed
by exquisite animal experiments of the pioneers. The reality of invasive neurophysiology
was not of course inconsistent with the signal recorded by EEG but the interpretation of the
latter was.
As is often the case in science, the animal neurophysiologists and the EEG researchers
continue developing their own studies and terminology and practically ignored the
inconsistencies between the implicit frameworks each society of researchers constructed.
The unrecognized impact of this impasse probably contributed to the relative stagnation of
sleep research that followed in the seventies and eighties as new methods were needed to
bridge the results produced by the refined electrophysiology of animal sleep research and
the gross electrophysiology of human sleep EEG.
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In the early 1970s and through the 1980’s mass electrophysiology was changing in
fundamentals ways. First the advent of superconductivity and other technological
innovations allowed measurements of the magnetic field generated by the human brain [27].
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) had some clear technical advantages over EEG, but the
inertia of sticking largely to analysis techniques developed for EEG and the heavy preprocessing of the very noisy and limited data that early MEG hardware with only one or
very few MEG sensors meant that the new capabilities were not exploited for almost a
decade [28]. The advances in MEG, especially in terms of localization of cortical activity at
the peaks of evoked response, spur a revitalization of EEG technology. In terms of
instrumentation it eventually lead to computerized (paperless) EEG; which allowed long
term recordings; in terms of analysis it lead to attempts to extract spatial information about
the brain generators – it was not adequate anymore to describe the topology of the EEG
signal on the scalp.
These advances augmented the effectiveness of standardization of sleep recording protocols.
A proper sleep study had to provide enough electrophysiological records to produce a
hypnogram, i.e. to divide a night’s sleep into stages according to well-defined standards
[29]. This classification essentially used the dominant frequency components and the big
graphoelements to define each sleep stage. Sleep spindle activity is the highest during
NREM 2 sleep stage and together with the K-complex are the two defining graphoelement
for this sleep stage.
The contribution of MEG to the study of spindles has been limited in the 70s and 80s, partly
because sleep studies with MEG are difficult and partly because partly because there is no
timelocking mechanism for averaging and partly because there is little one can do that
cannot be done with EEG with instruments offering limited coverage of the head with one
or at most few sensors. Inability to identify spindles using a particular instrument and
protocol was sometimes interpreted as inability to detect spindles with MEG [30] and
different models were proposed to explain the apparent discrepancy between EEG and
MEG spindle detection [31]. Eventually researchers recognized that when only few sensors
were available the placement of the sensors is a critical determinant whether or not
correlates of focal events in the brain will be captured in the measurements [32].
The advent of multichannel arrays covering a wider area, and especially the ones using
planar gradiometer meant that events from at least part of the brain could be identified from
the area below the sensor array. Indeed for the first time a concordance was reported for
gross signal properties using such 24-channel array of MEG sensors and the EEG for
simultaneous recordings from the scalp midline. However using the current dipole model
for the generators no focal generators could be identified for spindles and slow waves [33].
The use of multichannel MEG hardware covering the entire head demonstrated that
spindles involved activation of wide areas of the cortex. However, with modelling restricted
to equivalent current dipoles all that could be done was to compare the relative occurrence
of spindle-like activity in different parts of the cortex [34-36].
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The EEG and MEG studies until the first few years of the new millennium have provided
valuable information about the distribution of spindles in early and late sleep and the
relation between spindle frequency and the phase of the slow cortical oscillations as
described in section 2. In particular regularities in topography and timing were described in
more detail than the original description of Gibbs, as already described in the previous
section.
Defining cortical sources of spindles using simultaneous EEG and MEG recordings can
provide valuable information on the role of the cortex and the underling neural basis and
mechanism of generation of spindles [37] (Figure 2). Cortical activation centered in four
areas, the precentral and postcentral areas in frontal motor cortex and parietal cortex of each
hemisphere. Fast spindles were associated with more frequent activation of postcentral
areas with stronger activation strengths, whereas slow spindles were associated with more
frequent activation of precentral areas with stronger activation strengths. The differences in
cortical activation patterns and activation strengths between the two types of spindles
suggest that two distinct forms of spindle bursts propagate to cortex through different
underlying neuronal circuits.

Figure 2. Symmetric distribution of 14-Hz fast spindles recorded with simultaneous
electroencephalogram(EEG) and magnetoencephalogram (MEG). EEG shows spindles with a frequency
of 14 Hz and amplitude of 30μV in the centro-parietal areas with the highest amplitudes in the central
midline(Cz) and parietal midline(Pz) (Left) . Simultaneous MEG shows spindles with a frequency of 14
Hz and amplitude of 100.0 fT/cm distributed symmetrically in the MEG middle channels. The head is
viewed from above (middle). The cortical sources of the same spindle were estimated as ECDs
(equivalent current dipoles) with MEG clustered around the central sulcus of both hemispheres (right).
Four locations consisting of the precentral and postcentral areas, in precentral areas of the posterior part
of frontal cortex of each hemisphere and the postcentral areas of the parietal cortex activated. These
cortical sources constituted the cortical distribution of spindles.
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3.2. Hemodynamic studies (including combined EEG/fMRI)
PET does not have sufficient temporal resolution to probe in detail the evolution of activity
correlated with large sleep graphoelements, so early studies have mostly focused on
changes between sleep stages and awake state [38] with some attempts to characterize
activity in spindles [39]. Advances in PET and particularly the simultaneous recording of the
EEG allowed changes in PET signal to be correlated with changes in spindle activity,
showing mostly CBF decrease in the human thalamus during stage 2 and SWS sleep, in
proportion to the power density in the spindle-related sigma frequency range. A more
recent study provided evidence for positive correlations in the thalamus and right
hippocampus with sleep spindle activity [40]. Despite heroic efforts by PET researchers and
some useful information obtained, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions about spindles
from the PET data because the duration of the unit of measurements in PET is so much
longer than the duration of spindles (< second) and even the periods of high and slow
spindle activity (few seconds).
The advent of fMRI and its rapid development has revolutionized neuroscience and it has
produced images of the sleeping brain that surpass even the most optimistic expectations of
sleep researchers. The fMRI technology still relies on hemodynamic processes, but it has some
clear advantages compared to PET. First, it allows much finer temporal and spatial resolution
– its basic temporal unit is in the order of seconds rather than minutes; the spatial resolution is
better and it can cover the entire brain, cerebellum and brainstem. It is also less invasive as it
uses no radiation, although it still exposes the subjects to magnetic fields much higher than
what humans are usually exposed to in their natural environment. Despite these advances, the
use of fMRI in sleep research was limited for a long time because the rapid changes in the
magnetic field create huge EEG artifacts. Without EEG it is difficult to do serious sleep
research because sleep stages and the characterization of sleep events can only be done using
EEG. This serious drawback has been removed with the development of methods that allow
(nearly) simultaneous EEG and fMRI [41]. This new capability has lead to an avalanche of EEG
gated fMRI sleep studies with important new insights about the nature and role of spindles
coming with each new study. We focus on a couple of recent studies that arrive at significant
conclusions and also point out the direction that research is following today.
Maquet and colleagues having done pioneering research on sleep with PET have recently
moved to fMRI studies of sleep. The collaboration of Maquet’s team with Schabus who has
done some pioneering work on spindles with EEG has produced an excellent study where
EEG gated fMRI allowed a detailed characterization of fast and slow spindles in terms of
generators that are commonly active for both types of spindles and distinct neural networks
that are activated for each one [42]. They reported an activation pattern common to both
spindle types involving the thalami, paralimbic areas (anterior cingulated and insular
cortices), and superior temporal gyri. No thalamic difference was detected in the direct
comparison between slow and fast spindles but at a lower statistical threshold slow spindles
showed increased activity in both thalami. Fast spindles showed thalamic activation in the
common areas, but restricted to the lateral and posterior part of both thalami. At the cortical
level identified significant common increases in activity were detected in paralimbic areas:
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the left insula and the anterior cingulate cortex, bilateral superior temporal gyri (auditory
cortex). The differences between slow and fast spindles were clear-cut. For slow spindles
activity in the superior frontal gyrus was the only addition to the common activation
pattern. The absence of additional frontal activity for slow spindles, what distinguishes slow
from fast spindles with EEG, was attributed to a non-systematic participation to each slow
spindle occurrence by any one frontal region. Fast spindles were correlated with activity in a
number of areas in addition to the common activation pattern. These activations include
areas around the sensorimotor strip, mid cingulated cortex and the SMA – all areas showing
sensorimotor (μ) rhythm activity in relaxed wakefulness. Direct contrast between the two
spindle types showed a larger recruitment of mesial-prefrontal and hippocampal areas
during fast, relative to slow, spindles, a result consistent with the notion that fast but not
slow spindles are related to learning (see below).
The complex relationship between spindles and specific activations was further explored in
another recent study using EEG gated fMRI. In this study, 30 minutes of simultaneous
whole brain fMRI data at 1.5 Tesla and polysomnographic EEG were collected while
subjects were falling asleep in the MR scanner. From these data, 5 minute epochs were
extracted each from a single sleep stage for more than 85% of the time. All in all, 93 epochs
of a single sleep stage were extracted. 27 epochs during wakefulness, 24 during sleep stage
1, 24 during stage 2 and 18 in SWS were used for the final analysis. In addition to
comparisons between stages and identification of regional changes of activity the
researchers compared the connectivity network of timeseries extracted from timeseries of
regional activations. Specifically the connectivity of the hippocampal formation with the rest
of the brain was examined at different sleep stages and during spindles. The analysis failed
to show increased hippocampal BOLD signal during fast spindles; instead, it was functional
connectivity between the hippocampal formation and neocortical areas that increased
during the appearance of fast spindles [43].

3.3. Invasive electrophysiology
Reviewing the development of our understanding of sleep spindles, it is becoming clear that
important new insights were obtained when new tools became available that allowed a
qualitatively new view of either local or global brain activity related to spindles or how local
and global spindle-related brain activity relate to each other. While the foundations for the
important developments in electrophysiology and neuroimaging were laid in late eighties,
the mechanisms underlying sleep spindles (and TC rhythms in general) were seen in a new
light thanks to pioneering work of Rodolpho Llinas and Mirca Steriade. Llinas and
colleagues employed in vitro preparations to show that the membrane ionic channels
endowed pacemaker properties to thalamic neurons. Steriade and colleagues employed in
vivo experiments to demonstrate the importance of the nucleus reticularis thalami and its
activation by the cortex in the generation and spread of the spindles rhythm, reviewed
together in Steriade and Llinas [44]. This concept was refined as the “thalamic clock” theory
[45]. The historical irony is that in spite of this revolutionary advance in understanding
spindles made possible only by the synthesis of in vitro and in vivo studies, Steriade himself
remained an outspoken critic of data collected in vitro [46].
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Invasive electrophysiology in normal humans is of course not justified, but implantation of the
brain for clinical reasons provides unique opportunities to access the brain directly. An
important recent study has provided valuable insights by characterizing sleep spindles
in humans by pooling together simultaneous recordings of intracranial depth EEG and unit
spiking activities in multiple brain regions in the hippocampus and cortex of 13 individuals
undergoing presurgical localization of pharmacologically resistant epilepsy [47-48]. The authors
of these studies report that spindles occur across multiple neocortical regions, and less
frequently also in the parahippocampal gyrus and hippocampus. Most spindles are spatially
restricted to specific brain regions with topographically organized spindle frequency with
a sharp transition around the supplementary motor area between fast (13–15 Hz) centroparietal
spindles and slow (9 –12 Hz) frontal spindles occurring 200 ms later on average, consistent with
earlier reports. They further report that fast spindles often occur with slow-wave up-states
and that spindle variability across regions may reflect the underlying TC projections. They do
not find a consistent modulation of neuronal firing rates during spindles [47]. They also report
that most sleep slow waves and spindles are predominantly local inferring therefore that the
underlying active and inactive neuronal states also occur locally [48].

3.4. Tomographic MEG and EEG studies
The results described above showed that spindle-related activity involves widespread
activity in multiple cortical and subcortical areas. It involves characteristic times that are a
fraction of the typical spindle period and the ones that characterize sleep periodicity as this
is reflected in the sleep stages or the cyclic alternating pattern (CAP) [49] with characteristic
phases of quiet activity and groupings of the large graphoelements that characterize each
sleep stage. In short the study of spindles, like the study of much else about the brain,
requires techniques that can look at the whole of the brain with time resolution from a few
milliseconds to many minutes. The solutions described above were the ones that satisfied, at
least partly, this need by combining more than one technique. As we will see below a more
direct approach is provided by tomographic analysis of MEG and EEG data. The key
transition came in the late 1980s and early 1990s for MEG with the introduction of truly
tomographic analysis of multichannel MEG data [50] and a few years later for EEG [51].
Tomographic analysis of minimally pre-processed MEG data revealed a dynamic view of
brain function [28, 52] that was very different to the smooth version of reality that was the
consensus of decades of studies using equivalent current dipole analysis of highly preprocessed (filtered and averaged) MEG and EEG signals. The EEG and MEG community
remained skeptical of tomographic analysis for a long time, despite convincing evidence
converging from many directions: the agreement between results obtained with the analysis
of the standard average and heavily filtered MEG signal with the results obtained after the
same average and filtering operations were applied to the tomographic single trial solutions
[52], the more consistent picture obtained with single trial analysis of MEG data with the
variability encountered in animal invasive electrophysiology and the detailed justification of
the methodology in terms of mathematical properties of the lead fields [53]
The change in heart came slowly and moved primarily by the demonstration of high
variability with the advent of single-trial fMRI studies. Tomographic analysis of sleep data
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offers some great advantages, but the difficulty of sleep studies and the skepticism of the
community posed great obstacles. The first such study with MEG focused on eye
movements [54]. Attempts to characterize the graphoelements of NREM 2, K-complexes and
spindles produced results showing activity in widespread areas as previously reported, but
without much order to be useful for clarifying the role of different sleep stages. It was
therefore decided instead to compare the quiet periods across different sleep stages with
each other and with the state of wakefulness with eyes closed just before sleep [55]. These
comparisons produced clear cut differences and notably a gradual increase in gamma band
activity in the left dorso-medial prefrontal cortex from awake state through the four NREM
sleep stages, culminating in the highest gamma band activity during REM sleep. It is
tantalizing that this area or frontomedial areas close to it are implicated in memory
consolidation in animals and in EEG-gated fMRI studies and shows increased connectivity
with the hippocampal formation during fast spindles [43]. A meta-analysis of a group of 192
patients with focal brain lesions found the highest association between insomnia and left
dorso-medialprefrontal damage [56]. Recent work from our team showed that this area is
activated in the spindle range of frequencies during the core periods of NREM2 [57].
Specifically a direct comparison between activity during NREM 2 and awake state showed
that the activity in posterior brain areas is substantially reduced compared to the awake
state, while in the left dorso-medial prefrontal cortex – the centre of the area identified in the
gamma band in the comparison between core states in REM and awake state – the activity is
higher in the spindle range of frequencies (Figure 3A). A direct comparison between the
activity during core states of NREM 2 and NREM1 showed increase in the spindle range of
frequencies in the same left dorso-medial prefrontal cortex and in the thalamus (Figure 3B).
The implication of this same area in the spindle range of frequencies during the quiet
periods of NREM 2 stage provides yet another tantalizing clue hinting of some involvement
of this area in the process of memory consolidation.

Figure 3. Comparisons between MEG recorded actications in the spindle frequency range (12-16 Hz) in
core states of NREM2 and awake (A) and NREM1 (B) states. The thin yellow contour bounds the area
that shows statistically significant increase in activity for all three subjects studied with p < 0.0001. In
each case the areas identified in the comparison between REM and awake state in the gamma band are
also shown by heavy outlines: the left dorso-medial prefrontal cortex (L-DPFC) in white and the pre
SMA and precuneus in green.
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The ability of EEG to be recorded simultaneously with fMRI and PET is an important
advantage that has not yet been fully explored, at least not for sleep studies. It is nowadays
possible to obtain some information about source generators from just the EEG signal [5859]. Simultaneous EEG/MEG studies, notably from the team of Halgren and colleagues [6062] are not only valuable in the richer information they capture, but they can also guide us
how to reliably obtain information from more widely available EEG measurements, that are
also more suitable for clinical applications as we will describe next. Finally, in closing this
section it is worth noting that the increase sophistication in EEG measurements and
experiment design are producing new information not just about the nature of sleep
spindles but also about their role [63-64].

4. Stable sleep profiles in clinical and other conditions
4.1. Consciousness and spindles
As we gradually fall asleep spindles appear in the EEG at stage 2 NREM, when consciousness
has evidently been lost. Their rate appears to correlate with the sleeper's tolerance to noise and
sleep maintenance. The futility of correlating a physical to a psychological phenomenon
withstanding, one may therefore ascribe to spindles a role of marker or neural correlate of the
loss of consciousness. However, we are still searching for possible roles of spindles in the
several and complex aspects of consciousness, its neurological levels, its variable memory
contents and its physiologically or pathologically altered states.
Animal and human studies show that spindles are sleep maintaining events [65-66] that
block the transfer of sensory information to the cerebral cortex during sleep [64], thus
preventing sleep-interrupting arousals. The frequency of the spindles decreases with
deepening of sleep and increases as sleep becomes lighter in each consecutive sleep cycle
[68]. Teleologically speaking, in order to sleep, consciousness for all but the most relevant of
stimuli must be prevented and a host of studies convince us that this is accomplished at the
level of TC circuits [69]. TC neurons upon a decrease of ascending from brainstem mostly
cholinergic afferents shift to a bursting mode of firing dictated by their hyperpolarization by
RT inhibitory neurons the duration of which determines the frequency of their oscillation
subsequently transmitted to and augmented by the cortex as spindles rhythm of 11-15 Hz
(see 2.1.). While TC neurons are hyperpolarized and engaged in this bursting mode, sensory
afferents are expectedly prevented from reaching the cortex, resulting in almost complete
deafferentation, except for very strong or alarming stimuli [65]. In consistency to these
observations, thalamic metabolic activity was shown to decline in association to increased
spindle-frequency [70]. The recent observation (described in 2.2.) that spindles are
invariably shut down for the duration of the K-complex and they appear right after at
increased spectral frequency [71] support a role of spindles in preventing stimuli (which
triggered the K-complex) to reach consciousness.
The definition of ‘‘Consciousness as information integrated’’ [72] leads to the question: Has
our unconscious sleeping brain lost its dynamic complexity or its capacity to integrate the
enormously diverse patterns of its activity into a unique consciously perceived whole?[73].
Among the arguments supporting the second of the two explanations is that spindles
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prevent integration of brain activity. Furthermore, their spatiotemporal dynamics and
relationship to K-complexes as well as their involvement with hippocampus into a memory
consolidating "dialogue" contribute to a very complex image of the sleeping brain [55].
During the whole of sleep, and especially in the second stage of NREM sleep, a dynamic
confrontation of arousing and anti-arousing mechanisms is evident in the macro- and
microstructure of the EEG. Loss and regaining of consciousness is continuously debated by
hundreds of K-complexes and tens of microarousals each night, which are normally too
short to fully awaken us, but constitute an opening of a dynamic window of informationprocessing, allowing some monitoring of possible threats. If the stimuli represent a lack of
threat, sleep is maintained or protected partly with the help of spindles.
Anesthetics lead also to loss of consciousness - in the sense of turning the subjects oblivious
to their environment - with different mechanisms depending on the drug used. One
mechanism they partly share with natural sleep is apparently the production of spindles in a
similar way, as several anesthetics hyperpolarize TC neurons (by activating 2PK channels
and/or by potentiating GABA receptors) and halothane induced spindles are antagonized
when carbachol is injected into the pontine reticular formation [74]. Spindling then causes a
decorrelation between sensory input to TC neurons and these neurons’ output to the cortex,
thus contributing to the loss of consciousness.

4.2. Spindle-coma
Coma can be considered as a deregulation of the brain’s arousal system caused by diffuse
brain damage or by focal brainstem lesions. The arousal systems are 1) an upper level
encompassing cerebral cortex and white matter 2) a middle level encompassing thalamus
and upper brainstem and 3) a lower level encompassing lower midbrain and pons [75].
In coma the EEG shows a various patterns, a generalized slowing in the delta or theta range,
alpha-coma, spindle-coma, burst-suppresion and epileptiform activity. In coma, regardless
of pathology, a normal sleep-wake cycle is mostly disrupted or completely absent. However,
the coma tracing may resemble normal wakefulness [76] or normal sleep [77]. The
occurrence of spindles in comatose patients is refereed as spindle-coma is often caused by
Central Nervous System (CNS) trauma, infection, and metabolic encephalopathy. The
mechanism of abnormal spindling has been considered as midbrain involvement with
sparing thalamic structures [77-79]. Silverman (1963) suggested that the spindle-coma in
supratentorial lesions suggests relatively intact cortical function and a good prognosis [80].
Spindle-coma is considered as a benign form of coma, with EEG reactivity to stimuli
heralding a favorable outcome. Spindles in comatose patients are best demonstrated during
first few days [81] after trauma. They observed spindle activity in 91% of patients of posttraumatic coma, and 30% of these went to prolonged coma. Symmetrical occurrence of
spindles was found to be of good prognosis, asymmetry and decrease of spindles showed a
rather poor prognosis [81].
The presence of spindle activity after hypoxic or anoxic injury does not always indicate a
good outcome. A more recent works supports these findings in comatose children and
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concludes that the reappearance of sleep patterns and sleep spindles is sign of good
prognosis. In traumatic coma, these sleep elements are more frequently observed. Spindle
coma represents a combination of physiological sleep and coma, the latter accounting for the
failure of arousal. The neurophysiological mechanism of spindle coma is the preservation of
pontine raphe nuclei and TC circuits subserving sleep spindle activity, with the impairment
of ascending reticular activating pathways at the midbrain level that maintain wakefulness
[82-84]. The presence of sleep-like patterns was shown to be indicative of a better outcome.
NREM sleep elements, K-complexes and sleep spindles as well as rapid eye movements
(REM) sleep elements alternating with NREM sleep elements were also indicators of a better
outcome. Only monophasic EEG or a cyclic alternating pattern with absence of sleep
elements indicates a poor outcome.

4.3. Spindles and epilepsy
Epilepsy and sleep disorders are considered by many to be common bedfellows. Sleep can
affect seizure occurrence, threshold, and spread, while epilepsy can have a profound effect
on the sleep/wake cycle and sleep architecture [85-87]. NREM sleep differentially activates
interictal epileptiform discharges (IED) during slow wave (N3) sleep, while ictal seizure
events occur more frequently during light NREM stages N1 and N2. Some types of seizures
preferentially occur during NREM stage-2 sleep with spindles, and association between
sleep and activation of epileptiform activity on EEG has been of interest to investigators for
years. Medial temporal spindles are present in some children with focal epilepsy.and the
frequency of spindles may be slower in patients with epilepsy, probably as an effect of
antiepileptic drugs. Longer spindle duration has been observed just prior to seizures of
nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy. Overall IED rate may be increased during sleep with
spindles, but the spatial distribution of spike frequency appears similar during wakefulness
and sleep in children with intractable focal seizures. Thus sleep with spindles may decrease
the threshold of emergence of IED activity diffusely rather than focally [88]. These EEG
clinical observations are consistent with spindles representing a series of depolarizations of
lower (type I) or higher (type II) firing capacity (riding on top of a DC negativity) and so
constitute a state of relatively higher cortical excitability (see chapter 2.1.). The effect is
rather non specific in the sense that the slow (<1 Hz) oscillation of NREM sleep, and in
particular spindles, K-complexes and delta waves, share some features that may contribute
to the aggravation of epileptic phenomena (see also clinical studies at the end of this
chapter). These effects may be related to the dynamic bistability of neuronal membrane
potentials and neuronal readiness for bursting and widespread synchronization [86].
Spike and wave discharges (SWDs), the electrographic hallmark of typical absence seizures,
which are an integral component of several idiopathic generalized epilepsies [89], have been
reported to occur preferentially during the light stages of NREM sleep, where the majority
of sleep spindles are observed and in a reverse relationship to their rate throughout the
night [90]. Gloor in 1978 [91] proposed that the same TC circuit producing sleep spindles
would generate SWDs in states of cortical hyperexcitability [91]. The hypothesis was based
in experiments in the animal model of feline generalized epilepsy with penicillin (FGPE)
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and developed further on the basis of in vitro and in vivo experiments, especially using
rodent genetic models of absence seizures [92-95].
A more recent report [96] concludes that "the hypothesis that sleep spindles are transformed
in SWDs now appears highly doubtful" based mainly on the arguments that (a) SWDs occur
also during the day (during quiet awake state), (b) a compromised thalamic GABA
receptors' function as a necessary condition for SWDs generation are not defensible and (c)
spindles are initiated in thalamus while SWDs in the cortex. In our opinion SWDs do not
develop from spindles (any more than humans developed from apes); they develop from
the same TC circuit under different conditions - a thesis with solid experimental support to
which the above paper subscribes to. The transition from spindles to SWD was just what was
observed in the particular FGPE model (awake cats under fentanyl and curare successively
injected with pentobarbital and penicillin [97]) and gave major support to the hypothesis that
SWDs develop from the same TC circuits as spindles. Further more it was these experiments in
FGPE, which first argued in favor of above (b - not compromised GABA inhibition) and (c primacy of cortical mechanisms) [9, 69, 91, 92, 93, 99, 100]. One of the first robust observations,
pivotal to the suggestion of this hypothesis, but not adequately followed up since, is that the
spectral frequencies of spindles and SWD model co-varied in different cats displaying an
impressively accurate for EEG almost 2:1 or 3:1 relationship [98] and most importantly that the
transition from one to the other in FGPE was not continuous but step-like. This observation
suggested that SWD may result from an increased cortical excitability which enhances the
firing of pyramidal neurons to thalamic volleys of each spindle wave and thus activates
recurrent cortical inhibition annulling the effect of the next one or two thalamic volley, i.e. it
conferred to cortex the mechanism of SWD elaboration (as demonstrated and explained later
in other animal models), through cortical recurrent GABAergic inhibition. This slower cortical
rhythm was proposed to be transferred to the thalamus to gradually grow as a corticothalamo-cortical SWD rhythm. The experiments in the FGPE model that followed and
supported this hypothesis have been reviewed [92-93, 100]. Further testing of this hypothesis
was made possible when in vivo and in vitro studies revealed the exact mechanism of spindles
generation in thalamus [44] (see chapter 2.1) and when this knowledge was applied to
experiments on rodent genetic models of absence seizures [94-95].
In a general view, EEG alpha rhythm presents itself in awake state, when visual and other
environmental stimuli cease; sleep spindles reflect the bursting mode of TC neurons which
raise awakening threshold by blocking the weak sensory inputs, an effect further
aggravated during delta waves in NREM N3; and finally SWD almost totally incapacitate
awareness of and reaction to the environment either in awake or sleep condition and
especially in the transition between the two. There is evidence suggesting that this may
depend more on a top-down effect rather than merely being allowed by a decrease in
arousal inputs from the brainstem [69,93]. There is little doubt however that all these
rhythms - alpha, spindles, delta and SWD - (and not only) appear to cardinally involve
cortico-thalamo-cortical circuits and bursting of TC and cortical neurons, albeit at distinct
frequencies. The task is to understand why the frequency spectrum of TC rhythms is distinct
rather than continuous and what is the role of internal (membrane and circuit) properties as
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well as external influences on this reentrant TC system in setting the frequency constrains,
but also allowing, triggering, augmenting, spreading and stopping each of these rhythms.
The elegant experiments of Steriade and his colleagues identified the cortex as responsible
for instigation, augmentation and generalization of spindles (ch. 2.1.) and this may be truer
for SWDs [65], as explained above [9, 69, 91, 92, 93, 99, 100]. In spite of the long held view of
a brain-wide synchronous start of SWDs out of a normal background, one of the most
important recent discoveries in the field has been the identification of a cortical ‘initiation
site’ of SWDs. A consistent cortical site of initiation of SWDs within the perioral region of
the somatosensory cortex was demonstrated in rodent absence seizures. High density EEG
as well as MEG and fMRI studies in patients with different types of idiopathic generalized
epilepsy (IGE) has shown SWDs in discrete, mainly frontal and parietal cortical regions
before they appear over the rest of the cortex [101-106]. These studies strongly suggest that
the frontal lobe is important for the generation of the 3Hz corticothalamic oscillations Do
spindles play a role in this new view of IGE?
In a study aiming to investigate the relationship between IED and phasic sleep phenomena
in patients with juvenile myoclonic epilepsy, only 2.7% of IED emerged specifically through
sleep spindles as opposed to 65% from K-complexes, while IEDs were both facilitated by
increased vigilance (CAP - A phase) and promoted the appearance of such periods [107]. In
a further study of childhood absence epilepsy [108] focal SWDs occurred mainly during
non-CAP and CAP-B periods (periods of reduced vigilance) of NREM sleep, whereas
generalized SWDs occurred during the CAP-A of NREM sleep and especially at the
transition from reduced to enhanced vigilance of NREM sleep. Regarding the efforts to
understand the relationship between spindles and epilepsy, these studies emphasize the
importance of (a) mutual interaction between the two, (b) recognizing that different types of
epilepsy may have different mechanisms and (c) the importance of observing the "bigger
picture" in both time (i.e. CAP periods) and brain space, since both sleep and epilepsy by
definition involve large brain circuits.

4.4. Spindles in dyslexia
Much of the interest in sleep spindles arises from their putative role in learning through
memory consolidation. An early comparison of sleep architecture of children with reading
difficulties with normal children of the same age (8 – 10 years old) showed differences but
no special emphasis was placed in spindle activity [109]. A very recent study however
comparing Dyslexic and normal children (ages 8 to 16) identified important differences in
sleep architecture including an increase in spindle density during NREM 2 [110]. More
importantly only the sigma band power in NREM2 was positively correlated with the Word
Reading test and in a Memory and Learning Transfer reading test while no significant
correlations were found with the Non-Word Reading test; also, a positive significant
correlation was found between spindle density and the Word Reading. Although these
findings seem to implicate non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep and specifically sleep
spindles in learning the relation is far from clear and more research is needed.
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4.5. Spindles in schizophrenia
Recent studies using high-density electroencephalography have revealed a marked
reduction in sleep spindles in Schizophrenia. Ferrarelli et al reported using whole-night
high-density EEG recordings in 49-schizophrenia patients [111]. They had whole-night
deficits in spindle power (12-16Hz) and in slow (12-14 Hz) and fast (14-16 Hz) spindles
amplitude, duration, number and integrated spindle activity in prefrontal, centroparietal a d
temporal regions. These results indicate that spindle deficits can be reliably established in
schizophrenia, are stable across the night, are unlikely to be due to antipsychotic
medications, and point to deficit in the thalamic reticular circuits. The reticular thalamic
nucleus (TRN) consists of a gamma amino butyric acid (GABA) ergic neurons, which receive
excitatory afferents from both cortical and thalamic neurons and sends inhibitory
projections to all nuclei of dorsal thalamus.
TRN-thalamus circuits are involved in bottom-up activities, including sensory gating and the
transfer to the cortex of sleep spindles. The TRN is implicated in the neurobiology of
schizophrenia, the reduction of sleep spindles revealed in schizophrenias, and deficits in
attention and sensory gating have been consistently found in Schizophrenia [112].
Schizophrenic patients failed to demonstrate normal sleep-dependent improvement in motor
procedural learning. In normal subjects, overnight improvement on the finger tapping motor
sequence test (MST) and other simple motor skill tasks specifically correlates with the amount
of Stage 2 sleep in the last quartile of the night [113-114]. MST improvement also correlates
with number and density of fast spindles [115]. The MST is performed with the left hand, and
right>left asymmetry of spindle density and power in the motor cortex observed [114]. Sleep
spindles are hypothesized to mediate the consolidation of procedural memory on the MST
[114-116] and other motor tasks [64]. However, spindle activity of schizophrenic patients has
reduced [117], and s positive relation between stage 2 spindle density and verbal declarative
memory performance was observed [118]. In the context of intact practice-dependent learning,
chronic medicated schizophrenic patients failed to demonstrate significant overnight
improvement of motor procedural memory. They differed significantly from healthy controls,
which did show significant improvement. The amount of sleep in the last quartile of the night
significantly predicted initial overnight improvement in schizophrenia. The reduction of sleepdependent consolidation of procedural memory in schizophrenia and sleep makes an
important contribution to cognitive deficits [119] and now link variation in the expression of
this deficit to specific sleep stages.

5. Clinical use of dynamic sleep spindle profiles in organic brain injuries
5.1. Sleep, the distribution of spindles, recovery after stroke
The sleep of stroke patients during night time has reported both insomnia and hypersomnia
[120]. In the acute stage of hemispheric stroke, poor sleep efficiency [121-122], augmented
wakefulness after sleep onset (WASO) [122], increased numbers of awakenings have been
reported [123].
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Poor sleep efficiency and wakefulness after sleep onset will reduce cognitive function in the
acute phase after stroke [124]. Sleep is described as restless, light, or poor-quality sleep,
although its duration appears normal.
Spindle distribution may be locally depressed by various types of cortical, subcritical
pathology, including the generation of ascending reticular formation and thalamo-cortical
pathways. The ipsilateral spindle depression following unilateral frontal leucotomy was first
observed [125-126].Cress and Gibbs (1948) observed spindle asymmetries (ipsilateral
depression) in 98 % of patients with hemispheric cerebrovascular accidents, whereas only
48% had focal abnormalities in the waking EEG [127].
Many investigations have reported sleep EEG changes following thalamic lesions [128-130].
Such studies may clarify the neuroanatomical circuitry that underlies sleep spindle rhythm
generation, and may reveal clinically useful information such as for prognostic purpose or
as an objective assessment of recovery from stroke.
Paramedian thalamic stroke (PTS) is an occasional cause of organic hypersomnia, which in
the absence of sleep-wake cycle, and has been attributed to disruption of ascending
activating impulses and considered a “dearoused “state, the disruption of both arousal and
NREM sleep.
A decrease of sleep spindles, slow wave sleep, and REM sleep occurs in patients with the
syndrome of fatal thalamic insomnia (FTI), in which neuronal loss is restricted to the
anterior and dorsomedial nuclei of the thalamus. Bassetti et al. (1996), reported in 12
patients showed nocturnal polysomnographic findings paralleled the severity of
hypersomnia [128]. Hypersomnia following PTS is accompanied by deficient arousal during
the day and insufficient spindling and slow wave production at night, The center of the
ischemic lesion was the inferior region of dorsomedial nucleus(DM) and the medial anterior
part of the CM(centromedian neucles), confirming the autopsy study of Castaine et al [131].
The DM nucleus plays a important role in sleep regulation, and the reduction of spindles
and slow-sleep-wave (SWS) was observed, these oscillatory activities are the expressions at
neuronal level of different degrees of a same TC neuronal networks. However, an increase
of spindles not of SWS suggests that the transition from spindling to SWS depends on the
hyper polarization of a critical number of TC neurons.
PET scans showed bilateral thalamic hypometabolism with additional basal ganglia or
mesiolateral frontal and cingular hypometabolism in patients with paramedian thalamic
calcifications [132]. Wake-sleep studies showed abnormal sleep organization and in the case
with frontal and limbic PET hypometabolism ,pre-sleep behaviour associated with
“subwakefulness” EEG activities, lack of EEG and spindles and K-complexes, and features
of status dissociates. Paramedian thalamic stuructures and interconnected, especially frontal
and cingular, areas play a part in the organization of the wake-sleep cycle.
Hermann et al., demonstrated the neurological, neuropsychological, and sleep-wake deficits
of 46 paramedian thalamic stroke patients [133]. Oculomotor palsy (76%), mild gait ataxia
(67%), deficits of attention (63%), fluency and error control (59%), learning and memory
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(67%), and behavior (67%) were common in the acute stroke phase. Outcome was excellent
with right-sided infarcts but mostly incomplete with bilateral and left-sided lesions. Longterm recovery after paramedical thalamic stroke is significantly better in right-sided than in
bilateral and left-sided. Bilateral and left-sided strokes regularly present with deficits in
executive functions and memory, which may persist and will be the unfavorable outcome.
Initially, hypersomnia was present in all patients associated with increased stage 1 sleep,
reduced stage 2 sleep, and reduced sleep spindles. Post-stroke hypersomnia improves
within months, a moderate improvement in sleep spindle activity may occur at the same
time, whereas sleep EEG changes may remain unchanged for years.
Further studies are needed to confirm the specificity of these findings for hypersomnia
following PTS and to confirm the hypothesis of relationship between spindles, NREM sleep,
and cognition.
However there have been few prior studies of the effects of extrathalamic hemispheric
lesions on the human sleep EEG. the role of the cerebral hemispheres (cortical, subcortical
regions) in the regulation of sleep-wake functions and the modulation of the sleep EEG
remains unclear[134]. Physiological experiments with an encephalae isole cat preparation
(transected between caudal medulla and spinal cord) established that cortical activation
facilitates waking EEG activity due to the presence of corticoreticular projections [135]. The
cerebral hemispheres have also been found to contribute to the generation of sleep EEG
patterns. The corticothalamic feedback could to support large-scale synchronization of
spindle oscillatory activity [136]. Gottselg et al., demonstrated a significant reduction in the
power and coherence of sleep spindle activity in EEG recorded over that hemisphere
ipsilateral to the lesion during the acute stage of stroke [137]. The cerebral hemispheres are
crucially involved in generating synchronous sleep spindles. And they demonstrated that a
significant increase in the power and coherence of sleep spindle frequency activity from the
acute to the chronic phase of stroke. The plastic mechanism allowed the possibility of
recovery to spindle frequency, power and coherence. The stronger ipsilateral effects of
cerebral lesions on spindle oscillations indicated reduction of amplitude of sleep spindles in
the ipsilateral hemisphere, as well as reduction of cortical activation of spindle oscillations
and underling corticothalamic projections [138].

5.2. Sleep and the distribution of spindles after traumatic brain injury
Electroencephalographic approach to the clinical assessment of consciousness has been tried
in clinical situations with the anticipation that will support the diagnosis and prognosis.
Electrical activities of brain tissue to immediately and secondary brain damage have been
considered of good prognostic value for brain injury. Many neuroimaging techniques have
shown the alterations in the brain parenchyma following severe traumatic brain injury, such
as DAI (Diffuse axonal injury), which at the neuronal level, rapid acceleration and
deceleration and the consequent rotational forces damage the axons in the cerebral and
brain stem white matter, cerebellum. The magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can show
white matter degenerations or small penetrate hemorrhages that normal appearance on CT.
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Urakami demonstrated spindle alterations following DAI using simultaneous EEG and
MEG recordings [139].
In the postacute stage (mean 80 days) of DAI patients, frequency, amplitude, cortical
activation source strength of spindle activities was significantly decreased compared with
normal subjects. In the chronic stage (mean 151 days), spindles significantly increased, and
no significant difference was found between normal subjects. DAI patients’ cognitive
functions also improved, with favorable 1-year outcome. Spindle activities may reflect
recovery of consciousness, cognitive functions following a DAI [139].
The wide spectrum of sleep disorders in patients with chronic traumatic brain injuries occur,
hypersomnia, insomnia, and parasomnia (such as acting out dream, nightmares, sleep
paralysis, sleep walking and so on) [140]. Sixty adult patients with TBI, who presented with
sleep-related complaints 3 months to 2 years following TBI were analyzed. Sleep disorders
are a common finding after the acute phase of TBI. Daytime somnolence may lead to poor
daytime performance, altered sleep-wake schedule, heightened anxiety, and poor sense of
well being, insomnia and depression. Noticeably, sleep changes and deranged sleep
architecture are common in chronic TBI patients. The same as stroke patients, regarding for
TBI patients, spindles improve during subacute to chronic stage, while a wide spectrum of
sleep disorders remains in chronic stage. Sleep disturbance can compromise the
rehabilitation process and the ability to return to work. A diagnosis and subsequent
treatment of these disorders may facilitate physical and cognitive rehabilitation of TBI
patients.

6. Sleep and motor learning
6.1. The sleep cycle, memory systems, and memory stages
The human sleep cycle across the night, NREM and REM sleep cycle every 90 min, while the
ratio of NREM to REM sleep shifts. During the first half of the night, stages 3 and 4 NREM
(SWS) dominate, while stage 2 NREM and REM sleep succeed in the latter half of the night.
EEG patterns shows in the different sleep stages, K complexes and sleep spindles occurring
during stage 2 NREM, slow (0.5-4 Hz) delta waves developing in slow wave sleep (SWS),
and theta waves seen during REM.
Sleep plays an important role in learning process and memory consolidation.
Human memory is divided into declarative forms, with subdivisions into episodic and
semantic; and non- declarative forms, subdivided into procedural skill memory [141].
Following the initial encoding of a memory, several ensuring stages are proposed,
developing stages of memory, beginning with consolidation, as well as integration of the
memory representation, translocation of the representation, during the periods of erasure of
the memory. Following later recall, the memory representation is believed to become
unstable once again. Memory consolidation refers to a process whereby a memory become
increasingly resistant to interference from competing or disrupting factors in absence of
further practice [142].
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All stages of sleep except sleep onset stage 1 NREM sleep have been implicated in one or
more aspects of memory consolidation [143].
Regarding for which stage of sleep is important for the consolidation of a certain memory
types, there is some agreement among researchers, however, two different theories exist
which explain the role of the various sleep stages on the consolidation of different memory
traces [144]. The dual-process theory explains a single sleep stage (REM sleep or SWS) acts
and is necessary to form distinct memory traces (procedural or declarative), depending on
which memory system that traces is form. The sequential hypothesis, memories are
consolidated through the ordered sequence of non-REM sleep followed by REM sleep, so
that both stages of sleep are necessary for consolidation. Both non-REM and REM sleep
stages, the repeated pattern of non-REM sleep followed by REM sleep are important for
memory consolidation. Some memory traces may require more SWS (declarative memory),
whereas other memory traces may require more stage 2 non-REM or REM sleep (procedural
memory). Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep may be important in processing memory traces
and previously learned motor and sensory task. Non-REM (NREM) sleep, particularly slow
wave sleep (SWS), its maximal expression in the frontal brain areas, relate to sleep
homeostasis and frontal cognitive functions. SWS may increase neuronal plasticity
enhancing attention, consolidating procedural and declarative memory [145]. The
variability’s of the emotional content of the memory, the cognitive weight of the task, and
the initial skill level of the learner affect the stage of sleep which concerned the declarative
and procedural memory consolidation.

6.2. Sleep –dependent memory consolidation
Sleep consolidates new memories by strengthening and integrating them with existing
memories. Differentiating sleep-stage specific contributions to neural plasticity as proposed
in sleep-dependent memory consolidation. Interest in relationship between mamory
consolidation and sleep spindles is comparatively recent. The theories of memory
consolidation suggest that storage is initially hippocampally mediated, but gradually gains
neocortical representation through dialogue between two structures [146]. Slow oscillations
(<1 Hz) allow synchronization between neocortical activity and hippocampal ripples, which
are crucial to memory consolidation. Spindles increase during the up-state of slow
oscillations [147] and are temporally aligned with hippocampal ripples[148-149],implicating
them in the plasticity of hippocampal-neocortical consoridation process. Spindle activity is
associated with improvements in procedural and declarative memory [150-152]. Word-pair
learning before sleep induced higher sleep spindle activity than a nonlearning task, and
spindle activity correlated positively with recall after sleep [153]. Further, Tamminen et al
(2010) showed the role of spindles in the integration of newly learned information with
existing knowledge, contrasting this with explicit recall of the new information [154].
Spindle activity was associated with overnight lexical integration in the sleep group, but not
with gains in recall rate or recognition speed of the novel words themselves. Spindle activity
appears to be particularly important for overnight integration of new memories with
existing neocortical knowledge.
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The strongest functional connectivity between the HF (Hippocampal Formation) (cornu
ammonis, dentate gyrus, subiculum)and neocortex was observed in sleep stage 2(compared
with both slow-wave sleep) [155]. A strong interaction of sleep spindle occurrence and HF
connectivity in sleep stage 2 with increased HF/neocortical connectivity during spindles.
An increase of acetylcholine and a decrease in serotonin during REM sleep in rodents
facilitate protein synthesis and long-term potentiation (LTP) in the hippocampus [156]. Both
REM sleep and non-REM sleep play a role in long-term synaptic potentiation. Sleep spindles
play an important role in sleep-dependent memory improvement. Sleep spindles may
depolarize the postsynaptic membrane, resulting in a large influx of calcium ions that leads
to cascade of cellular events. These events result in gene expression and protein synthesis
necessary for LTP of the postsynaptic membrane.

6.3. Sleep promotes motor learning
Sleep following motor skill practice has been demonstrated to enhance motor skill learning
off-line (continued overnight improvements in motor skill that are not associated with
additional physical practice) for young people who are healthy. However, older adults who
are healthy do not benefit from sleep to promote off-line skill enhancement. Patients with
chronic stroke demonstrate sleep-dependent off-line motor learning of both implicit and
explicit versions of a continuous sequencing task. Sleep enhances both spatial and temporal
movement components of a continuous tracking task after stroke. This effect is unique to
stroke, age and sex- matched controls that are healthy did not experience sleep- or timedependent of-line motor learning on either version of the spatial or temporal movement
component of task. During the chronic stage of stroke, sleep should be positive between
therapy sessions to promote off-line learning of the skill practiced during therapy.
The motor system comprises a network of cortical and subcortical areas interacting by
excitatory and inhibitory circuits.
The motor network will be disturbed after stroke when the lesion either directly affects any
of these areas or damaged-related white matter tracts. Also abnormal interactions among
cortical regions remote from the ischemic lesion might also contribute to the motor
impairment after stroke. Pathological intra-and inter-hemispheric interactions among key
motor regions constitute an important path pathophysiological aspect of motor impairment
after subcortical stroke. Much of the neurobiological mechanisms leading to changes to the
changes in cortical connectivity after stroke remain to be elucidated [157].

6.4. Sleep-dependent off-line learning in older adults who are healthy
Evidence suggests that stage 2 non-REM sleep, REM sleep or both are associated with
consolidation of simple motor task off-line for young people who are healthy. In particular,
sleep spindles are an important mechanism of sleep-dependent off-line memory
improvement. Sleep-dependent off-line performance enhancement has been conducted
using young people who are healthy, and older people are considered not benefit from sleep
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to enhance motor learning. One hypothesis that older adults fail to demonstrate sleepdependent off-line motor learning because they experience a reduction in both the time
spent in REM sleep and the number of sleep spindles. If older adults who are healthy do not
demonstrate sleep-dependent off-line motor learning due to changes in their sleep
characteristics, it would follow that altering the sleep characteristics of older adults may
enable these individuals to benefit from sleep to enhance off-line motor learning. Increased
time spent in REM sleep, greater REM density, and decreased REM latency through the use
of sleep-aid medication were correlated with enhanced performance of older adults on a
word-recall task [158]. If REM sleep is important for promoting off-line motor learning,
older individuals may benefit from sleep to enhance off-line learning if underlying changes
in sleep architecture are addressed. Further attempts are required to relate sleep stages and
sleep spindles with performance improvement for older people, and potential benefits of
modifying these sleep parameters via medication or other means remain to determined.

6.5. Sleep-dependent off-line learning after stroke, brain injury
Recent evidence has demonstrated that people with brain injury benefit from sleep to
enhance off-line motor learning. Damage to the prefrontal cortex due to stroke, tumor, or
trauma demonstrated sleep-dependent off-line learning of a finger sequencing task
[159].People with chronic stroke benefit from sleep to enhance motor skill learning of both
implicit and explicit versions of a continuous tracking task [160-161]. Sleep also promote offline motor learning through both improved spatial tracking accuracy and anticipation of
upcoming movements in people with chronic stroke [162].A few studies to date have
demonstrated the importance of sleep in promoting off-line motor skill learning suggest that
stroke or brain injured patients benefit from sleep to enhance off-line learning of motor
tasks. Patients with chronic stroke spent about the same amount of time in REM sleep but
more time in stage 2 non-REM sleep compared with published norms. The number of sleep
spindles increases from acute to chronic stroke. The alterations in sleep architecture
demonstrated by chronic stroke patients (maintenance adequate amounts of REM sleep,
increase stage 2 non-REM sleep, and increase spindle activity) enable them to demonstrate
sleep-dependent skill enhancement. Further works utilizing sleep laboratories is needed to
evaluate EEG data and understanding of alterations of sleep architecture and off-line
learning of chronic stroke patients.

7. Conclusion
7.1. Spindles: Outlook and open questions
OQ-1: What is the role of sleep spindles in general and more specifically how do they relate
to learning and memory consolidation mechanisms.
OQ-2: What mechanism keeps spindle spectral frequency within so narrow limits, which are
stable through the night for a given individual?
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OQ-3 related to OQ-2: Why do we observe a step like transition of TC neurons membrane
hyperpolarization, which leads from spindles to delta TC rhythm, without appreciable
intermediate rhythm frequencies?
QQ-4: How can spindle properties be used as biomarkers for the normal brain function and
specific pathological conditions?
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1. Introduction
Neurologic causes of profound weakness in an ICU (Intensive Care Unit) patient include
disorders of the central nervous system (CNS) and the peripheral nervous system (PNS).
Some of these are primary neurologic disorders that result in admission to the ICU, whereas
others occur while the patient experiences prolonged hospitalization for unrelated medical
problems.
These numerous non neurologic medical causes mainly including ischemic or hemorrhagic
strokes, respiratory failure followed by COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) and
asthma, acute or chronic renal failure, complications of ischemic heart diseases such as
myocardial infarction and consequences of malignant processes. Most of these patients
undergo mechanical ventilation, some of whom would subsequently be affected by
neuromuscular disorders.
From the point of view of electroneurophysiology, these disorders are divided into three
categories: 1) Critical Illness Neuropathy (CIN), 2) Critical Illness Myopathy (CIM), and 3)
Prolonged Neuromuscular Junction Blockage [1].
In the present chapter, all of three above mentioned disorders as well as two axonal variants
of Guillain-Barré Syndrome (GBS), namely Acute Motor Axonal Neuropathy (AMAN) and
Acute Motor and Sensory Axonal Neuropathy (AMSAN) will be discussed in detail, which
have differential diagnostic importance in distinguishing the etiology of weakness in
critically-ill patients. Furthermore, we would have a glimpse into our experience derived
from 14 hospitalized patients with prominent clinical picture of profound weakness,
studying and comparing their neuromuscular disorders as clinical, electrodiagnostic,
underlying diseases and incidence rate aspects, individually.
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2. Clinical presentation
Major clinical manifestation of these disorders includes a progressive weakness of the
upper and lower extremities or all four limbs as quadriplegia or paraplegia along with
hyporeflexia, hypotonia, with or without atrophy and weakness of the respiratory
muscles.
The most common scenario commence with ICU hospitalization of the patients due to
serious non-neurological medical reasons including above-mentioned etiologies (renal
failure, COPD exacerbation, cerebral and gastrointestinal hemorrhage etc.). Majority of these
patients are dependent on the ventilator and require neuromuscular junction blocking
agents (NMBAs). During the recovery phase, the focus is on tapering sedatives and NMBAs
which could be associated with occurrence of flaccid weakness in the upper and lower
extremities and respiratory muscles; this in turns would delay weaning process from the
ventilator [2]. On the other hand, patient status is likely to deteriorate toward sepsis or
multi-organ failure and becoming ventilator-dependent for a long time. Performing
electrodiagnostic tests to detect neuromuscular disorders delaying extubation is, hence,
highly-indicated at this stage.

2.1. Electrodiagnostic studies in ICU patients, technical issues
Although electrodiagnostic (EDX) studies are mainly performed in outpatient setting, the
number of the EDX studies in inpatient setting or hospitalized patients in ICU has recently
been increased [2]. There is a number of challenging technical issues unique to performing
EDX studies in the ICU and complicated ill patients. Some are related to patient factors,
whereas others involve central and intravenous lines and electrical equipment that interfere
with the performance of the study.
As previously mentioned, in these cases patients are profoundly ill, often with several
serious overlapping medical problems. Most are intubated and receiving mechanical
ventilation, which prevents them from traveling to the EMG laboratory, necessitating
a portable study. But portable EDX device has its own problems such as interference
with other electrical devices attached to the patient in ICU, noise and artifact
production and increasing the potential risk of an electrical injury for sensitive
patients.
These patients are often poorly cooperative and heavily sedated or agitated, who would
not be able to roll on the sides or maintain positions required for performing the sensory
or motor electrodiagnostic tests. Neither the agitated patient nor the sedated patient is
able to give the electromyographer proper feedback during the study, for example,
whether he or she is feeling the stimulus during the nerve conduction studies. Nor can
such patients place their limbs in the correct position for the nerve conduction studies or
the spontaneous activity assessment portion of the needle examination. Finally, they
cannot cooperate with the examiner to activate their muscles voluntarily when trying to
assess motor unit action potentials (MUAPs) during the needle examination [2].
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3. Our study patients
Fourteen hospitalized patients from the Pulmonology ICU, Neurology and Internal
Medicine wards with primary or secondary progressive weakness of the upper and
lower limbs with or without respiratory muscles involvement were referred to the
electrodiagnostic center, Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation department, Imam Reza
Hospital, Tabriz, Iran in a one and half year period from August 2010 to February 2012.
In order to evaluate neuromuscular disorders and to diagnose the causes of weakness
electro-neurophysiologically, Nerve Conduction Study and Needle Electromyography
(NCS-EMG) were performed in all of referred patients. The data related to these patients
including age, sex, admission reason, underlying diseases, past medical history, final
diagnosis ,treatments and outcome are presented in Table-1.
A total of 14 patients were selected and examined. Based on NCS-EMG studies, patients
were diagnosed as CIN in 4, CIM in 3, neuromyopathic critical illness in 4; including two
patients with a combination of CIM and CIN and other two patients with previous acute or
chronic neuropathy and superimposed subsequent CIM, AMAN in 2 and AMSAN only in
one patient. We would briefly discuss about clinical and electrodiagnostic principals,
techniques and features each of these entities in the next sections.

4. Critical Illness Neuropathy (CIN)
CIN or CIP (Critical Illness Polyneuropathy) is reported as the most common severe
neuropathy in ICU patients, mostly observed in patients hospitalized due to primary nonneurological medical problems. The main reason for its occurrence is a reactive systemic
inflammatory response to sepsis or trauma [2]. Unlike GBS, CIN is an axonal
polyneuropathy and considered whenever there are signs of fixed weakness in the
extremities, sensory loss or inability to wean from the ventilator despite beginning clinical
improvement of the patient.
Although CIN has been reported to be more frequent than CIM in several studies [3], in a
study with 88 patients, the incidence ratio of CIM was reported to be three times more than
CIN (42% vs. 13%). The results of this study showed that among patients who underwent
EMG in ICU population, acute myopathy is three times as common as acute axonal
polyneuropathy, and the outcomes from acute myopathy and acute axonal polyneuropathy
may be similar [4]. In other words, mortality and morbidity are comparable in both of them.
In addition to polyneuropathy, mononeuropathies including unilateral or bilateral phrenic
neuropathy are frequently seen in CIN, which contribute to respiratory disorders requiring
EDX for accurate diagnosis [2].

4.1. Electrophysiologic features in CIN
Although, as above mentioned, EDX is associated with difficulties in ill and complicated
patients, based on previous studies as well as present study results, electrodiagnostic
findings could be summarized as the following:
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Compound muscle action potentials (CMAPs) are profoundly reduced in amplitude or
absent. Motor conduction velocities are normal or slightly reduced and distal latencies are
normal or slightly prolonged, while sensory nerve action potentials (SNAPs) should be
significantly diminished in amplitude or unobtainable. Phrenic nerve study also reveals
absence or reduction of obtained CMAP from diaphragm muscle, which will be explained in
the end of this section.
In pure CIN, neurogenic pattern including high amplitude and polyphasic motor unit action
potentials (MUAPs) with reduced recruitment are observed in needle electromyography [5].
However, patients are sometimes unable to perform motor units recruitment and nothing
could be detected due to patients' poor effort. In these situations, the only observable sign in
the needle EMG would be presence of denervation potentials (fib/psw) at the rest phase of
needle exam.
Electrodiagnostic criteria of the present study were based on these principals and all
of above-mentioned characteristics were applied to our patients diagnosed with CIN as
well.
Some points should be highlighted regarding the EDX findings in CIN: firstly, if SNAPs
were normal or mildly low amplitude associated with diminished CMAPs, other
diagnosis rather than CIN would be investigated i.e. CIM (critical illness myopathy) or
AMAN (motor axonal neuropathy). At this point, needle EMG differentiates these two
entities from each other. Secondly, another fact to be kept in mind is that low amplitude
SNAPs could be related to previous underlying disease such as diabetes or renal failure
and subsequent diabetic or uremic neuropathy rather than CIN. Thirdly, in cases with
mixed CIN and CIM, in spite of the fact that SNAPs are abnormal, myogenic pattern in
needle EMG demonstrates muscle weakness may be more related to the superimposed
myopathy.

4.2. Phrenic nerve electrodiagnostic study
One of the major reasons contributing to unsuccessful weaning trials from the ventilator
in intubated patients is unilateral or bilateral phrenic neuropathy which could be
idiopathic, due to autoimmune or post-infection etiologies such as Bell’s palsy and
secondary to iatrogenic causes after coronary artery bypass grafting or other thoracic
surgeries [2].
Phrenic nerve could also be affected as an accompanying disorder observed with
polyneuropathies such as GBS or CIN. To obtain phrenic nerve CMAP, recording electrode
is secured a few centimeters proximal to the xyphoid process while the reference electrode
being placed 16 cm lower along with the ribcage on both sides corresponding to the phrenic
nerve excited. Stimulation electrode is placed 3 cm superior to the clavicle parallel to the
cricoid cartilage [6]. The important issue is that normal amplitude for phrenic CMAP is 300500 µv which in fact could be associated with unclear responses due to the electrical noise
existing in the ICU.
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a
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Lower motor neuron hUpper motor neuron IAcute motor axonal neuropathy JAcute motor and sensory axonal neuropathy

g

Table 1. Characteristics of ill patients with profound weakness, who were referred for electrodiagnosis
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Needle EMG of the diaphragm muscle is performed in cases with phrenic nerve
involvement accompanying CIN as well as CIM. For this purpose, needle is inserted
between the two Anterior Axillary and Medial clavicular lines, through 7th or 8th intercostal
spaces, exactly over the rib. Neurogenic or myogenic patterns with or without fib/psw could
be detected in inspiration phase of respiration [6].
Phrenic nerve EDX was requested for 4 of 14 patients in the present study. In two patients
diagnosed with CIN and mixed neuromyopathic syndrome, there was no phrenic nerve
involvement. In one patient secondary to AMAN, phrenic neuropathy was detected as
bilateral asymmetric low amplitude CMAPs associated with neurogenic pattern in the
diaphragm muscle and in one patient secondary to CIM, phrenic nerve involvement was
revealed as bilateral absent CMAPs along with fib/psw and myogenic pattern in diaphragm
muscle.
It should however be borne in mind that phrenic nerve EDX is mostly helpful whenever
bilateral normal or unilateral abnormal responses are detected. In other words, if responses
would be absent bilaterally it is difficult to distinguish from technical reasons [2].
Treatment: There is no specific treatment for CIN and supportive measures should be taken
to avoid multi organ failure occurrence.

5. Critical Illness Myopathy (CIM)
The most common muscular disorder leading to weakness in ICU is critical illness
myopathy. CIM is also known as acute quadriplegic myopathy, thick filament myopathy
and ICU myopathy [1,2].
CIM is mostly seen concomitant to the administration of intravenous steroids and NMBAs;
this complication is frequent in patients with asthma, COPD and administration of highdose intravenous methyl-prednisolone [1].
Occurrence of one case of CIM and one case of mixed CIM/CIN in our patients’ series with
the history of hospitalization due to COPD exacerbation or corpulmonale confirms this fact
(Table 1). This disorder however could also be seen in critically ill patients with sepsis or
multiorgan failure without history of receiving corticosteroids or NMBAs. Prolonged
mechanical ventilation per se even with absence of mentioned medications usage could
cause CIM as well. In some cases, CIM is associated with increase in serum CPK levels (up
to 10 times the upper limit of normal) [1]. High mortality rates with CIM; even a rate of 30%
have been reported [4]. Of course, it should be noticed that the mortality cause has mostly
been due to the sepsis or multiorgan failure rather than the myopathy itself. In present
study, one case with pure CIM and one case with CIN were expired (Table 1). Survived and
treated patients would acquire ambulation ability within the following 3-4 months [1].
From the histopathologic aspect, type II muscle fiber atrophy is observed more frequently
than type I. In muscle biopsy, specific signs of myosin loss is often detected which solely
could not explain the inexcitability of the muscle membrane that occurs with this myopathy.
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Therefore, the following three factors contributing to reduction in muscle membrane
excitability are introduced [7]:
1.
2.
3.

Partial depolarization of the resting membrane potential,
Reduced membrane resistance,
Decreased sodium currents

Furthermore, released cytokines throughout sepsis could be associated with a catabolic state
in muscles and results in breakdown of structural proteins [1,7].

6. Electrophysiologic features in CIM
Nerve conduction studies demonstrate diminished amplitudes of CMAPs with normal distal
latencies and conduction velocities. In contrast, SNAPs are normal or mildly reduced (greater
than 80% of lower limit of normal) [1]. Repetitive stimulation test (RST) is usually normal, but in
some studies decreasing response after high rate and low rate RST have also been reported [8].
Electromyography frequently demonstrates prominent fibrillation potentials and
positive sharp waves (fib/psw), which is rarely accompanied by myotoinc discharges.
Short duration, small –amplitude and polyphasic MUAPs that recruit early are evident.
In severe cases, it may be difficult to recruit and activate any MUAPs [1]. Of course, this
process is reversed and small MUAPs will be appeared again during the recovery period.

6.1. Direct muscle stimulation technique
Direct muscle stimulation technique is utilized for differentiation CIM from critical illness
neuropathy. This method has been reported by Rich and colleagues for first time [7, 9]. In fact,
direct muscle stimulation bypasses distal motor nerve and neuromuscular junction area. This
technique is performed by placing a monopolar needle stimulating electrode as cathode in the
distal third of muscle using 0.1 msec stimulus duration with gradually increasing current from
10 to 100 mA until a clear twitch is seen. A subdermal needle electrode as active recording
electrode is placed 1-3 cm from the stimulation electrode. The stimulation intensity is increased
until a maximal response or direct muscle action potential (dm CMAP) is obtained. Next,
using the same recording montage, nerve to the muscle is stimulated in the usual manner to
obtain a nerve- evoked compound muscle action potential (ne CMAP) [2]. As a result muscle
membrane should retain its excitability, direct muscle stimulation CMAP (dm CMAP) should
be near normal despite a low or absent nerve stimulation evoked CMAP (ne CMAP). In
contrast, if the muscle membrane excitability is reduced, both the ne CMAP and dm CMAP
should be very low [1]. Therefore, in CIM as well as normal people, the ne CMAP/ dm CMAP
ratio is close to one (1:1), because both amplitudes is proportionally reduced or normal,
respectively. In CIN or neuromuscular junction disorder, the ratio is much lower and
approaches zero because of disproportionally lower ne CMAP compared with the dm CMAP.
In conclusion, absent or low amplitude of dm CMAP with ne CMAP/ dm CMAP greater
than 0.9 is demonstrated in majority of patients with CIM, While ne CMAP/ dm CMAP ratio
is 0.5 or less in patients with severe CIN [1].
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6.2. Treatment
There is no medical therapy other than supportive care and treating underlying systemic
abnormalities (e.g., antibiotics in sepsis). If patients are still receiving high doses of corticosteroids
or non- depolarizing neuromuscular blockers, the medications should be stopped.

7. Critical illness neuropathy in combination with myopathy
(Neuromyopathic syndrome)
Patients occasionally present with combination of CIN and CIM symptoms, which make it
complicated to distinguish or detect from each other [1].This condition is named as
Neuromyopathic Syndrome.
In our patients’ series, Neuromyopathic Syndrome was observed in 4 from 14 patients, two
of whom had a combination of CIN and CIM. Third case admitted with chronic severe
motor and sensory neuropathy symptoms; later presence of myogenic pattern in needle
EMG revealed additional CIM. Forth patient suffered from FUO (Fever unknown origin)
and demonstrated CIM which had been superimposed on previously diagnosed AMAN.
(Table1). One explanation is partly related to this fact, that preexisting neuropathic aspects
in these patients were completed parallel to disease progression and subsequently myogenic
process and thick filament myopathy initiated following intubation and administration of
NMBAs and corticosteroids. We categorized these cases in “Neuromyopathic Syndrome” or
“combination of critical illness neuropathy and myopathy” group.

7.1. Electrophysiologic features in combined CIN/CIM
NCS shows CMAPs and SNAPs both are low amplitude or unobtainable. NCVs are reduced
but within axonal range (greater than 60-70% of lower limit of normal). Despite of these
neuropathic features, myogenic process with low amplitude, short duration and polyphasic
MUAPs are mostly seen, which is occasionally associated with patchy neurogenic changes
in needle electromyography examination.
Table 2 illustrates the electrodiagnostic changes in differential diagnosis among critically ill
patients.
Low amplitude Low amplitude
or absent SNAP or absent CMAP
CINc
CIMd
GBSe
AMANf
AMSANg
CIN/CIMh

++
+/+
+

++
++
+/+
+
+

Reduced NCV >
60-70%
of LLNa
++
-

fib/pswb

Myogenic
Pattern

Neurogenic
Pattern

++
+++
++
+
++

++
+

++
+
++
+
+/-

Lower Limit of Normal, bFibrillation Potentials, cCritical Illness Neuropathy, dCritical Illness Myopathy, eGullian Barre
Syndrome, fAcute Motor Axonal Neuropathy, gAcute Motor and Sensory Axonal Neuropathy, hcombination of CIN
and CIM (Neuromyopathic syndrome)
a

Table 2. Electrodiagnostic changes in various neuromuscular disorders among critically ill patients
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8. Prolonged Neuromuscular Junction Blockage:
Neuromuscular junction block (NMJ block) occurs primarily in diseases like Myastenia
gravis and Lambert-Eaton myastenic syndrome without simultaneous myopathy or
neuropathy. However, this complication is frequently observed in association with CIN or
CIM in critically ill patients who secondarily affected by neuromuscular disorders.
The definite diagnosis is achieved by performing RST or RNS (Repetitive Nerve Stimulation
Test) and appearance of decreasing responses and fatigue following repetitive stimulation of
low rates at 2-3 Hz in Myastenia gravis or NMJ block in combination with CIM. In contrast,
increment responses and facilitation are observed following stimulation of high rates at 2550 Hz in Lambert-Eaton syndrome [10].
It should be mentioned that pure NMJ block are rarely seen in these patients. In the present
study, RST was not performed to confirm the simultaneous NMJ block for referred patients,
who were critically ill and poorly cooperative with definite diagnosis in each category of
CIN, CIM, AMAN, etc., because of this fact that RST tests are time consuming, painful and
somewhat unnecessary, since it does not add extra benefit concerning the final therapeutic
process as well as prognosis in this spectrum of patients.
In the previous sections, approaches to critically ill patients suspected of having neuropathy
or myopathy were reviewed, now we turn our focus to the other neuropathies ,which are in
the differential diagnostic list of profound weakness in the inpatient or ICU setting. These
disorders are often amenable to treat, so correct diagnosis is important.

9. Acute inflammatory demylinating
polyradiculoneuropathy (AIDP)
The most well known acute neuropathy that results in marked weakness and respiratory
compromise is Guillain-Barre syndrome (GBS) [2]. GBS is an acquired motor and sensory
polyradiculneuopathy that is usually demylinating.

9.1. Electrophysiologic features in GBS
Demylinating is prescribed with motor nerve conduction velocity less than 60-70% of LLN
(lower limit of normal),prolonged distal motor latencies and F-waves greater than 25-50% of
ULN( upper limit of normal), absent F-waves and presence of conduction block or temporal
dispersion in one or more motor nerves in electrodiagnostic studies. These criteria have
been defined and reported by Cornblath et al, and are used as research criteria for diagnosis
of GBS since 1990 [11,12].
In our patients’ series, there was no case of GBS and as previously mentioned most of them
were hospitalized due to primary non-neurologic medical reasons and CIN or CIM was added
later. Other cases that were presented with weakness in upper and lower extremities with or
without other medical problems were included in axonal variants of GBS, which is discussed as
follows.
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10. Acute motor and sensory axonal neuropathy (AMSAN)
Feasby and colleagues initially reported this axonal variant of GBS in 1986 [13]. Clinical and
electrodiagnostic features in AMSAN are indistinguishable from those with AIDP initially
[5]. Patients with AMSAN refer with a rapidly progressive and generalized weakness which
progresses within days unlike the AIDP which progresses within weeks. Ophthalmoparesia,
swallowing disorders, and facial muscles weakness are prominent in these patients. Other
accompanying symptoms include complete areflexia, sensory loss and autonomic disorders
such as arrhythmia. Most of these patients would require ventilator and their prognosis are
often poorer compared with AIDP patients.

10.1. Electrophysiologic features in AMSAN
NCS reveal markedly diminished amplitudes or absent CMAPs. SNAPs are also profoundly
low amplitude or absent. But distal latencies of CMAPs and NCVs, when obtainable, should
be normal or only mildly affected [5] .In other words, this abnormality would be within
axonal range(greater than 60-70% of LLN). Neurogenic pattern with large MUAPs with or
without denervation potentials are seen in needle EMG exam (Table 2).
In the present study, there was one case with AMSAN had started with above-mentioned
clinical picture followed by COPD exacerbation and diagnosis was confirmed by EDX
criteria.

10.2. Treatment
Because it is difficult to distinguish AIDP from AMSAN clinically or electrophysiologically,
at least initially, treatment with plasma exchange or IVIG is warranted [5].

11. Acute Motor Axonal Neuropathy (AMAN)
In northern china, AMAN is the most common variant of GBS [14].Clinical manifestation is
similar to that of AMSAN and GBS, however distal muscles are affected more severely than
proximal muscles. Respiratory failure and mechanical ventilation requirement is observed
in one third of the patients. Unlike AMSAN and GBS no sensory sings are noted.
Furthermore, Anti-GM1 antibody for Compilobacter jejuni is more frequently detected in
patients with AMAN especially in Children [15].

11.1. Electrophysiologic features in AMAN
Low amplitude or absent CMAPs with normal SNAPs and mildly reduced NCVs, are the
characteristic features of nerve conduction studies in AMAN. Other EDx evidences are
similar to AMSAN as above noted.
In our patients’ series, there were two cases with AMAN from whom one case was
associated with phrenic nerve involvement and diaphragm muscle paralysis with
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respiratory disturbances. There was also a case without respiratory involvement with an
appropriate response to IVIG (Table 1).

11.2. Treatment
It is suggested to treat AMAN patients with IVIG 2mg/kg over 5 days or plasma exchange as
an alternative. One of large studies reported no significant difference in outcome regardless
of therapy (IVIG,PE,..) between AIDP and AMAN among 300 patients[15].
In conclusion, CIN and CIM have no cure, so in this conditions, underlying disease and
drugs dose should be treated and adjusted, respectively; despite of this management,
muscle power weakness lasts several months to recover. AIDP, AMAN and AMSAN,
however, are curable and therefore distinguish them together is important.
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Chapter 6

Pacemaker Neurons and Neuronal Networks in
Health and Disease
Fernando Peña-Ortega
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/50264

1. Introduction
Neural network activity provides the operational basis for diverse neural circuits to
determine temporal windows during which multiple, coherent neuronal assemblies
engaged in the generation of specific behaviors can be recruited [1-3]. Neural network
activity emerges from the combination of intrinsic neural properties and the synaptic
interactions among them [1-5]. However, the relative contributions of intrinsic and synaptic
properties to circuit activity are diverse and change, depending on the state of the network,
mainly through the action of neuromodulators [6]. On top of this diversity, the intrinsic
properties of neurons are also heterogeneous, ranging from silent “linear” neurons (also
called followers or non-pacemakers; Fig 1 bottom trace) to “non-linear” intrinsic bursters
(also called pacemakers; Fig. 1 upper trace) [7]. The presence of pacemaker neurons and
their pivotal role in network activity generation is an accepted fact for invertebrate networks
[8]. In the case of mammalian circuits, accumulating evidence supports the presence and
participation of these pacemakers in generating network rhythmic activity by several
circuits throughout the brain in normal and abnormal conditions [1,4,5, 9-11]. In mammalian
networks, bursting has been related to neural network generation [1], induction of synaptic
plasticity, [12] as well as to the transition of abnormal neural network states [13,14]. Here, I
will review just some examples of neural networks that contain pacemaker neurons, the
main ionic mechanisms involved in their bursting generation, and the participation of these
pacemakers in generating neural network function under normal and pathological
conditions.
For the purpose of this chapter, pacemakers are defined as neurons that can generate
oscillatory bursts of action potentials independently of the network, i.e. in the absence of
any synaptic input [Fig. 1; upper trace] [1,9]. They do so because they have a mixture of
ionic conductances that allow them to produce rhythmic excursions of the membrane
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potential on top of which barrages of action potentials are generated [3; 11; Fig. 1; upper
trace]. In networks that contain them, pacemaker neurons may act as true pacemakers or as
resonators that respond preferentially to specific firing frequencies [1,9]. Non-pacemaker
neurons change their firing rate gradually in almost strict correspondence to their synaptic
input [1]. In contrast, the nonlinearity of bursting activity enables pacemaker neurons to
modulate more abruptly their firing [1]. Moreover, bursting neurons amplify synaptic input
and transmit their information more reliably through synaptic contacts [15-17]. As a
consequence of these properties, pacemaker neurons can facilitate the onset of excitatory
states or synchronize neuronal ensembles involved in diverse functional roles, such as
movement control, sleep-wakefulness cycling, perception, attention, etc. [1,9]. The ability of
these neurons to generate bursts of action potentials lies in voltage-sensitive ion fluxes,
which act in specific voltage- and time-windows and whose activity is regulated by the
metabolic state of the neurons, by neuromodulators, and by activity-dependent mechanisms
[1, 18-20]. Next, I will describe some examples of mammalian neural networks containing
pacemaker neurons.
One of the more popular examples of a mammalian pacemaker neuron is, perhaps, the
reticular thalamic neuron (RTN) [22,23]. RTNs are able to generate bursts of action
potentials depending on two major inward currents: the low-threshold (T-type) Ca2+
channels [22,23] and the hyperpolarization-activated and cyclic nucleotide-gated
nonselective cation channel (HCN) [24]. Interestingly, these neurons can switch from the
“bursting mode” to a “tonic mode” depending on their membrane potential [25,26]. The
transitions between firing modes are determined by the action of several neuromodulators
as well as by GABAergic phasic inhibition [25,26]. It has been proposed that the “bursting
mode” of these RTNs dominates the generation of slow-wave activity during non-REM
sleep, whereas the transition to the tonic firing mode is related to the generation of faster
rhythms produced during wakefulness [25,26]. Therefore, it has been proposed that
pacemaker RTN neurons are key elements of the cortico-thalamic neural network that gates
the transitions among different states of consciousness [i.e. sleep/awakening] [22,23]. From a
clinical point of view, it has been reported that an increase during wakefulness of the
bursting mode of RTN neurons is related to the generation of absence seizures [27,28].
Accordingly, absence seizures are successfully treated with T-type Ca2+ channel blockers
such as ethosuximide, which reduces the bursting mode of RTNs [28,29].
Intrinsic bursting neurons have been identified in the neocortex [30-34]. These pacemakers
correspond to a subgroup of pyramidal neurons and to a subset of Martinotti-interneuron
cells [30-33]. As expected, pacemaker pyramidal cells are functionally and anatomical
different from regular spiking (RS) pyramidal neurons. For example, intrinsic bursters have
specific morphological features that differentiate them from the typical pyramidal RS
neurons [31]. Intrinsic bursters are larger than RS neurons; they have a triangular soma
rather than the more rounded soma of RS pyramidal neurons and a more complex dendritic
tree [31]. Regarding their projection, intrinsic bursters send collaterals that are limited to
layers 5/6, whereas axonal collaterals from RS pyramidal neurons are more pronounced in
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Figure 1. Identification of pacemaker and non-pacemaker neurons. Recordings from two neurons in
the preBötzinger Complex are shown in conditions where fast synaptic transmission has been blocked
using a cocktail of glutamate, GABA, and glycine receptor antagonists (synaptic isolation). Whereas
both neurons were originally identified as rhythmic inspiratory neurons, in synaptic isolation
pacemakers can be identified by their ability to continue the generation of oscillatory bursts of action
potentials independently of the network. In contrast, non-pacemaker neurons become either silent or
fire tonically in a non-rhythmic fashion.
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the supragranular layers [31, 34, 35]. Moreover, the intracortical circuits for intrinsic bursters
are different from those of RS neurons [35]. For instance, intrinsic bursters receive
intracolumnar excitatory innervations from all layers, whereas RS neurons receive
intracolumnar inhibitory and excitatory inputs from layers 2/3 and 5 [35]. Finally, the
extracortical projections of these two types of pyramidal cells differ; for instance, intrinsic
bursters project to the thalamus, pons, and colliculus while RS neurons project to cortical
and striatal targets [36,37]. Cortical pacemakers have been hypothesized to play a major role
in the generation of spontaneous activity [4, 33]. For instance, Cunningham et al. [4] have
described a group of intrinsic pacemakers that produce bursts of action potentials in the
gamma range, relying on the persistent sodium current (INap), and that their blockade
abolishes gamma generation in the auditory cortex. Similarly, other types of intrinsic
bursters that also rely on the INap, but that fire their bursts at lower frequencies, have been
implicated in the generation of population activity in the somatosensory cortex [38,39].
Based on this and other evidence, it has been proposed that the cortex may act as a central
pattern generator [2]. From a pathological point of view, cortical pacemaker neurons play a
role in the generation of epileptic network activity [13; 14]. For example, we have found that
human cortical epileptic foci have an increased number of cells with INap-dependent
pacemaker properties [13,14], which may explain why reducing the INap has an
antiepileptic effect [40-42].
Similarly to gamma rhythm, pacemakers involved in theta rhythm generation have been
identified in the septohippocampal network [10,43]. These putative theta pacemaker
neurons are GABAergic cells that are localized in the medial septum and express
parvalbumin and the HCN [44-46]. Interestingly, alterations in the activity of these theta
pacemaker neurons might be involved in the pathophysiology of Alzheimer disease (AD),
which progresses with a reduction in evoked-theta oscillations [47]. Accordingly,
application of the AD-related amyloid-beta peptide reduces the activity of theta-pacemaker
neurons and reduces theta rhythm in rats [43, 48-50].
Pacemaker neurons have been reported in the hypothalamic arcuate nucleus, which is
responsible for the control of the satiety-hunger cycle [51]. These neurons, which contain
neuropeptide Y [NPY], are conditional pacemakers that are activated by orexigens (ghrelin
and orexin) and inhibited by the anorexigens (leptin) [51]. The busting properties of these
neurons do not depend on the INap, because their membrane potential oscillations persist in
the presence of tetrodotoxin, but are inhibited by blocking the T-type calcium channel [51].
Since these arcuate pacemakers can contribute to balanced food consumption, an alteration
in their activity can be associated with eating disorders and obesity [52-54].
Subthalamic neurons can exhibit bursting properties, depending on the state of the network.
As RTNs, subthalamic pacemakers can shift from a regular, single-spike mode to a burstfiring mode depending on their depolarization level [55,56]. The bursting mode relies on the
L-type and the T-type Ca2+ channels, and it is insensitive to tetrodotoxin [55,57]. The
subthalamic nucleus is composed of glutamatergic neurons, whose normal transition
between tonic and bursting modes controls the circuitry of the basal ganglia by modulating
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the activity of the two principal output structures of the network: the internal pallidal
segment and the substantia nigra pars reticulata [58, 55, 56]. Interestingly, pacemaker
activity of subthalamic neurons has been associated with Parkinson´s disease [59]. For
instance, an increase in subthalamic burst firing has been found in animal models of
parkinsonism [60,61] and in parkinsonian patients [62,63]. Also noteworthy is that highfrequency stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus, which reduces subthalamic busrstiness
[62,64], produces a reduction in motor impairments associated with parkinsonism and is
currently used in the treatment of parkinsonian patients [63,65]. Moreover, modulation of
the T-type calcium channel in subthalamic busrters also reduces parkinsonisms [66].
Pacemaker neurons have also been identified in the spinal cord, where they seem to play a
major role in its central pattern generators [67-69]. For instance, in the central pattern
generator for locomotion, some interneurons exhibit intrinsic bursting activity [67-69] that
relies on the INap [67-69]. This mechanism is essential for the activity of the locomotion
central pattern generator, since blockade of INap abolishes bursting activity and fictive
locomotion [67-69]. Also in the spinal cord, it was recently reported that an increase in
pacemaker activity is observed in the dorsal horn of animals that suffer from chronic pain
[70]. These intrinsic bursters exhibit an increase in the density of the INap and the HCN [70],
which may offer therapeutic targets to treat chronic pain [71,72]. In fact, several blockers of
the INap have shown very promising effects against acute and chronic pain [73-75]. Finally,
I will review the role of pacemaker neurons in the activity of a vital network: the
preBötzinger Complex (preBötC).

2. Role of pacemakers can be state-dependent: An example of the
inspiratory rhythm generator
Respiratory rhythm commands are generated by two, interacting oscillators, one controlling
inspiration (preBötC) and other, located in the parafacial respiratory group (pFRG), possibly
controlling active expiration [76-79]. Neurons with pacemaker properties have been
identified in the preBötC [5,80,81; Fig. 1]. However, a rather complex picture has emerged
regarding their intrinsic properties. PreBötC pacemakers have been found to show
considerable variability in the range of interburst and intraburst frequencies, the amplitude
of the plateau potential underlying bursting firing, and the voltage trajectory of this plateau
[5, 80-86]. A biophysical and pharmacological characterization of their intrinsic properties
have shown us that preBötC pacemakers can be grouped into two major groups: those that
rely on the INap and those that rely on a Ca2+-activated non-specific cationic current
[ICAN] [5, 82, 84, 86]. Interestingly, the participation of these pacemakers in respiratory
rhythm generation is state dependent. We found that blocking either the pacemakers that
rely on the INap or the pacemakers that rely on the ICAN is not sufficient to abolish
respiratory rhythm generation by the preBötC [5, 87]. However, when both of the two
pacemaker populations are blocked, the preBötC ceases the generation of its rhythmic
activity [5], and the animals die [87]. This evidence suggests that breathing generation relies
on the activity of two distinct pacemaker neurons [5,87]. However, this is not the case when
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the preBötC is challenged with hypoxic conditions. During hypoxia, the respiratory network
is reconfigured and generates a “last-resort” respiratory rhythm called gasping [79]. Under
these conditions the pacemaker neurons relying on the ICAN cease to fire, and the
respiratory network relies only on the INap-dependent pacemaker neuron, whose blockade
abolishes gasping generation [5,87]. These findings may have clinical relevance since
gasping is an important autoresuscitation mechanism that seems to fail in victims of sudden
infant death syndrome [SIDS, 88,89]. SIDS victims breathe normally during normoxia, when
the respiratory rhythm can be generated by either of the two types of pacemaker, but they
do not gasp efficiently in hypoxia [88,89], when the respiratory network relies exclusively on
one type of pacemaker neuron.

3. Conclusion
In conclusion, pacemaker neurons are important components of several mammalian neural
networks. The presence of pacemaker neurons allows these networks to produce different
types of network activities, both in normal and in pathological conditions. Moreover, the
contribution of pacemaker neurons to neural network dynamics is not fixed but depends on
the action of neuromodulators or the state of the network. I believe that pacemaker neurons
provide neural networks with the ability to coordinate population activity and to adjust it in
response to several physiological demands. Unfortunately, changes in pacemaker activity
can also lead to pathological states associated with several neurological diseases. The study
of pacemaker properties, which is a very interesting topic itself, may also identify molecular
targets to correct abnormal network activity.
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1. Introduction
The quantification of the bioelectric phenomena originating in nervous and muscular tissues
is an essential task in diagnosis within the field of Electromedicine. Clinical
electromyography is the part of Clinical Neurophysiology focused on the neuromuscular
system, and includes the study of the electrical activity of peripheral nerves
(electroneurography), striated muscles (electromyography, in its strict sense) and a number
of reflex circuits (reflexology), among others [1].
The background to all these scientific areas is based on the parameterization of the
bioelectrical functions of the neuromuscular structures. The definition and formulation of
such parameters represents the theoretical and practical basis which enables the analysis of
the function of muscles and nerves in normal and pathological conditions. The
quantification of bioelectrical parameters makes possible to delimit their normal ranges. The
presence of parameter values beyond normal ranges, as measured by neurophysiologic
techniques, is used in the diagnosis of diseases of nerves and muscles, which is the main
goal of clinical electromyography [2].
A basic concept in electromyography is the so called motor unit (MU), which represents the
anatomical and functional element of the neuromuscular system. The MU is formed by the
alpha spinal motorneuron and its innervated set of muscular cells. The electrical changes
generated by activity of the MU can be acquired and amplified by electrodes located in
muscle mass and these changes can be recorded and edited using electromyographic (EMG)
devices. The representation of the changes generated by a MU is the so called motor unit
action potential (MUAP). A MUAP waveform can be characterized by a number of
parameters related to certain aspects of the structure and physiology of the MU (Figure 1).
Therefore, the quantitative measurement of such parameters is a basic issue in
electromyography, and the duration of the MUAP is a key measure as it defines the
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boundaries of the MUAP waveform and the rest of the MUAP parameters are measured
within the time span defined by the MUAP duration [3].
The main parameters defined to characterize the MUAP waveform are reviewed in this
chapter, which also covers the particular issues related to the significance and measurement
of the MUAP duration.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a motor unit with n muscle fibers. The algebraic summation of
the action potentials (AP) of all the single fibers present in the recording uptake area of the electrode
(AP1+AP2+...+APn) generates the motor unit action potential (MUAP). The main parameters of the
MUAP waveform are indicated: amp = amplitude; dur = duration; p = phase; t = turn. BL = baseline.
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2. Quantitative characterization of MUAP
2.1. Anatomical and physiological description of MU and MUAP
Striated or skeletal muscles are the effectors of voluntary movements. Striated muscle cells
or muscle fibers (MF) have an elongated form, and their contraction is brought about by the
sliding of contractile protein filaments contained in their cytoplasm (sarcoplasm). As in any
living cell, across the membrane of MFs there exists a difference of electric potential of
approximately 90 mV (the inside of the cell being negative with respect to the outside)
because there is a difference in the amount of electrical charge in intra- and extra-cellular
fluids. A basic property of MFs and neurons is the ability to change the membrane potential
and transiently convert their inside into a positive potential in specific conditions. This
inversion of potential or depolarization is called an action potential (AP), and it arises by a
brief opening of membrane sodium channels, with the consequent rise in the membrane
permeability to this ion. The changes of ionic fluxes related to the AP are transmitted
towards neighbouring points of the membrane, being conducted along the MF at a velocity
of 3-5 m/s. After the depolarization begins, the repolarization phase proceeds, in which there
is further passive and active (by the action of the Na-K pump) transmembrane flux of ions,
which restores the basal conditions of the membrane at rest. [4].
The nervous system controls the degree of contraction of the MFs by means of the frequency
of the nervous impulses of the alpha motor neurons, whose central cellular components are
located in the anterior horns of the spinal cord. These nervous impulses are APs of the
motor neurons; they travel along the axons and are transmitted to MFs at neuromuscular
junctions. As previously described, the system formed by an alpha motor neuron and its set
of innervated MFs forms a MU, which represents the anatomical and functional unit of
skeletal muscle. The number of MFs innervated by the MU varies according to the muscle.
The number is small in the eye muscles, that need very precise adjustments; the large
muscles of the lower extremities have several hundred MFs [5]. During a slight voluntary
contraction, only a few MUs are activated, and they discharge APs at low frequencies
(around 5 per second). To increase the strength of contraction, the nervous system drives a
progressive increase in the discharge frequency and a progressive activation or recruitment
of other MUs in the muscle concerned.
The recording and analysis of the electrical activity of MFs and MUs (myoelectrical activity)
is the subject of electromyography. Conventional EMG studies are performed with needle
electrodes that capture the activity of MFs within a hemisphere of 2.5 mm radius from the
tip of the needle electrode. To study the MUAPs of a certain muscle, a needle electrode is
inserted into the muscle mass, which the subject is asked to maintain under slight
contraction. In this way, a low number of MUs are activated and the successive discharges
of the corresponding MUAPs can be collected. If the degree of contraction is excessive, too
many MUs are discharging and the recorded waveforms of their MUAPs are distorted by
their superposition.
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In Europe, the needle electrodes currently used are concentric, which have a core of
platinum or stainless steel embedded in insulating material located inside a stainless steel
cannula. The core is the active electrode, and the cannula is the reference electrode. A
MUAP is a recording of the changes produced by the discharge of the MFs of a MU (Figure
1). In general, normal MUAPs show mean peak-to-peak amplitudes of around 0.5 mV and a
duration from 8 to 14 ms, depending on the size of the MUs. The size and shape of MUAPs
is determined by certain structural and functional aspects of MUs. Pathologic processes of
the peripheral nervous system (neurogenic processes) and of muscles (myopathic
pathologies) can alter these aspects, leading to abnormal deviations in MUAP parameters;
i.e., the EMG signal captures pathologic remodelling of the MUs caused by neuromuscular
diseases. Once other neurophysiologic data and the clinical context of the patient have been
taken into account, a deviation with respect to the normal pattern for a given muscle
constitutes the basis of an EMG diagnosis.

2.2. Parameters of the MUAP and their physiological significance
To characterize a MUAP waveform quantitatively, a number of parameters have been
defined (Figure 1). These parameters are related to certain anatomical and physiological
aspects of MFs and MUs. There are three groups of MUAP parameters to characterize the
size, shape and stability, respectively, of the MUAP. These parameters, which provide
information about certain spatial and temporal characteristics of MF and MU activity, are
described below:
1.

Size parameters are related to the size (diameter), number and density of generators of a
MUAP (i.e. the MFs of the MU). These parameters include duration, amplitude, area
and indices such as the size index and thickness index. Since duration will be treated
extensively later in this chapter, it will not be described in this section, where a brief
description of the other parameters is given.

The amplitude is the voltage difference from minimum to maximum peaks. Computer
simulations of MUAPs show that the amplitude is determined by the few MFs (less than
eight) located within a semicircular uptake area of 0.5 mm radius from the electrode [6].
Consequently, amplitude can vary considerably within the MU territory (the space within
which the MFs of a MU are randomly scattered).
Area can be calculated automatically by integrating the rectified MUAP within the duration.
It depends on the MFs present within 1.5 mm from the core of the concentric electrode [7].
Relatively small movements of the recording electrode affect the amplitude and area
parameters considerably because the amplitude of the APs of the MFs decays quickly with
distance to the electrode [8].
In the quest for more stable estimators of the magnitude of MU generators, new parameters
have been defined, the most relevant being the thickness and size indices. The thickness
index is computed as the area-to-amplitude ratio, and is a sensitive detector of myopathic
abnormalities [9], but not of neurogenic ones. To improve detection of neurogenic MUAPs,
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multivariate analysis was used to find the optimal separation from normal MUAPs; in this
way, the size index was formulated as [2 x log10 (amplitude) + (area/amplitude)]. However,
this index is not significantly better than other parameters for the detection of abnormality
in myopathic conditions [10].
2.

MUAP waveform shape parameters transcribe the temporal synchrony / dispersion of
the activation times of the MFs and their conduction velocities. These parameters
include the number of phases, the number of turns, and indices such as the coefficient
of irregularity.

A phase is the part of a MUAP that falls between two baseline (BL) crossings. A turn is a
peak (i.e. a point of directional change) in a MUAP waveform. The number of phases is
counted within the MUAP duration. Various amplitude and duration criteria are used in
computerized measurements to exclude from the count brief BL crossings or small peaks,
which may be due to noise [11]. Normal MUAPs have simple shapes between two and
four phases. Polyphasic MUAPs have more than four phases, and those with more than
five turns are called polyturn or complex MUAPs. These terms all reflect the same feature:
increased temporal dispersion of MFs potentials, but polyphasia indicates more
pronounced changes.
To enhance the sensitivity and precision of measurement of MF synchronicity, other
estimators have been proposed, such as the coefficient of irregularity [12]. This is defined as
the total amplitude change (over the MUAP length) divided by the peak-to-peak amplitude.
The minimum value that MUAP irregularity can have is 2. As the complexity of a waveform
increases, the value of this index increases too. Significant differences have been found
between pathologies (neurogenic as well as myopathic) of both slow and quick progression
[13]; but in general, and in spite of its theoretical background, the coefficient of irregularity
has not shown better performance than conventional parameters.
3.

Stability parameters or jiggle parameters have been defined to quantify the degree of
variability in MUAP shape at consecutive discharges [14]. These parameters are the
consecutive amplitude differences (CAD) and cross-correlational coefficients of
consecutive discharges (CCC). The efficiency of CAD and CCC has been proved mainly
in simulated signals. There are very few studies with real EMG recordings [15], but the
presence of noise has been found to significantly affect quantification of the jiggle using
these parameters, and consequently the estimation of jiggle still requires subjective
verification by visual assessment.

3. MUAP duration
3.1. Definition
MUAP duration is defined as the time from the start of activation of MU fibers until the end
of their repolarization phase, i.e., the time in which the bioelectric changes produced by a
discharge of a MU take place.
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Figure 2. Parts of the MUAP. MUAP parameters: duration, spike duration, turns, phases.

3.2. Parts of the MUAP
Over the duration of a MUAP, several parts of the MUAP waveform can be delimited
(Figure 2), each one having specific structural and functional significance [16]:
1.

2.

The initial part: from the start of MF activation to the first positive turn. Graphically this is
a positive deflection whose charactersitics depend on the distance of the motor end-plate
region until the situation of the recording electrode in the length of the fiber. If the
electrode is close to the end-plate zone, the initial positive part in the MUAP hardly exists,
and the MUAP waveform begins with an initial upward defection (Figure 3). As the
distance between the end-plate region and the tip of the electrode increases, the initial part
becomes more and more evident and its duration increases as well, being maximal when
the electrode is located near the extreme of the MFs near the tendon. [3, 16-18].
The spike part: between the first and the last positive turns. The spike part mainly
depends on the temporal dispersion of the MF potentials as they pass in the vicinity of
the recording electrode. It is thought likely that only less than 15 fibers contribute to the
spike part in normal MUs [19]. The spike usually has one negative peak, called the main
spike, but may have several positive peaks. Note that a MUAP may contain spike
components other than the main spike. Such parts are called satellites. Spike duration is
measured between the first and the last positive peak of the MUAP (Figure 2). If the
MUAP is recorded in the end-plate region, the start of the MUAP and of the spike part
coincide, because there is no initial part. The spike duration is usually shorter than the
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total duration, but this does not need necessarily be so if a satellite is present. Satellites,
which usually follow the terminal part (but exceptionally precede the initial part), are
included in the measurement of spike duration and thus, spike duration may exceed the
total duration of the MUAP [20].

Figure 3. Example of recording a MUAP at different distances from the end-plate zone (position 1). As
the distance from the end plate increases (1 to 4), the initial positive part of the MUAP becomes longer.
Below, a schematic presentation of the recording positions with respect to the end-plate zone.

3.

4.

The terminal part: from the last positive turn until the endpoint, where the signal
reaches the BL. The terminal part is longer than the previous parts because the
approach to the BL is gradual. The terminal part is generated by the volley of APs
leaving the electrode and it includes the main part of the repolarization phase.
Small positive afterwave: these are not usually seen in recordings with concentric
electrodes, but can be observed within the terminal part of MUAPs in recordings
performed with monopolar electrodes (which are more commonly used in the United
States than Europe). The small positive afterwave reflects the arrival of MF
depolarization at the muscle-tendon union with the tendon [21]. When a small
positive wave is present, usually superimposed on the terminal part, it is included in
the MUAP duration.
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5.

Negative afterwave: this is an artifactual wave that arises due to the effect of the highpass filter of the amplifier (Figure 4), mainly when the MUAP has a dominating positive
phase, which is counterbalanced by a negative afterwave [22, 23]. A negative afterwave
usually has low amplitude (less than 10 microvolts), but, in any case, it is an artifact and
should be excluded from duration measurements.

Figure 4. Effects of the high pass filter in the MUAP waveform. The cut-off frequencies of the filters 8
applied in (a) and (b) are 10 and 50 Hz, respectively.

3.3. Physiopathological significance of MUAP duration
Computer simulations of the MUAP indicate that the duration reflects the current generated
by the MFs within 2.5 mm of the active recording surface of the electrode [6]. The total
current is determined by the number of MFs and their cross-sectional area. Duration is not
affected by slight changes in the electrode position, in comparison to amplitude and area,
both of which are sensitive to this change.
The total MUAP duration comprises the slow initial and terminal phases of the MUAP
signal. These parts represent the time when the APs of the MFs are at some distance from
the electrode and the APs are still relatively equidistant from the recording surface and
contribute to a similar extent. Therefore, the duration of the normal MUAP is not so much
dependent on the temporal dispersion of the individual MF APs but more on the number of
MFs within the recording area [3]. Although the degree of temporal dispersion of the APs of
MFs is specifically expressed by the spike duration and shape parameters, temporal
dispersion also influences the magnitude of the total MUAP duration, as can be seen in
pathologic MUAPs. When there is large variability in MF diameters, an enlarged end-plate
region or a mixture of slow- and fast-conducting terminal axons, the temporal dispersion of
MF potentials is pronounced, resulting in MUAPs with long durations and more or less
complex waveforms (sometimes extremely complex).
The physiopathological correlations underlying the magnitude of total MUAP duration,
makes the duration measurement clinically useful (Table 1). The duration is a parameter
currently used in clinical electromyography and its normative values have been established
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over samples of normal subjects for each muscle and age range. [24, 25]. Reference values
from healthy subjects show little correlation to gender, height and weight. Within the age
range of 15 to 65 years the effect of age is negligible [26], but an increase of duration has
been reported for subjects of older ages [27].
MUAP abnormality

Anatomical phenomena related

Decreased amplitude

Muscle fibers’ atrophia
Increasement of connective tissue
Excessive jitter and blocking
Muscle fibers grouping (reinervation, regeneration)
Muscle fibers hypertrophia
Muscle fibers’ atrophia
Loss of muscle fibers
Serious MUAPs blocking in endplate
Increase in the number of muscle fibers (collateral
growing)
Variation in the diameter of the muscle fibers
Increase in the width of the endplate
Slow conduction in terminal axons
Increase in the width of the endplate
Increase in the variability of the diameter of muscle
fibers
Loss of MUs
Decrease in the force generated by individual MUs
Abnormal neuromuscular transmission

Increased amplitude
Decreased duration

Increased duration
Increased spike duration
Increase in the number of turns and
phases

Increase in the firing rate
Increase in the jiggle

Table 1. Relation between MUAP alterations and abnormality reflected.

For the EMG examination of a muscle, a sample of 20 MUAPs must be extracted [18]. The
mean values of the different MUAP parameters are matched up with their respective
reference values. Deviations from normality may be defined as a value of mean duration
plus/minus 2 standard deviations above or below that for samples from the normal
population for the same muscle and age group as the subject under study [28].
Abnormally high duration values result from an abnormal increase in the number of MFs in
the MUs in neurogenic processes due to collateral reinnervation and focal grouping. The
neurogenic MUAPs can have simple or complex shapes and can be stable or instable
(normal or increased jiggle) depending on the nature of the pathology and its temporal
course (acute, subacute or chronic). With regard to abnormally low duration values, a low
duration reflects loss of MFs in myopathic processes, myophatic atrophy of MFs or
neurogenic lesions at early stages of reinnervation (nascent MUAPs), or severe blocking of
neuromuscular transmission (such as in botulism or myasthenia gravis).
MUAP duration is a basic parameter of the MUAP due to its physiopathologic significance
and also due to the fact that the duration markers (the established start and end points)
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define the boundaries of the MUAP waveform and thereby separate those parts of the
recorded signal which will be analyzed from other parts, such as BL or background activity.
All MUAP parameters and features are measured within the MUAP duration or, in the
event of the presence of satellites, with respect to it; consequently, duration is the first
parameter that must be determined.

4. Measurement of MUAP duration
4.1. A challenge for quantitative electromyography
Technical improvements implemented on recent EMG machines have made many aspects of
EMG examinations easier. Examples of such improvements are facilities for extraction of
MUAP signals; edition, storage, automatic measurement of parameters; calculation of mean
values; and the process of matching normative ranges. However, in clinical
electromyography, diagnostic judgment, i.e., the final diagnostic conclusions built upon the
collected data, is still mainly dependent on the knowledge and experience of the
electromyographist who performs the study. Quantitative methods try to overcome
subjective considerations by means of precise measurements of physiopathologically
significant features. The performance of such methodologies is in general satisfactory when
the conditions of the study are favorable: a collaborating patient, a fully developed
pathology, and low levels of noise. But, working circumstances are seldom so perfect, and
there are still important limitations mainly due to two disrupting factors that currently can
only be partially controlled: variability and noise. In this respect, the measurement of MUAP
duration can serve as a paradigmatic example of a fundamental challenge facing clinical
neurophysiology: how to extract objective and consistent parameter estimates. The nature of
the challenge is shown in the following considerations.

4.2. Clinical and physiologic duration
The definition of MUAP duration is, as stated above, simply the time between the beginning
and the end of the bio-electrical activity of the MUs detected by the recording electrode.
Often, the “duration onset” can be easily determined because the takeoff of the MUAP
waveform, which is associated with the depolarization of MFs at the end-plates, is so abrupt
that the waveform appears clearly deflected from the BL. This occurs especially if the
recording has been made close to the end-plate zone and if the MUAP does not have an
initial negative part. However, the “duration end”, which is not associated with any clearly
identified physiological event, is more difficult to determine because the terminal part of the
waveform approaches the BL gradually. With real recordings and in simulation studies, it
has been demonstrated that the extinction of APs continues for over 20 ms after the main
spike of the MUAP [29-31]. In real recordings, a very stable BL and a large number of
averaged discharges are needed in order to observe such a slow return to the BL in the
terminal part of the MUAP. Routine recordings, however, almost invariably have slow BL
fluctuations and other noisy interference that obscure the full extension of the terminal part.
Thus, two meanings of “duration” should be considered: the “physiologic” (as defined
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above) and the “clinical” [29, 30]. The above considerations are indicative of the operational
difficulties encountered with the simple physiologic definition of MUAP duration. The
concept of clinical duration is that applied generally in diagnostic applications and will be
used in the rest of this text. As with physiologic duration, there are difficulties in the
measurement of MUAP clinical duration. These difficulties are discussed below.

Figure 5. The same MUAP displayed at different gains. As the MUAP is amplified, its duration is
measured longer due to the visual effect. Continuous, short dashed, and dashed lines represent the
duration markers at 500, 100 and 50 μV/cm, respectively.

4.3. Manual measurement of clinical MUAP duration
Clinical MUAP duration is defined as the time between the start and end points of the
MUAP, when observed at a sensitivity of 100 μV/cm and a sweep screen of 10 ms/cm [3, 16,
29]. At higher gains, duration measurements tend to be longer because more of the slight
initial or terminal slopes are visible before they merge with the random noise of background
activity [23], see Figure 5. The gain of 100 μ V/cm was arbitrarily chosen to standardize the
visual resolution at which duration markers should be manually placed. In this way,
duration can be conceived of as a morphological feature, operationally defined in
accordance with a specified magnitude of display resolution at which the recorded signal is
represented.
When making manual measurements, electromyographists measure MUAP duration by
visual inspection at the standardized settings stated above. Manual measurements can be
made for an isolated discharge, over the averaged potential resulting from a set of MUAP
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discharges or by visual inspection of a set of discharges in superimposed and/or raster
modes.

4.4. Automatic measurement of MUAP duration
A number of algorithmic methods for automatic measurement of duration have been
designed and implemented on commercial equipment. Such algorithms aim to reproduce
the manual procedure, and those used in computer-aided methods include BL calculation
and use quantitative amplitude or slope criterion or a combination of both to look for the
limit points between the MUAP waveform and the BL [3, 16]. Quantitative definitions
applied to the analysis of morphologic features of the MUAP are similar to the automatic
counting of turns and phases [32, 33]. Usually these algorithms are applied to the averaged
MUAP waveform obtained from the discharges that have been recorded and extracted with
automatic assistance [34, 35].
One might expect these algorithms to be more reliable than manual measurement, but in
fact they suffer from several limitations when dealing with real signals. High variability has
been observed in automatic as well as manual measurements. In addition, automatic
measurements are often inaccurate, always require visual supervision, and frequently
require manual correction of duration marker positions.

5. Variability of manual measurements
Duration has long been recognized as the most difficult MUAP parameter to define and
measure in an unequivocal way, and exact positioning of the endpoint is recognized to be
somewhat arbitrary [16]. It is therefore likely that the inter- and intra-examiner variability of
manual duration measurements is greater than that for the other MUAP parameters. An
important consequence of this variability is that the normal limits of MUAP duration for a
given muscle and age range have broad margins, which drastically reduce the diagnostic
sensitivity of the parameter [36]. Thus, whilst large deviations from normality are easily
identified, the intepretation of the significance of smaller deviations depends considerably
on the examiner.
Several studies have investigated the variability of repeated manual duration
measurements. In one study, a set of 25 nearly-normal MUAPs recorded from the brachial
biceps muscle were manually analyzed three times on different days by the same single
electromyographist. In the three repeated manual measurements, the mean durations
ranged from 14.9 to 15.7 ms, and the largest difference between durations of MUAPs from
the same MU was 8 ms [16]. Similar observations of such low degrees of reliability of
manual duration readings have been reported by other authors [37-39].
In another study, for a systematic quantitative estimation of the intra- and inter-examiner
variability in MUAP duration measurements, the Gage Reproducibility and Repeatability
(Gage R&R) method [40, 41] was applied [42]. This method is based on the analysis of the
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variance of repeated measurements of a given feature, and it is currently applied in
industrial quality control studies. It was designed to assess both the variability in product
magnitudes caused by the production process itself (part-to-part variability) and the
variability attributable to the measurement system (the gage). The latter component of
variability includes that attributable to the measurement device (the repeatability or
intraoperator variability), assessed by repeated measurements by the same operator, and
that attributable to the operator (reproducibility or interoperator variability), assessed by
comparison of the measurements made by different operators. In the context of MUAP
duration measurement, the part-to-part variability is related to the intrinsic variability of
MUAP duration present in each sample of MUAPs extracted from a given muscle. This
intrinsic variability of MUAP duration (i.e. variability of the object being measured as
opposed to the process of measurement) is due to differences in size and structure of a
muscle's MUs and to differences in electrode positioning within the muscle.
The Gage R&R method was applied to six independent duration measurements performed
by two electromyographists (three measurements separated in time by each
electromyographist) on a set of 240 MUAPs from two muscles without pathology: the
tibialis anterior and the first dorsal interosseous. The MUAPs accepted for analysis had
well-defined waveforms and were free of superposition, gross BL fluctuations and
distortions of other sources. In order to make manual measurements, an interactive software
tool displaying the averaged MUAP and the set of the extracted discharges in raster and
superimposed modes was provided. The time base and sensitivity could be changed by the
operators, but the sensitivity and sweep speed for placing duration markers was fixed at the
standard values of 100 μV/cm and 10 ms/cm, respectively.
In spite of the favourable conditions (the clean and well-defined MUAP waveforms and the
good-quality visualization and measurement software), a high degree of variability in
duration measurements was observed. Of the six evaluations of start marker position, the
biggest difference for a MUAP was 6.6 ms. Broader ranges, up to 11.2 ms, were observed for
end marker positions. The biggest ranges were observed in end marker positions for
MUAPs with a long and gradually-sloped terminal part to their waveforms (Figure 6a). This
particular feature of MUAP waveforms was found to be the major cause of difficulty in the
manual procedure, since other confounding factors, such as the presence of noise, BL
fluctuations and secondary MUAPs in the recordings, were minimised at the time of
selecting samples of MUAPs for the study. Examples of other difficulties encountered in
manual placement of duration markers are given in Figure 6.
The reproducibility and repeatability analysis by the Gage R&R method decomposes the
total variability of the measurements into that intrinsic to the sampled MUAPs (the part-topart variability, i.e., the variability in the measured parameter per se) and the variability
attributable to the electromyographists. The latter component accounted for over 30% of
total variability and was mainly due to variability in repeated measurements by the same
examiner (intraoperator variability). In industrial contexts, where the Gage R&R method is
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frequently used, degrees of operator variability greater than 10% are considered as poor,
and greater than 30% as unacceptable [43].

Figure 6. Variability in the manual placement of the duration markers. For different
electromyographists, there are usually small differences in the manual positions of the start markers (a,
d). Great dispersion in the position of the start or end marker can be seen occasionally in the initial part
of the MUAP when it has a low slope (a, c). Superimposed discharges of other MUAPs over the initial
or terminal portions of the MUAP waveform (b) and the presence of two different slopes separated by
an inflexion point at the final portion of the MUAP (d) can be other sources of greta variability in the
position of end marker.

6. Proposal of a “gold standard” for MUAP duration measurement
As can be concluded from the above discussion, a manual procedure does not guarantee
consistent and reliable measurements of MUAP duration. Therefore, if duration markers are
automatically placed by a modern EMG device and an error is detected by visual inspection,
manual correction does not ensure an accurate estimate of MUAP duration.
In order to assess the effectiveness of a given automatic method of MUAP duration
measurement, it is necessary to have available a “gold standard” of duration marker
positions (GSP), that is, the marker positions which the automatic method should be finding
automatically. Since, as a result of the conceptual and operational limitations exposed
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above, no single manual measurement can be accepted as the true and exact one, a
probabilistic approach to the definition of the GSP has been proposed [42]. For the start or
end point of a given MUAP, the GSP was calculated from a set of six marker positions
obtained from the repeated marker placements made by two examiners. Specifically, the
GSP was calculated as the mean of the three marker positions that were closest together.

Figure 7. Determination of the gold standard of the GSP in an example of six manual marker positions
of the end point.

As illustrated in the example in Figure 7, the six markers were ordered by their respective
time values from lesser to greater (1 to 6). The five differences between the six position
values were obtained (d1 to d5) and the means between two consecutive differences were
calculated ( x1 to x4 ). The smallest of the four mean values was selected ( x1 in this example)
and the GSP (marked with a cross in the figure) was obtained as the mean of the three
manual markers with lowest mean difference (markers 1, 2 and 3 in this example) [42]. By
means of this approximation, although a position cannot be assumed to be "true" or even
"the best", it can be regarded as a “most likely” position. Thus, such a position can be
adopted as a GSP on the basis that it is better in a probabilistic sense than any single position
made by manual placement.

7. Description of conventional methods for automatic measurement of
MUAP duration
The use of computer-aided measurements can theoretically resolve the problem of intraand inter-examiner variability. The execution of any algorithm on the same signal will
always give the same results, without any variability in repeated measurements. In view of
this, several automatic methods were developed to try to reproduce the manual procedure
used by electromyographists, using amplitude and/or slope criteria to look for the limit
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points of the MUAP waveform with respect to the BL. Among the reported methods there
are differences in several aspects, as described in detail in [16] and [35]. To illustrate these
computer-aided techniques, a brief description of several conventional automatic methods
(CAMs) is given below. Descriptions include a consideration of differences in the extraction
procedure of the MUAP waveform, the definition of the BL and the criteria applied to find
the MUAP start and end points (the duration markers positions). The five methods
reviewed are the Turku method 1 (T1), the Turku method 2 (T2), the Uppsala method 2 (U2),
the Aalborg method (AM) [16], and the Nandedkar’s method (NM) [35].
The methods calculate the MUAP duration within a 40, 50 or 100 ms long analysis window.
MUAP waveform extraction procedure differ in the following ways:
-

-

-

In T1 and T2, MUAPs are manually isolated with a trigger level. To reduce high
frequency noise and the effect of the presence of other MUAPs in the analysis window,
100 discharges are averaged.
In AM, MUAPs are automatically isolated and classified by a template matching
method using the main spike of the potential. From the set of discharges of the same
MUAP, the three most similar ones are selected to obtain the averaged waveform.
In U2, MUAPs are manually isolated, and the MUAP waveform is obtained by
averaging between 20 and 200 discharges.
In NM, MUAPs are automatically isolated, identified and classified using a multiMUAP system. From 50 to 65 discharges are extracted for each MUAP, and the MUAP
waveform is obtained using median averaging.

With respect to definition of the BL and the MUAP start and end markers, the different
criteria used by the five automatic methods are outlined below:
-

-

-

In T1 and T2, the BL is the average of samples at both 3 and 4 ms ends of the analysis
window. NM calculates the BL as the average of the first 5 ms. U2 and AM calculate the
BL as the electrical zero.
Once the BL has been subtracted, T1 and U2 begin their searches for the start and end of
the MUAP from the start and end of the analysis window, respectively. T2 and AM
begin their searches from a triggering point in the rising slope of the main spike. NM
begins its search from the maximum peak.
T1, T2, AM and U2 use thresholds related to the amplitude/slope values of individual
samples or windows of samples (Figure 8a). NM uses thresholds related to the area
under the MUAP and to the amplitude sample values (Figure 8b).

8. Accuracy of conventional automatic methods
Automatic measurements are free of the intra- and inter-examiner variability present in
manual measurements. On ideal EMG signals with well-defined waveforms and without
noise, the algorithms may perform satisfactorily. But on real recordings, the available
methods for automatic measurement of MUAP duration demonstrate poor agreement and
low stability [32]. Thus, visual inspection is always necessary and manual cursor
adjustments are frequently required. This is the everyday experience in clinical practice;
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And it has been reported by various authors that manual correction of automatic placements
is required for 20-50% of MUAPs [26, 34, 38, 44].

Figure 8. Description T2 and NM. In T2 (a), the MUAP onset is determined from the trigger to a point
with slope < 0.8 μV/ms over a 1 ms. If there is a point before with amplitude > 20 μV, a new point
fulfilling the slope criterion is looked for. In NM (b), the peak with maximum deviation from the BL is
identified. The area of the MUAP from the first sample to the peak is calculated. Then the sample point
with 90% of this area to the peak is obtained. If the absolute amplitude at this point is greater than 20
μV, a sample with 10 μV amplitude towards the beginning of the window will be the MUAP onset.
Otherwise a point toward the peak with 20 μV amplitude is reached. The MUAP onset then will be the
point with amplitude 10 μV toward the first sample.

The accuracy of CAMs has been systematically assessed in normal and pathological MUAPs
[42] [45]. Comparing the GSPs (determined by means of the probabilistic method referred
above) with the marker positions obtained with CAMs (Figure 9), mean differences of up to
8.5 ms were found, with the T1 CAM. Absolute differences of more than 5 ms between the
GSP and an automatic marker position (considered gross errors) were found in many cases:
from 15.0% for AM end markers to 49.6% for U2 end markers.
In pathological MUAPs, the worst CAM results were observed with chronic neurogenic
MUAPs, which have unusually long duration and are highly polyphasic (Figure 10c and
10d). The results were slightly better with myopathic (Figure 10a) and subacute neurogenic
MUAPs (Figure 10b). Analysis of the mean and standard deviation of differences to the GSP
(bias and precision, respectively) of the CAMs, showed that some methods, particularly the
NM method, provided relatively good results with some pathologic MUAP groups.
However, rates of gross errors (differences greater than 5 ms) were seen in around 40% of
estimates for several pathologic groups.
In general, end marker placement presents higher levels of error than start marker
placement. As in the manual procedure, errors in end marker placement are more
pronounced for MUAPs with long-tailed terminal parts. (Figure 10c). Other important
sources of error that reduce the performance of CAMs are the presence of several kinds of
noise in the recordings, such as the superposition of secondary MUAPs over the analyzed
MUAP or BL, and BL fluctuations (Figure 9a. 9b, 9c).
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Figure 9. CAMs Errors in normal MUAPs. The presence of discharges of secondary MUAPs upon the
BL before or after the analysed MUAP waveform induces gross errors in U2 and T1 (a and b).
Distortions of the MUAP waveform may cause errors in automatic placements (start markers in c). Poor
agreement can be seen among the automatic end marker placements in MUAPs with relatively slow
terminal slope (c). Misplacements can also result from an inadequate estimation of the BL, calculated as
a constant value, electrical zero in Aalborg method (d).

An attempt to improve the performance of CAMs was carried out by means a signal process
to accommodate BL fluctuation [46]. Conceptually, the EMG signal may be considered as an
isoelectric BL (zero value) in which the discharges of the active MUs are superimposed. But
in real recordings, the BL always shows slow fluctuations due to the activity of distant MUs
and movements of the needle electrode. Two problems arise: on the one hand, the high-pass
filter does not fully clean all the slow fluctuation and, on the other hand, if the high-pass
filter's cut-off frequency is too high, the MUAP waveform can be distorted by creation of a
more or less prominent negative afterwave, as previously described. The conventional
approaches for dealing with the BL, are either to regard the BL as a straight line [23] of zero
value (used by the U2 and AM methods) or to regard the BL as the average of the samples in
initial and final segments of the analysis window (used by T1, T2 and NM methods) [16, 35].
An alternative approach for cancelling the BL fluctuation is to reconstruct the course of the
BL followed by specific filtering designed not to distort the MUAP waveform [46]. For this
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purpose, standard methods as adaptive filters have been found unsatisfactory. The
sequential application of several techniques of signal processing was necessary, including: 1)
wavelet transforms for identifying segments of the EMG signal free of MUAP discharges, 2)
averaging of the samples of each of these segments, 3) reconstruction of curves through the
averaged points using cubic splines, 4) frequency analysis of this reconstructed BL, and 5)
specific filtering based on autoregressive (AR) modeling. In spite of the sophisticated
cancellation of BL fluctuation demonstrated by this method, the MUAP duration results of
the five CAMs evaluated were not significantly improved when they were provided with
signals that had been submitted to it [47]. To optimize automatic duration measurement,
strategies other than, or in addition to, BL treatment are required.

Figure 10. Performance of the CAMs with best results (T2 and NM) and the new duration method
based on the wavelet transform (WTM) in pathological MUAPs: myopathic (a), subacute neurogenic (b),
and chronic neurogenic MUAPs (c and d).

9. New techniques of automatic measurement of MUAP duration
The computational capacity of new computer systems enables the design and implementation
of more complex algorithms for the automatic processing of the EMG recordings. Signal
processing techniques such as the wavelet transform have been applied in the research and
development of alternative automatic algorithms for measurement of MUAP duration.
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The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a technique that simultaneously obtains a time and
a scale representation of signals and has been successfully applied for detecting biological
events [48]. This technique has provided promising results in the analysis of various
electrophysiological signals such as blink reflex [49], EMG and electrocardiographic
recordings [50-52], electroencephalographic signals for analysis of epileptic activity [53], and
event-related potentials [54]. By regarding transformed EMG signals at a suitable scale in
the DWT domain, it is possible to evade high frequency noise and low frequency BL
fluctuations. Thus the DWT provides a useful way to detect the boundaries between the
MUAP waveform and the BL, that is, for measuring MUAP duration.
A method based on the DWT was applied for measuring the MUAP duration [45, 55]. A
schematic description of this method is given in Figure 11. The MUAP waveform consists of
a set of peaks (Figure 11a) and the method makes use of the DWT with the non-orthogonal
quadratic spline wavelet to detect not only the MUAP but also the start and end points of
these peaks. The method selects two intermediate scales (one to find the start and another to
find the end marker) from the DWT (Figure 11b) that represents the MUAP signal in terms
of energy (thereby evading noise and BL fluctuation). In these DWT scales the peaks related
to MUAP peaks are identified (Figure 11c) and amplitude and slope thresholds are used to
determine MUAP start and end points (Figure. 11d). For finding MUAP start and end
markers, this wavelet transform method (WTM) makes use of 10 parameters, which include
the amplitude and slope thresholds. In the study, a genetic algorithm was applied to a
sample of normal MUAPs in order to calculate the values of the WTM parameters [56].
This DWT-based automatic method was compared to other available algorithms and found
to perform excellently, achieving accurate results for both normal and pathological MUAPs.
Duration marker positions were significantly better than those of the other CAMs tested: the
DWT-based method was the least biased and the most precise method as evidenced by the
fact that it demonstrated the lowest mean and the lowest standard deviation of differences
to the GSP. These improvements were observed with both normal and pathologic MUAPs,
including myopathic, subacute and chronic neurogenic MUAPs, and also with fibrillation
potentials [45, 55] (Figure 10).
The DWT-based method deals better with problems such as the presence of secondary
MUAPs, BL fluctuations or high-frequency noise, performing equally well on signals
recorded by various different commercial EMG hardware with varying amounts of technical
noise. The rate of gross aberrant errors in start marker placement is low: 2.9, 0.8 or 0.0% for
normal MUAPs, myopathic MUAPs and fibrillations, respectively. For the end marker, gross
errors were more frequent: up to 27.6% for chronic neurogenic MUAPs, and around 10% for
other kinds of pathologic MUAPs and for normal MUAPs. Although having less influence in
the DWT-based method, the sources of error are the same as those for the other CAMs tested:
long and high polyphasic waveforms (such as in chronic neurogenic MUAPs), the presence of
consecutive peaks with low amplitude variation in initial or terminal parts (Figure 12a), and a
low-sloped tail in the terminal part (Figure 12b). The latter is not detected by the DWT method
because there is no corresponding maximum-minimum pair in the DWT.
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Figure 11. New method based on the DWT. (a) Original MUAP. (b) The MUAP (I) and the DWT at
scales 4 (II), 5 (III) and 6 (IV). (c) MUAP and selected wavelet scale (thick continuous line) for finding
start and end points. Maxima and minima related to the MUAP for the start and the end (thick crosses).
(d) MUAP duration. Onset and offset (vertical lines) are shown and also the GSP (crosses) for this
MUAP.

Figure 12. Errors in WTM start position in MUAPs with a small turn in their final (a) or initial part (b).
Error in WTM in the end position in the low-slope tail of a MUAP in its terminal part (b). The waveform
of the MUAPs (thick black line) and their selected scales of the DWT (thin grey line) are shown. GSP are
in crosses.
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DWT-based automatic duration marker positions were compared with the corresponding
manual positions for a small set of repeatedly recorded MUAPs. While no significant
differences were found for the start point, the dispersion of automatic endpoint placements
was lower than the dispersion of the corresponding manual placements. This points at the
possibility of reaching more consistent estimates of this parameter with automatic
procedures than with manual measurements.

10. Conclusions and future perspectives
The measurement of MUAP duration is a matter of particular difficulty. Especially difficult
is placement of a MUAP's endpoint marker, and this is reflected in the high degree of
variability observed in manual measurements of MUAP duration. Neither is the accuracy of
automatic measurement of MUAP duration good, and thus continuous supervision and
frequent manual revision of duration marker position are necessary. (Figure 13). Such
manual adjustments are time consuming and tedious and still do not guarantee accuracy.

Figure 13. MUAPs automatically extracted by commercial equipment. MUAP durations are
erroneously calculated and therefore manual corrections are needed.

Given the intrinsic difficulties, the measurement of MUAP duration has been described,
quite correctly, as “an arbitrary task” [57]. However, the measurement of MUAP duration
cannot be bypassed or avoided: not only does duration provide physiological information
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about the MU, it also delimits the MUAP waveform within which other MUAP parameters
are measured. Thus, measurement of MUAP duration is an essential issue in EMG
examinations, and it is of necessity the first task that must be accomplished before
determination of other MUAP features.
Since we must have a measurement of MUAP duration, there is a strong requirement for a
method which can provide “acceptable” estimations. By “acceptable” we recognize that
there is not a unique true value of clinical duration. As has been discussed above, manual
measurement does not ensure consistent estimates but there is reason to hope that an
automatic method could be consistent enough. An automatic method might be considered
good if it never makes gross misplacements, demonstrates low variability, works in real
time and can deal with the relatively noisy signals found in daily clinical practice. An
automatic method will show maximum repeatability because it will always give the same
positions markers on re-analysis of a given MUAP input signal. If an effective automatic
method suffers from any bias in marker positioning, it will be systematic and homogeneous
in trend and magnitude, not arbitrary as occurs with subjective manual placements. Thus,
the ideal method for attaining satisfactory consistency in MUAP duration measurement is
an automatic method, which will overcome the inherent variability of human assessment.
The new, DWT-based computational strategy described above has demonstrated clear
improvement in performance relative to conventional algorithms. There is, however, still
significant room for betterment. More important than the results per se is the indication that
some of the seemingly intractable difficulties in the management of bioelectrical recordings
can be successfully overcome by new technologies of signal processing. The relevance of this
conclusion extends beyond the area of EMG studies: the problems related to noise and
variability in MU recording and measurement procedures are present in all the modalities of
neurophysiologic studies and in Electromedicine in general. The measurement of MUAP
duration is illustrative of the problematic nature of the analysis of bioelectric signals, but can
be approached and managed with the latest signal processing techniques. Indeed, these
techniques are being applied to other EMG features [58], such as the study of muscular
fatigue [59], decomposition of surface EMG recordings [60, 61] and noise reduction for
MUAPs extraction [62].
With respect to MUAP duration, further theoretical and empirical research is needed to
develop automatic methods to provide robust and objective measurements, so that the MUAP
duration measurement ceases to be an arbitrary task. Accurate and reliable automatic
measurement of MUAP duration running on commercial equipment will serve to reduce the
requirement for manual intervention in duration marker placement thereby helping the
electromyographist. Together with multi-MUAP systems, automatic measurement methods
could also contribute to a reduction in patient discomfort by shortening the examination time.
Moreover, the availability of robust duration measurements would provide data of sufficient
consistency and comparability for input into expert systems for diagnostic purposes, a natural
goal of medical technology in the 21st Century.
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The Neurocognitive Networks
of the Executive Functions
Štefania Rusnáková and Ivan Rektor
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1. Introduction
Executive functions are associated with complex mental operations, such as planning,
internal ordering, time perception, working memory, inhibition, self-monitoring, selfregulation, motor control, regulation of emotion, motivation (Norman & Shallice, 1986; Luu
&Tucker; 2000).

2. Definition of particular components of the executive functions:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Planning: organizational process of creating and maintaining a

plan

and the

psychological process of thinking about the activities required to create a desired goal
on some scale
Internal ordering: A condition of logical or comprehensible arrangement among the
separate elements of a group
Time perception: timing of sensory information from multiple sensory streams is
essential for many aspects of human perception and action
Working memory: is a system for temporarily storing and managing the information
required to carry out complex cognitive tasks such as learning, reasoning, and
comprehension. Working memory is involved in the selection, initiation, and
termination of information-processing functions such as encoding, storing, and
retrieving data; that is the ability to hold information in mind and manipulate it.
Inhibition: that is the ability to concentrate to execute task and to ignore distraction;
function needed for goal-directed behaviour
Self-regulation: self-directed action that serves to alter the probability of a subsequent
response so as to alter the likelihood of a future consequence.
Self-monitoring: self-discipline
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•
•

Regulation of emotions: self-regulation of emotions
Motivation: refers to a process that elicits, controls, and sustains certain behaviours

Actions are executive if they involve the “when” or “whether” aspects of behaviour,
whereas nonexecutive functions involve the “what” and “how.”
The term executive functions seem to incorporate (Barkley, 1997):
•
•
•
•
•

Volition, planning, and purposive, goal-directed, or intentional action
Inhibition and resistance to distraction
Problem-solving and strategy development, selection, and monitoring
Flexible shifting of actions to meet task demands. Maintenance of persistence toward
attaining a goal
Self-awareness across time

3. Developmental aspects of executive functions
Mature cognition is characterized by abilities that include being able:
•
•
•

to hold information in mind, including complicated representional structures to
mentally manipulate that information, and to act on the basis of it
to act on the basis of choice rather than impulse, exercising self-control by resisting
inappropriate behaviors and responding appropriately
to quickly and flexibly adapt behavior to changing situations

These abilities are referees to respectively as working memory, inhibition, and cognitive
flexibility. Together they are key components of both “cognitive control” and “executive
functions” (Davidson MC et al; 2006).
When studying executive functions, a developmental framework is helpful because these
abilities mature at different rates over time. Some abilities peak in late childhood or
adolescence while others progress into early adulthood. Furthermore, executive functioning
development corresponds to the neurophysiological developments of the growing brain; as
the processing capacity of the frontal lobes and other interconnected regions increases the
core executive functions emerge (Lucca & Leventer 2008; Anderson 2002).

4. Childhood
Inhibitory control and working memory are among the earliest executive functions to
appear, with initial signs observed in infants, 7 to 12-months old. Then in the preschool
years, children display a spurt in performance on tasks of inhibition and working memory,
usually between the ages of 3 to 5 years. Also during this time, cognitive flexibility, goaldirected behavior, and planning begin to develop (Lucca & Leventer 2008; Anderson 2002).
Also between 8 and 12 months, infants are able to hold in mind for progressive longer
period where a desired objects has been hidden, and are able to control their behavior so
that they do not repeat a previously correct search that would not be wrong (Diamond
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2006). Nevertheless, preschool children do not have fully mature executive functions and
continue to make errors related to these emerging abilities - often not due to the absence of
the abilities, but rather because they lack the awareness to know when and how to use
particular strategies in particular contexts (Espy 2004). In the human brain, dendrites of
pyramidal neurons in layer III of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex undergo their most dramatic
expansion between the ages of 71/2 and 12 months. Pyramidal neurons in dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex have relatively short dendritic extents at 71/2 months, but reach their full
mature extent by 12 months (Koenderink, Ulyings and Mrzljiak; 1994). The level of
glucose metabolism in in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex increases during this period as
well, approximating adult levels by 1 year of age (Chugani, Phelps and Mazziotta, 1987).
One particularly important developmental change during this period might be increased
levels of dopamine in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Dopamine is important
neurotransmitter in prefrontal cortex and reducing dopamine in prefrontal cortex impairs
performance on executive function task (Brozoski, Brownm Resvold and Goldman, 1979;
Diamond, 2001).

5. Preadolescence
Preadolescent children continue to exhibit certain growth spurts in executive functions.
During preadolescence, children display major increases in verbal working memory,
response inhibition, selective attention, goal-directed behavior and strategic planning
(Brocki 2004; Anderson 2001; Klimkeit 2004). Between the ages of 8 to 10, cognitive flexibility
in particular begins to match adult levels (Lucca 2003; Luciana 2002). However, similar to
patterns in childhood development, executive functioning in preadolescents is limited
because they do not reliably apply these executive functions across multiple contexts as a
result of ongoing development of inhibitory control (de Lucca 2008).

6. Adolescence
During adolescence different brain systems become better integrated. At this time, youth
implement executive functions, such as inhibitory control improve. Just as inhibitory control
emerges in childhood and improves over time, planning and goal-directed behavior also
demonstrate an extended time course with ongoing growth over adolescence. Likewise,
functions such as attentional control, with a potential spurt at age 15, along with working
memory, continue developing at this stage (Anderson et al, 2001).

7. Adulthood
The major change that occurs in the brain in adulthood is the constant myelination of
neurons in the prefrontal cortex. At age 20-29, executive functioning skills are at their peak,
which allows people of this age to participate in some of the most challenging mental tasks.
These skills begin to decline in later adulthood. Working memory and spatial span are areas
where decline is most readily noted (de Lucca et al, 2008).
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8. The neurocognitive networks of the executive functions
Cognitive models typically describe executive functions as higher-level processes that exert
control over elementary mental operations (Norman and Shallice, 1986; Luu and Tucker,
2002). A central position of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and its cortical and sub-cortical
connections in processing the executive functions have been suggested (Stuss and Benson,
1986; Badgaiyan, 2000). Ventromedial PFC is involved in decision-making processes, the
dorsolateral portion has a role in working memory, planning and sequencing of behaviour.
The caudal PFC is reported to be involved in attentional mechanism (Goldberg and Bruce,
1985). This theory was reviewed by Parkin (Parkin, 1998) who criticized the concept of the
central position of the PFC in the executive functions. He suggested instead a pattern of
extensive heterogenity with different executive tasks associated with different neural
substrates. In fact, several studies have documented the diversity of executive functions and
related anatomy (Godefroy, 2003).
Recent findings show that executive functions and cognition are associated with a lot of
other structures.

9. Methods of neurocognitive network research
9.1. Cognitive ERP
Endogenous event-related potentials (ERPs) are thought to reflect the neurophysiologic
correlates of cognitive processes. The P3 component of ERPs, which is a target detection
response, has been one most studied. This long-latency waveform (300 milliseconds range)
may represented various functions, such as closure of sensory analysis, cognitive closure of
the recognition processing, the attentional and decisional processes and the update of
working memory (Roesler et al, 1986; Verleger et al, 1994, 2005; Comerchero and Polich,
1999).
The main ERP components were identified by visual inspection and quantified by latency
and amplitude measures. P3-like waves were identified in the 250-600 milliseconds latency
range.
In our study (Rusnáková et al, 2011) the occurrence of the local generators of P3 like
potentials, elicited by a noise-compatibility flanker test was used in order to study the
processing of executive functions, particularly in the frontal and temporal cortices.
The test performed with arrows comprised a simpler congruent and a more difficult
incongruent task. The two tasks activated the attention and several particular executive
functions i.e. working memory, time perception, initiation and motor control of executed
task. The incongruent task increased demand on executive functions, and beside the
functions common for both tasks an inhibition of automatic responses, the reversal of
incorrect response tendency, the internal ordering of the correct response and the initiation
of the target-induced correct response was involved. In seven epilepsy surgery candidates (4
males and 3 females), ranging in age from 26 to 38 years, multi-contact depth electrodes
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were implanted in 590 cortical sites. We focused on local sources of P3-like potentials. Only
the “phase reversal” and “steep voltage change” were considered to be generators of the
studied potentials, because of their significance as the accepted signs of proximity to
generating structure (Vaughan et al., 1986; Halgren et al., 1995a, b).

Figure 1.

In the two tasks, the P3 like potential sources were displayed in the mesial temporal
structures; the lateral temporal neocortex; the anterior and posterior cingulate; the
orbitofrontal cortex and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. The P3 like potentials occurred more
frequently with the incongruent than with congruent stimuli in all these areas. This more
frequent occurrence of P3 sources elicited by the incongruent task appeared significant in
temporal lateral neocortex and orbitofrontal cortex.

9.2. Event-related synchronization and desynchronization (ERD/S)
Event- related synchronization and desynchronization (ERD/S) represents a quantitative
nonlinear EEG signal analysis method that enables to evaluate the changes of the
background activity in any frequency ranges. These changes are related to an external or
internal stimulus and are linked to the brain activation. It is widely used in the neuroscience
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research as a form of functional brain mapping. Especially the intracerebral recording data
analysis have a big importance.
In a previous intracerebral depth electrodes study (Bočková et al., 2007) the neurocognitive
network in the frontal and lateral temporal cortices was investigated by a visual-motor tasks
of writing of single letters. The first task consisted of copying letters appearing on a monitor.
In the second task, the patients were requested to write any other letter. The cognitive load
of the second task was increased mainly by larger involvement of the executive functions.
The task-related Event Related Desynchronization/Synchronization (ERD/ERS) of the alpha,
beta and gamma rhythms was studied. The alpha and beta ERD/ERS linked specifically to
the increased cognitive load was present in the PFC, the orbitofrontal cortex and
surprisingly also the temporal neocortex. Particularly the TLC was activated by the
increased cognitive load. It was suggested that the TLC together with frontal areas forms a
cognitive network processing executive functions. The test used in Bočková’s study
consisted from an original and rather complex task, with involvement of several executive
and non-executive processes. In consequence, the interpretation was rather complex. In
order to confirm the suggested involvement of the TLC in the central executive we decided
to perform the present study with a test that has been commonly used for studying
executive functions
In conclusion, in Bočková et al. cognitive intracerebral studies was documented using
ERD/S methodology the involvement of the lateral temporal neocortex in the neurocognitive
network of executive functions.

9.3. Functional magnetic resonance (fMRI)
During the last decade occurred brisk development of the method of functional MRI which
maps of regional changes of cerebral perfusion and indirectly assesses also the neuronal
activation in the examined parts of the brain. It´s contribution to investigations of cognitive
functions is not quite unequivocal so far. In the study of Brázdil et al. (2003) auditory
“oddball” task examination was performed in 10 healthy volunteers using the method of
“event-related” functional MRI (efMRI). The authors compared the assembled results with
the results of previous efMRI and intracerebral ERP studies with the objective to evaluate
the extent of agreement between areas with haemodynamically significantly different
response to rare target stimuli and known intracerebral generator of the P3 potential. Both
methods proved the activation of several areas in particular the parietal and frontal lobe
(lobulus parietalis superior, inferior, gyrus supramarginalis, gyrus cinguli, of the lateral
prefrontal cortex, gyrus temporalis superior and of the thalamus). Consistent with the
assumed significant role of the neurocognitive network for directed attention in the course
of detection of target stimuli in the majority of these structures a more marked
haemodynamic response was observed on the right side. Against expectation in the
presented experiment nor in any previous efMRI studies a significant haemodynamic
response to target stimuli was not proved at the side of the most marked P3 generator in the
amygdalohippocampal complex. Different results were also obtained on examination of
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further areas, e.g. rostral cingulum. Thus although the contribution of efMRI to recognition of
the neuroanatomical correlate of mental processes is extremely high, it is unable to provide
alone a complete map of activated cerebral areas in the course of cognitive operations. The
reason is most probably the inability to reflect fully transient short-term mentary method and
it´s results must be evaluated with maximum caution (Brázdil et al; 2003).

10. Conclusion
Intracranial and neuroimaging studies demonstrated a widespread distribution of cognitive
ERPs in multiple cortical and subcortical regions in the human brain. The participation of
the frontal, temporal and parietal cortices, in addition to the cingulate and mesial temporal
regions, the basal ganglia and thalamus, has been shown with visual, auditory and
somatosensory stimuli (Halgren et al., 1995 a,b, 1998; Clarke et al., 1999, 2003; Smith et al.,
1990; Baudena et al., 1995; Lamarche et al., 1995; Brázdil et al., 1999, 2003; Rektor et al., 2001
a,b, 2004, 2007; Bočkova et al 2007; Rusnáková et al. 2011).
Based on other studies (Baláž et al, 2008; Rektor et al, 2009; Bočková et al.), even subthalamic
nucleus (STN) is a part of widespread neurocognitive network. Cognitive activities in the
STN could be explained by existence of hyperdirect cortico-STN pathway. Certain effect of
deep brain stimulation (DBS) on cognitive performance is possibly caused by a direct
influence on ´cognitive´ parts of STN (Rektor et al, 2009).
In conclusion, reviewed studies, confirm theory of widespread and complex neurocognitive
network of the executive functions.
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Chapter 9

Mild Cognitive Impairment
and Quantitative EEG Markers:
Degenerative Versus Vascular Brain Damage
D. V. Moretti, G. B. Frisoni, G. Binetti and O. Zanetti
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/47881

1. Introduction
We evaluated the changes induced by cerebrovascular damage (CVD and ) and amigdalohippocampal atrophy (AHC) on brain rhythmicity as revelaled by scalp
electroencephalography (EEG) in a cohort of subjects with mild cognitive impairment (MCI).
All MCI subjects (Mini-Mental State Examination [MMSE] mean score 26.6). All subjects
underwent EEG recording and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). EEGs were recorded at
rest. Relative power was separately computed for delta, theta, alpha1, alpha2, and alpha3
frequency bands.
In the spectral bandpower the severity of cerebrovascular damage (CVD) was associated
with increased delta power and decreased alpha2 power. No association of vascular damage
was observed with alpha3 power. Moreover, the theta/alpha 1 ratio could be a reliable index
for the estimation of the individual extent of CV damage. On the other side, the group with
moderate hippocampal atrophy showed the highest increase of alpha2 and alpha3 power.
Moreover, when the amygdalar and hippocampal volume (AHC) are separately considered,
within AHC, the increase of theta/gamma ratio is best associated with amygdalar atrophy
whereas alpha3/alpha2 ratio is best associated with hippocampal atrophy.
CVD and AHC are associated with specific EEG markers. So far, these EEG markers could
have a prospective value in differential diagnosis between vascular and degenerative MCI.
Moreover, EEG markers could be expression of different global network pathological
changes, better explaining MCI state.
Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is a clinical state intermediate between elderly normal
cognition and dementia which affects a significant amount of the elderly population,
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featuring memory complaints and cognitive impairment on neuropsychological testing, but
no dementia (Flicker et al., 1991; Petersen et al., 1995, 2001).
The hippocampus is one of the first and most affected brain regions impacted by both
Alzheimer’s disease and mild cognitive impairment (MCI; Arnold et al., 1991; Bobinski et al.,
1995; Price and Morris, 1999; Schonheit et al., 2004; Bennett et al., 2005, Frisoni et al., 2009). In
mild-to-moderate Alzheimer’s disease patients, it has been shown that hippocampal volumes
are 27% smaller than in normal elderly controls (Callen et al., 2001; Du et al., 2001), whereas
patients with MCI show a volume reduction of 11% (Du et al., 2001). So far, from a
neuropathological point of view, the progression of disease from early or very early MCI to
later stages seems to follow a linear course. Nevertheless, there is some evidence from
functional (Gold et al., 2000; Della Maggiore et al., 2002; Hamalaainen et al., 2006) and
biochemical studies (Lavenex and Amaral, 2000) that the process of conversion from nondemented to clinically-evident demented state is not so linear. Recent fMRI studies have
suggested increased medial temporal lobe (MTL) activations in MCI subjects vs controls,
during the performance of memory tasks (Dickerson et al., 2004, 2005). Nonetheless, fMRI
findings in MCI are discrepant, as MTL hypoactivation similar to that seen in AD patients
(Pariente et al., 2005) has also been reported (Machulda et al., 2003). Recent postmortem data
from subjects – who had been prospectively followed and clinically characterized up to
immediately before their death – indicate that hippocampal choline acetyltransferase levels are
reduced in Alzheimer’s dementia, but in fact they are upregulated in MCI (Lavenex and
Amaral, 2000), presumably because of reactive upregulations of the enzyme activity in the
unaffected hippocampal cholinergic axons. Previous EEG studies (Jelic et al. 2000, 1996; Ferreri
et al., 2003,Pijnenburg et al., 2004; Jiang et al., 2005, 2006, Zheng et al., 2007) have shown a
decrease – ranging from 8 to 10.5 Hz (low alpha) – of the alpha frequency power band in MCI
subjects, when compared to normal elderly controls (Zappoli et al., 1995; Huang et al., 2000;
Jelic et al., 2000; Koenig et al., 2005; Babiloni et al., 2006). However, a recent study has shown
an increase – ranging from 10.5 to 13 Hz (high alpha) – of the alpha frequency power band, on
the occipital region in MCI subjects, when compared to normal elderly and AD patients
(Babiloni et al., 2006). These somewhat contradictory findings may be explained by the
possibility that MCI subjects have different patterns of plastic organization during the disease,
and that the activation (or hypoactivation) of different cerebral areas is based on various
degrees of hippocampal atrophy. If this hypothesis is true, then EEG changes of rhythmicity
have to occur non-proportionally to the hippocampal atrophy, as previously demonstrated in
a study of auditory evoked potentials (Golob et al, 2007).
In a recent study (Moretti et al., 2007a), the results confirm the hypothesis that the relationship
between hippocampal volume and EEG rhythmicity is not proportional to the hippocampal
atrophy, as revealed by the analyses of both the relative band powers and the individual alpha
markers. Such a pattern seems to emerge because, rather than a classification based on clinical
parameters, discrete hippocampal volume differences (about 1 cm3) are analyzed. Indeed, the
group with moderate hippocampal atrophy showed the highest increase in the theta power on
frontal regions, and of the alpha2 and alpha3 powers on frontal and temporo-parietal areas.
Recently, two specific EEG markers, theta/gamma and alpha3/alpha2 frequency ratio have
been reliable associated to the atrophy of amygdalo-hippocampal complex (Moretti et al.
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2008), as well as with memory deficits, that are a major risk for the development of AD in
MCI subjects (Moretti et al., 2009). Based on the tertiles values of decreasing AHC volume,
three groups of AHC growing atrophy were obtained. AHC atrophy is associated with
memory deficits as well as with increase of theta/gamma and alpha3/alpha2 ratio. Moreover,
when the amygdalar and hippocampal volume are separately considered, within AHC, the
increase of theta/gamma ratio is best associated with amygdalar atrophy whereas
alpha3/alpha2 ratio is best associated with hippocampal atrophy.
The role of cerebrovascular (CV) disease and ischemic brain damage in cognitive decline
remains controversial. Although not all patients with mild cognitive impairment due to CV
damage develop a clinically defined dementia, all such patients are at risk and could
develop dementia in the 5 years following the detection of cognitive decline. Cognitive
impairment due to subcortical CV damages is thought to be caused by focal or multifocal
lesions involving strategic brain areas. These lesions in basal ganglia, thalamus or
connecting white matter induce interruption of thalamocortical and striatocortical
pathways. As a consequence, deafferentation of frontal and limbic cortical structures is
produced. The pattern of cognitive impairment is consistent with models of impaired
cortical and subcortical neuronal pathways (Kramer et al., 2002). Even when CV pathology
appears to be the main underlying process, the effects of the damaged brain parenchyma are
variable and, therefore, the clinical, radiological and pathological appearances may be
heterogeneous. A neurophysiological approach could be helpful in differentiating structural
from functional CV damage (Moretti et al., 2007b). The quantitative analysis of
electroencephalographic (EEG) rhythms in resting subjects is a low-cost but still powerful
approach to the study of elderly subjects in normal aging, MCI and dementia.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Subjects
2.1.1. Cerebrovascular impairment
For the present study, 99 subjects with MCI were recruited. All experimental protocols had
been approved by the local Ethics Committee. Informed consent was obtained from all
participants or their caregivers, according to the Code of Ethics of the World Medical
Association (Declaration of Helsinki). Table 1 shows the main features of this group.
SUBJECTS (F/M)
AGE
EDUCATION
MMSE
ARWMC scale

GROUP 1
27 (18/9)
70.1 (±1.7)
7.1 (±0.7)
26.7 (±0.4)
0

GROUP 2
41 (31/10)
69.9 (±1.1)
7 (±0.6)
26.5 (±0.4)
1-5

GROUP 3
19 (10/9)
69.7 (±1.9)
7 (±0.9)
27 (±0.4)
6-10

GROUP 4
12 (9/3)
70.5 (±2.4)
10 (±1.6)
26.1 (±0.7)
11-15

Group 1, no vascular damage; group 2, mild vascular damage; group 3 moderate vascular damage; group 4, severe
vascular damage.

Table 1. Mean values ± standard error of demographic characteristics, neuropsychological and
ARWMC scores of the MCI subgroups. F/m, female/male. Age and education are expressed in years
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2.2. Degenerative impairment
2.2.1. Subjects
For the present study, 79 subjects with MCI were recruited from the memory Clinic of the
Scientific Institute for Research and Care (IRCCS) of Alzheimer’s and psychiatric diseases
‘Fatebenefratelli’ in Brescia, Italy. All experimental protocols had been approved by the local
Ethics Committee. Informed consent was obtained from all participants or their caregivers,
according to the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).
Table 2 shows the main characteristic of the group.
GROUP 1

GROUP 2

GROUP 3

t/a1

0,7 (±0.05)

0,77 (±0.05)

1,17 (±0.05)

a1/a2

0,46 (±0.03)

0,5 (±0.03)

0,53 (±0.05)

a2/a3

1,27 (±0.12)

1,16 (±0.1)

0,85 (±0.05)

GROUP 4
1,39 (±0.14)
0,47 (±0.04)
0,79 (±0.07)

Group 1, no vascular damage; group 2, mild vascular damage; group 3 moderate vascular damage; group 4, severe
vascular damage.

Table 2. Mean values ± standard error of theta/alpha1, alpha1/alpha2, alpha2/alpha3 ratios in the MCI
subgroups.

2.3. Shared procedures
2.3.1. EEG recordings
All recordings were obtained in the morning with subjects resting comfortably. Vigilance
was continuously monitored in order to avoid drowsiness.
The EEG activity was recorded continuously from 19 sites by using electrodes set in an
elastic cap (Electro-Cap International, Inc.) and positioned according to the 10-20
International system (Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4, T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, O1,
O2). The ground electrode was placed in front of Fz. The left and right mastoids served as
reference for all electrodes. The recordings were used off-line to re-reference the scalp
recordings to the common average. Data were recorded with a band-pass filter of 0.3-70 Hz,
and digitized at a sampling rate of 250 Hz (BrainAmp, BrainProducts, Germany).
Electrodes-skin impedance was set below 5 kW. Horizontal and vertical eye movements
were detected by recording the electrooculogram (EOG). The recording lasted 5 minutes,
with subjects with closed eyes. Longer recordings would have reduced the variability of the
data, but they would also have increased the possibility of slowing of EEG oscillations due
to reduced vigilance and arousal. EEG data were then analyzed and fragmented off-line in
consecutive epochs of 2 seconds, with a frequency resolution of 0.5 Hz. The average number
of epochs analyzed was 140 ranging from 130 to150. The EEG epochs with ocular, muscular
and other types of artifacts were discarded.
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2.3.2. Analysis of individual frequency bands
A digital FFT-based power spectrum analysis (Welch technique, Hanning windowing
function, no phase shift) computed – ranging from 2 to 45 Hz – the power density of EEG
rhythms with a 0.5 Hz frequency resolution. Methods are exposed in detail elsewhere
(Moretti et al., 2004, 2007a,b]. Briefly, two anchor frequencies were selected according to
literature guidelines (Klimesch et al., 1999), that is, the theta/alpha transition frequency (TF)
and the individual alpha frequency (IAF) peak. Based on TF and IAF, we estimated the
following frequency band range for each subject: delta, theta, low alpha band (alpha1 and
alpha2), and high alpha band (alpha3). Moreover, individual beta and gamma frequencies
were computed. Three frequency peaks were detected in the frequency range from the
individual alpha 3 frequency band and 45 Hz. These peaks were named beta1 peak (IBF 1),
beta2 peak (IBF 2) and gamma peak (IGF). Based on peaks, the frequency ranges were
determined. Beta1 ranges from alpha 3 to the lower spectral power value between beta1 and
beta2 peak; beta2 frequency ranges from beta 1 to the lower spectral power value between
beta2 and gamma peak; gamma frequency ranges from beta 2 to 45 Hz, which is the end of
the range considered. The mean frequency range computed in MCI subjects considered as a
whole are: delta 2.9-4.9 Hz; theta 4.9-6.9 Hz; alpha1 6.9-8.9 Hz; alpha2 8.9-10.9 Hz; alpha3
10.9-12-9 Hz; beta1 12,9-19,2 Hz; beta2 19.2-32.4; gamma 32.4-45. In the frequency bands
determined in this way, the relative power spectra for each subject were computed. The
relative power density for each frequency band was computed as the ratio between the
absolute power and the mean power spectra from 2 to 45 Hz. Th9 relative band power at
each band was defined as the mean of the relative band power for each frequency bin within
that band. Finally, the theta/gamma and alpha3/alpha2 relative power ratio were computed
and analyzed. The analysis of other frequencies was not in the scope of this study.

2.3.3. Diagnostic criteria
In this study we enrolled subjects afferents to the scientific institute of research and cure
Fatebenefratelli in Brescia, Italy. Patients were taken from a prospective project on clinical
progression of MCI. The project was aimed to study the natural history of non demented
persons with apparently primary cognitive deficits, not caused by psychic (anxiety,
depression, etc.) or physical (uncontrolled heart disease, uncontrolled diabetes, etc.)
conditions. Patients were rated with a series of standardized diagnostic tests, including the
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975), the Clinical Dementia Rating
Scale (CDRS; Hughes et al., 1982), the Hachinski Ischemic Scale (HIS; Rosen et al., 1980), and
the Instrumental and Basic Activities of Daily Living (IADL, BADL, Lawton and Brodie,
1969). In addition, patients were subjected to diagnostic neuroimaging procedures
(magnetic resonance imaging, MRI) and laboratory blood analysis to rule out other causes of
cognitive impairment.
The present inclusion and exclusion criteria for MCI were based on previous seminal studies
(Albert et al., 1991; Petersen et al., 1995, 1997, 2001; Portet et al., 2006; Geroldi et al., 2006).
Inclusion criteria in the study were all of the following: (i) complaint by the patient or report
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by a relative or the general practitioner of memory or other cognitive disturbances; (ii) mini
mental state examination (MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975) score of 24 to 27/30 or MMSE of 28
and higher plus low performance (score of 2/6 or higher) on the clock drawing test
(Shulman, 2000); (iii) sparing of instrumental and basic activities of daily living or functional
impairment stably due to causes other than cognitive impairment, such as physical
impairments, sensory loss, gait or balance disturbances, etc. Exclusion criteria were any one
of the following: (i) age of 90 years and older; (ii) history of depression or psychosis of
juvenile onset; (iii) history or neurological signs of major stroke; (iv) other psychiatric
diseases, epilepsy, drug addiction, alcohol dependence; (v) use of psychoactive drugs
including acetylcholinesterase inhibitors or other drugs enhancing brain cognitive functions;
and (vi) current or previous uncontrolled or complicated systemic diseases (including
diabetes mellitus) or traumatic brain injuries.
All patients underwent: (i) semi-structured interview with the patient and – whenever
possible – with another informant (usually the patient’s spouse or a child) by a geriatrician
or neurologist; (ii) physical and neurological examinations; (iii) performance-based tests of
physical function, gait and balance; (iv) neuropsychological assessment evaluating verbal
and non-verbal memory, attention and executive functions (Trail Making Test B-A; Clock
Drawing Test; Amodio et al., 2000; Shulman, 2000), abstract thinking (Raven matrices; Basso
et al., 1987), frontal functions (Inverted Motor Learning; Spinnler and Tognoni, 1987);
language (Phonological and Semantic fluency; Token test; Carlesimo et al., 1996), and
apraxia and visuo-constructional abilities (Rey figure copy; Caffarra et al., 2002); (v)
assessment of depressive symptoms with the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression
Scale (CES-D; Radloff, 1977). Given the aim of the study to evaluate the impact of vascular
damage on EEG rhythms, in this study we did not consider the clinical subtype of MCI, i.e.
amnesic, non amnesic or multiple domain.

2.4. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and CV damage evaluation
Magnetic Resonance (MR) images were acquired using a 1.0 Tesla Philips Gyroscan. Axial
T2 weighted, proton density (DP) and fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) images
were acquired with the following acquisition parameters: TR = 2000 ms, TE = 8.8/110 ms, flip
angle = 90°, field of view = 230 mm, acquisition matrix 256x256, slice thickness 5 mm for
T2/DP sequences and TR = 5000 ms, TE = 100 ms, flip angle = 90°, field of view = 230 mm,
acquisition matrix 256x256, slice thickness 5 mm for FLAIR images.
Subcortical cerebrovascular disease (sCVD) was assessed using the rating scale for agerelated white matter changes (ARWMC) on T2-weighted and FLAIR MR images. White
matter changes (WMC) was rated by a single observer (R.R.) in the right and left
hemispheres separately in frontal, parieto-occipital, temporal, infratentorial areas and basal
ganglia on a 4 point scale. The observer of white matter changes was blind to the clinical
information of the subjects. Subscores of 0, 1, 2, and 3 were assigned in frontal, parietooccipital, temporal, infratentorial areas for: no WMC, focal lesions, beginning confluence of
lesions, and diffuse involvement of the entire region, respectively. Subscores of 0, 1, 2, and 3
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were assigned in basal ganglia for: no WMC, 1 focal lesion, more than 1 focal lesion and
confluent lesions, respectively. Total score was the sum of subscores for each area in the left
and right hemisphere, ranging from 0 to 30. As regards the ARWMC scale, the interrater
reliability, as calculated with weighted k value, was 0.67, indicative of moderate agreement
(Wahlund et al., 2001). We assessed test-retest reliability on a random sample of 20 subjects.
The intraclass correlation coefficient was 0.98, values above 0.80 being considered indicative
of good agreement.
Based on increasing subcortical CV damage, the 99 MCI subjects were subsequently divided
in 4 sub-groups along the range between the minimum and maximum ARWMC score
(respectively 0 and 15). In order to have the higher sensibility to the CV damage, the first
group was composed by subjects with score = 0. The other groups were composed according
to equal range ARWMC scores. As a consequence, we obtained the following groups: group
1 (G1) no vascular damage, CV score 0; group 1 (G2), mild vascular damage, CV score 1-5;
group 3 (G3), moderate vascular damage, CV score 6-10; group 1 (G4), severe vascular
damage, CV score 11-15.
Table 1 reports the mean values of demographic and clinical characteristics of the 4 subgroups.

2.5. Statistical analysis
Preliminarly, any significant difference between groups in demographic variables, age,
education and gender as well as MMSE score was taken into account. Only education
showed a significant differences between groups (p<0.03). For avoiding confounding effect,
subsequent statistical analyses of variance (ANOVA) were carried out using age, education,
gender and MMSE score as covariates. Duncan’s test was used for post hoc comparisons.
For all statistical test the significance was set to p<0.05.
A second session of ANOVA was performed on EEG relative power data. In this analysis,
Group factor was the independent variable and frequency band power (delta, theta, alpha1,
alpha2, alpha3) the dependent variable.
As successive step, to evaluate the presence of EEG indexes that correlate specifically with
vascular damage, we performed statistical analyses to evaluate the specificity of the
following ratios: theta/alpha1, using as covariate also TF; alpha2/alpha3 using as covariate
also IAF and alpha1/alpha2 with both TF and IAF as covariate. Moreover, we performed
correlations (Pearson’s moment correlation) between CV damage score and frequency
markers (TF and IAF), spectral power, and MMSE. Finally, we performed a control
statistical analysis with 4 frequency bands, considering alpha1 and alpha2 as single band
(low alpha). This analysis had the aim to verify if the low alpha, when considered as a
whole, has the same behavior.

3. Results
Figure 1 displays the results for ANOVA analysis of these data showing a significant
interaction between Group and Band factors [F (12.380)= 2.60); p < 0.002] . Interestingly,
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Duncan post hoc showed a significant decrease of delta power in G1 compared to G4 (p <
0.050) and a significant increase in alpha2 power in G1 compared to G3 and G4 (p < 0.000).
On the contrary, no differences were found in theta, alpha1 and alpha 3 band power.
Moreover, a closer look at the data, in respect to the alpha1 frequency, showed a decrease
proportional to the degree of CV damage very similar to alpha2 band, although not
significant. On the contrary, in the alpha3 band power this trend was not present,
suggesting that vascular damage had no impact on this frequency band.

Figure 1. Statistical ANOVA interaction among groups, factor and relative band power (delta, theta,
alpha1, alpha2, alpha3). In the diagram the difference in delta and alpha2 power among groups is also
indicated, based on Duncan’s post-hoc testing. (G1, group 1) no vascular damage; (G2, group 2) mild
vascular damage; (G3, group 3) moderate vascular damage; (G4, group 4) severe vascular damage
(Moretti et al., 2007).

The correlation analysis between CV score and spectral band power showed a significant
positive correlation with delta power (r= 0.221; p < 0.03), a significant negative correlation
with alpha1 (r= -0.312; p < 0.002) and alpha2 power (r -0.363; p < 0.0003). The correlations
between CV score with theta power (r= 0.183; p = 0.07) and alpha3 power (r= -0.002; p = 0.93)
were not significant as well as the correlation between CV score and MMSE (r= -0.07; p= 0.4).
Table 3 displays the values of the theta/alpha1 and alpha2/alpha3 power ratio. The statistical
analysis of the theta/alpha1 ratio showed a main effect of Group [F (3.91)=15.51; p < 0.000].
Duncan post hoc testing showed a significant increase of the theta/alpha1 ratio between G1
and G2 respect to G3 and G4 (p < 0.000). Moreover, the increase of this ratio was significant
also between G3 and G4 (p<0.04). The statistical analysis of the alpha2/alpha3 power ratio
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showed a main effect of Group [F (3.91)=4.60; p < 0.005]. Duncan post hoc testing showed a
significant decrease of the ratio between G1 and G3 (p < 0.02), G1 and G4 (p < 0.010) and
between G2 and G4 (p < 0.05). The statistical analysis of the alpha1/alpha2 ratio did not
show the main effect of Group (p < 0.2).

Number of subjects (f/m)

MCI
cohort
79 (42/37)

Age (years)

69.2±2.3

66.8±6.8

69.4±8.7

71.5±6.9

0.1

Education (years)

7.7±0.8

8.3±4.5

6.7±3.1

8.2±4.6

0.2

MMSE

27.1±0.4

27.5±1.5

27.4±1.5

26.6±1.8

0.1

Total AHC volume

6965.3±12
48.8

8151.2±43 7082.7±26 5661.8±72
6.4
6.9
0.4

0.00001

AHC-hippocampal volume 4891.7±90
(mm3)
2.6

5771.6±36 4935.6±38 3967.9±65
1.1
0.9
0.3

0.00001

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

p value
(ANOVA)

27 (14/13) 27 (15/12) 25 (13/12)

AHC-amygdalar volume
(mm3)

2073.5±34
8.7

2379.6±32 2147.1±30 1693.9±28
1.3
1.3
8.5

0.0001

individual hippocampal
volume (mm3)

4889.8±96
2.4

5809.6±31 4969.4±25 3890.1±55
4.2
7.6
1.4

0.00001

individual amygdalar
volume (mm3)

2071.7±44
6.4

2514.4±25 2079.2±12 1621.6±18
9.5
2.8
5.2

0.0001

White matter
hyperintensities (mm3)

3.8±0.5

3.2±2.8

4.2±3.8

4.1±3.6

0.7

Table 3. Mean values ± standard deviation of sociodemographic characteristics, MMSE scores, white
matter hyperintensities, hippocampal and amygdalar volume measurements. Hippocampal and
amygdalar volumes are referred to the whole amygdalo-hippocampal complex (AHC) and singularly
considered (individual). The t-test refers to AHC vs individual volume in each group.

3.1. MRI scans and amygdalo-hippocampal atrophy evaluation
MRI scans were acquired with a 1.0 Tesla Philips Gyroscan at the Neuroradiology Unit of
the Città di Brescia hospital, Brescia. The following sequences were used to measure
hippocampal and amygdalar volumes: a high-resolution gradient echo T1-weighted sagittal
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3D sequence (TR = 20 ms, TE = 5 ms, flip angle = 30°, field of view = 220 mm, acquisition
matrix = 256 x 256, slice thickness = 1.3 mm), and a fluid-attenuated inversion recovery
(FLAIR) sequence (TR = 5000 ms, TE = 100 ms, flip angle = 90°, field of view = 230 mm,
acquisition matrix = 256 x 256, slice thickness = 5 mm). Hippocampal, amygdalar and white
matter hyperintensities (WMHs) volumes were obtained for each subject. The hippocampal
and amygdalar boundaries were manually traced on each hemisphere by a single tracer
with the software program DISPLAY (McGill University, Montreal, Canada) on contiguous
1.5 mm slices in the coronal plane. The amygdala is an olive-shaped mass of gray matter
located in the superomedial part of the temporal lobe, partly superior and anterior to the
hippocampus. The starting point for amygdala tracing was at the level where it is separated
from the entorhinal cortex by intrarhinal sulcus, or tentorial indentation, which forms a
marked indent at the site of the inferior border of the amygdala. The uncinate fasciculus, at
the level of basolateral nuclei groups, was considered as the anterior-lateral border. The
amygdalo-striatal transition area, which is located between lateral amygdaloid nucleus and
ventral putamen, was considered as the posterior-lateral border. The posterior end of
amygdaloid nucleus was defined as the point where gray matter starts to appear superior to
the alveolus and laterally to the hippocampus. If the alveolus was not visible, the inferior
horn of the lateral ventricle was employed as border (Moretti et al., 2008). The starting point
for hippocampus tracing was defined as the hippocampal head when it first appears below
the amygdala, the alveus defining the superior and anterior border of the hippocampus. The
fimbria was included in the hippocampal body, while the grey matter rostral to the fimbria
was excluded. The hippocampal tail was traced until it was visible as an oval shape located
caudally and medially to the trigone of the lateral ventricles (Moretti et al., 2007a,b). The
intraclass correlation coefficients were 0.95 for the hippocampus and 0.83 for the amygdala.
White matter hyperintensities (WMHs) were automatically segmented on the FLAIR
sequences by using previously described algorithms (Moretti et al., 2007a,b). Briefly, the
procedure includes (i) filtering of FLAIR images to exclude radiofrequency inhomogeneities,
(ii) segmentation of brain tissue from cerebrospinal fluid, (iii) modelling of brain intensity
histogram as a gaussian distribution and (iv) classification of the voxels whose intensities
were ≥3.5 SDs above the mean as WMHs (Moretti et al., 2007a,b) Total WMHs volume was
computed by counting the number of voxels segmented as WMHs and multiplying by the
voxel size (5 mm3). To correct for individual differences in head size, hippocampal,
amygdalar and WMHs volumes were normalized to the total intracranial volume (TIV),
obtained by manually tracing with DISPLAY the entire intracranial cavity on 7 mm thick
coronal slices of the T1 weighted images. Both manual and automated methods user here
have advantages and disadvantages. Manual segmentation of the hippocampus and
amygdala is currently considered the gold standard technique for the measurement of such
complex structures. The main disadvantages of manual tracing are that it is operator
dependent and time consuming. Conversely, automated techniques are more reliable and
less time-consuming, but may be less accurate when dealing with structures without clearly
identifiable borders. This however is not the case for WMHs which appear as hyperintense
on FLAIR sequences.
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Left and right hippocampal as well as amygdalar volumes were estimated and summed to
obtain a total volume (individual) of both anatomical structures. In turn, total
amygdalar and hippocampal volume were summed obtaining the whole AHC volume.
AHC (whole) volume has been divided in tertiles obtaining three groups. In each group
hippocampal and amygdalar volume (within AHC) has been computed. The last volumes
were compared with the previous obtained individual (hippocampal and amygdalar)
volumes.

3.2. Statistical analysis and data management
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) has been applied as statistical tool. At first, any
significant differences among groups in demographic variables, i.e., age, education, MMSE
score, and morphostructural characteristics, i.e., AHC, hippocampal, amygdalar and white
matter hyperintensities (WMHs) volume were evaluated (table 1). Greenhouse-Geisser
correction and Mauchley’s sphericity test were applied to all ANOVAs. In order to avoid a
confounding effect, ANOVAs were carried out using age, education, MMSE score, and
WMHs as covariates. Duncan’s test was used for post-hoc comparisons. For all statistical
tests the significance level was set at p<0.05.
At first, we choose to focus the changes of brain rhythmicity induced from hippocampal
atrophy alone. ,Subjects were subdivided in four groups based on hippocampal volume
of a normal, control sample matched for age, sex and education as compared to the whole
MCI group. In the normal group the ratio female/male was 93/46, mean age was 68.9 (SD
±10.3) mean education years 8.9 (SD ±9.4). The mean and standard deviation of
the hippocampal volume in the normal old population of 139 subjects were 5.72 ± 1.1 cm3
. In this way, 4 groups were obtained: the no atrophy group with hippocampal volume
equal or superior to the normal mean (total hippocampal volume from 6.79 cm3 to 5.75
cm3; G1); the mild atrophy group which has hippocampal volume within 1.5 SD
below the mean of hippocampal normal control value (total hippocampal volume from
5.70 to 4.70 cm3; G2); the moderate atrophy group which has hippocampal volume
between 1.5 and 3 SD below the mean of normal hippocampus (total hippocampal
volume from 4.65 to 3.5 cm3; G3); and the severe atrophy group which has hippocampal
volume between 3 and 4.5 SD below the mean of hippocampal normal control volume
(total hippocampal volume from 3.4 to 2.53 cm3; G4). The rationale for the selection
of 1,5 SD was to obtain reasonably pathological groups based on hippocampal volume. A
SD below 1.5 could recollect still normal population based on hippocampal volume.
On the other side, a SD over 1.5 could not allow an adequate size of all subgroups in
study.
Subsequently, ANOVA was performed in order to verify 1) the difference of AHC volume
among groups; 2) the difference of hippocampal and amygdalar volume within AHC
among groups; 3) the difference of hippocampal and amygdalar volume individually
considered among groups; 4) NPS impairment based on ACH atrophy.
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Moreover, as a control analysis, in order to detect if difference in EEG markers was linked to
significant difference in volume measurements, the volume of hippocampus within AHC
was compared with the hippocampal volume individually considered, as well as the
amygdalar volume within AHC was compared with the amygdalar volume individually
considered. This control analysis was performed through a paired t-test.
Subsequently, ANOVA was performed in order to check differences in theta/gamma and
alpha3/alpha2 relative power ratio in the three groups ordered by decreasing tertile values
of the whole AHC volume. In each ANOVA, group was the independent variable, the
frequency ratios was the dependent variable and age, education, MMSE score, and WMHs
was used as covariates. Duncan’s test was used for post-hoc comparisons. For all statistical
tests the significance level was set at p<0.05.
In order to check closer association with EEG markers, hippocampal volume, and
amygdalar volume within AHC were analyzed separately. A control analysis was carried
out also on the individual hippocampal and amygdalar volumes based on decreasing tertile
values for homogeneity with the main analysis.

4. Results
Figure 2 displays the results for ANOVA analysis performed on 4 groups of MCI
considering growing values of hippocampal atrphy. The results show a significant
interaction between Group and Band power [F (12,336)= 2,36); p < 0.007]. Duncan post hoc
showed that G3 group has the highest alpha2 and alpha3 power statistically significant with
respect to all other groups (p<0.05; p< 0.006 respectively). The same trend was present in the
subsidiary ANOVA. These results show that the relationship between hippocampal atrophy
and EEG relative power is not proportional to the hippocampal atrophy and highlight that
the group with a moderate hippocampal volume had a particular pattern of EEG activity as
compared to all other groups.
Table 2 summarizes the ANOVA results of demographic variables, i.e., age, education,
MMSE score, and morphostructural characteristics, i.e., hippocampal, amygdalar and white
matter hyperintensities volume in the whole MCI cohort as well as in the three subgroups in
study. Hippocampal and aymgdalar volumes are considered as parts of the whole AHC
volume as well as individually considered. Significant statistical results were found in
hippocampal and amygdalar volume both within the AHC (respectively, F2,76=92.74;
p<0.00001 and F2,76=33.82; p<0.00001) and individually considered (respectively, F2,76=157.27;
p<0.00001 and F2,76=132.5; p<0.00001). The global AHC volume also showed significant
results (F2,76=159.27; p<0.00001). Duncan’s post-hoc test showed a significant increase (p<
0.01) in all comparisons. The paired t-test showed significant difference between the volume
of ACH-amygdala vs amygdalar volume individually considered in the first group (p <0.03).
The amygdalar volume difference in the other groups (respectively p=0.2 and 0.1) as well as
the difference in the volume of AHC-hippocampus vs individual hippocampus (p= 0.4 in the
first, p=0.5 in the second and p=0.1 in the third group) was not statistically significant.
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Figure 2. Statistical ANOVA interaction among Group factors, and relative band powers (delta, theta,
alpha1, alpha2, alpha3), on the full scalp region. The groups are based on mean and standard deviations
in a normal elderly sample. Group 1, no hippocampal atrophy; Group 2, mild hippocampal atrophy;
Group 3, moderate hippocampal atrophy; Group 4 severe hippocampal atrophy. Post-hoc results are
indicated in the diagram (see Moretti et al., 2007).

Table 3 and 4 shows the results of theta/gamma and alpha3/alpha2 ratio in the groups based
on the decrease of whole AHC volume as well as, within the same group, the decrease of
hippocampal and amygdalar volumes separately considered. ANOVA shows results
towards significance when amygdalo-ippocampal volume is considered globally both in
theta/gamma (F2,76 =2.77; p<0.06) and alpha3/alpha2 ratio (F2,76 =2.71; p<0.07). When
amygdalar and hippocampal volumes were considered separately, ANOVA results revealed
significant main effect Group, respectively, in theta/gamma ratio analysis (F2,76 =3.46; p<0.03)
for amygdalar and alpha3/alpha2 ratio for hippocampal (F2,76=3.38; p<0.03) decreasing
volume. The ANOVA did not show significant results in theta/gamma ratio when
considering hippocampal volume (F2,76=0.3; p<0.7) and in alpha3/alpha2 ratio when
considering amygdalar volume (F2,76=1.46; p<0.2). The control analysis (individual volumes)
did not show any significant result neither for hippocampal (theta/gamma, F2,76=0.3; p<0.7;
alpha3/alpha2, F2,76=2.15; p<0.1) nor for amygdalar volume (theta/gamma, F2,76=0.76; p<0.4;
alpha3/alpha2, F2,76=2.15; p<0.1).
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p
alpha3/alpha2 ratio
p
Hippocampal + amygdalar
theta/gamma ratio
2
2
value
(µv )
value
volume
(µv )
Group1
1.40±0.35
0.06
1.05±0.11
0.07
Group2
1.43±0.35
1.11±0.14
Group3
1.47±0.44
1.12±0.16
AHC-hippocampal volume
Group1
1.39±0.27
0.7
1.04±0.11
0.03
Group2
1.48±0.45
1.11±0.15
Group3
1.43±0.41
1.12±0.14
AHC-amygdalar volume
Group1
1.36±0.37
0.03
1.04±0.13
0.2
Group2
1.44±0.36
1.12±0.16
Group3
1.49±0.39
1.09±0.11
individual hippocampal volume
Group1
1.39±0.27
0.7
1.04±0.11
0.1
Group2
1.48±0.45
1.07±0.15
Group3
1.43±0.40
1.10±0.14
individual amygdalar volume
Group1
1.39±0.37
0.1
1.04±0.13
0.4
Group2
1.43±0.36
1.12±0.16
Group3
1.46±0.39
1.09±0.11
Table 4. Relative power band ratios in amygdalo-hippocampal complex (AHC), hippocampal and
amygdalar atrophy. Hippocampal and amygdalar volumes are referred to the whole amygdalohippocampal complex (AHC) and singularly considered (individual).

4.1. Clinical and neurophsyiological remarks
4.1.1. MCI and EEG markers: degenerative versus vascular impairment
A large body of literature has previously demonstrated that in subjects with cognitive
decline is present an increase of theta relative power (Moretti et al 2007a,b, 2008), a decrease
of gamma relative power (Stam et al., 2003, Moretti et al., 2007a,b 2008) as well as an
increase of high alpha as compared to low alpha band (Moretti et al., 2008). On the whole
theta/gamma ratio and alpha3/alpha2 ratio could be considered reliable EEG markers of
cognitive decline.
The amygdalo-hippocampal network is a key structure in the generation of theta rhythm.
More specifically, theta synchronization is increased between LA and CA1 region of
hippocampus during long-term memory retrieval, but not during short-term or remote
memory retrieval (Seidenbecher et al., 2003; Narayanan et al., 2007). In particular, the AHC
is critically involved in the formation and retention of fear memories (Narayanan et al.,
2007). Theta synchronization in AHC appears to be a neural correlate of fear, apt to improve
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the neural communication during memory retrieval (Narayanan et al., 2007). On the other
hand, the retrieval of hippocampus-dipendent memory is provided by the integrity of CA3CA1 interplay coordinated by gamma oscillations (Montgomery and Buzsaki, 2007). Our
results confirm and extends all previous findings. The atrophy of AHC determines
increasing memory deficits. The brain oscillatory activity of this MCI state is characterized
by an increase of theta/gamma ratio and alpha3/alpha2 relative power ratio, confirming the
overall reliability of these EEG markers in cognitive decline. Our results suggest that theta
synchronization is mainly due to the amygdala activation or as a subsequent final net effect
within the AHC functioning driven by the amygdala excitation. The increase in theta
activities in AHC, representing an increase in neuronal communication apt to promote or
stabilize synaptic plasticity in relation to the effort to retention of associative memories
(Sauseng et al., 2004), could be active also during an ongoing degenerative process. The
excitation mechanism could be facilitated by the loss of GABA inhibitory process,
determining the decrease of gamma rhythm generation (Bragin et al., 1995; Montgomery
and Buzsaki, 2007).
As regards the CV damage, our results showed that the CV damage affected both delta and
low alpha band power (alpha1 and alpha2). In the delta band we observed a power increase
proportional to the CV damage, with a significant increase in the group with severe CV
damage, as compared to the no-CV-damage group. The impact of the CV damage on the
delta power was confirmed by the significant positive correlation between CV damage score
and delta power itself.
The increase in the delta band power could be explained as a progressive cortical
disconnection due to the slowing of the conduction along cortico-subcortical connecting
pathways.
This result confirmed the increase in the delta band power we had observed in CV patients,
as compared to normal elderly subjects (Moretti et al., 2004). It is to be noted that the
increase in the delta band power reflects a global state of cortical deafferentation, due to
various anatomofunctional substrates, such as stages of sleep, metabolic encephalopathy or
cortico-thalamocortical dysrhythmia (Llinas et al., 1999). In the low a band power, we
observed a significant decrease in the a2 band power for the groups with moderate and
severe CV damage, as compared to the no-CV-damage group. In the a1 frequency band,
there was a similar decrease although it did not reach statistically significant values. These
results were confirmed by a correlation analysis which showed a significant negative
correlation between CV damage score and a1 and a2 band powers. In our results, the CV
damage did not show any impact on the a3 (or high a) power. This is a confirmation of what
we found in the previous study, where no differences between VaD patients and normal
elderly (but not in AD vs normal elderly) subjects were detected in the a3 power.
Together, these results could suggest different generators for low a and high a frequency
bands. In particular, the low a band power could affect cortico-subcortical mechanisms, such
as cortico-thalamic, cortico-striatal and cortico-basal ones. This could explain the sensitivity
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of the low a frequency band to subcortical vascular damage. On the contrary, the a3 band
power could affect to a greater extent those cortico-cortical interactions based on synaptic
efficiency prone to degenerative rather than CV damages (Klimesch, 1999; Klimesch et al.,
2007). In order to find reliable indices of CV damage, we checked the theta/a1 band power
ratio. Previous studies have shown the reliability of this kind of approach in quantitative
EEG in demented patients (Jelic et al., 1997). The importance of this ratio lies in the presence
of such frequency bands on the opposite side of the TF, that is, the EEG frequency index
most significantly affected by the CV damage. So, the theta/a1 band power ratio could
represent the most sensitive EEG marker of CV damage. The results showed a significant
increase of the theta/a1 band power ratio in moderate and severe CV damage groups, as
compared to mild and no-CV-damage groups. This ratio increase establishes a proportional
increase of the theta band power relative to the a1 band power with respect to the CV
damage, even though a significant increase in the h band power per se (or a decrease in the
a1 band power per se) is not present. This could suggest a reliable specificity for the theta/a1
band power ratio in focusing the presence of a subcortical CV damage.

4.1.2. MCI , cognitive deficits (memory and attention) and EEG activity
The vulnerability and damage of the connections of hippocampus with amygdala could
affect reconsolidation of long-term memory and give rise to memory deficits and
behavioural symptoms. Several experiments shows that amygdala activity is prominent
during period of intense arousal, e.g. the anticipation of a noxious stimulus (Parè et al., 2002)
or the maintenance of vigilance to negative stimuli (Garolera et al., 2007). So far, the theta
synchronization induced by the amygdala is deeply involved in endogenous attentional
mechanism. Interestingly, the increase of high alpha synchronization has been found in
internally-cued mechanisms of attention, associated with inhibitory top-down processes
(Klimesch, 2007). Of note, the amygdala is intimately involved in the anatomo-physiological
anterior pathways of attention through its connections with anterior cingulated cortex,
anteroventral, anteromedial and pulvinar thalamic nuclei (Young et al., 2007). The particular
role of amygdala in negative human emotions could indicate that AHC atrophy is
associated with excessive level of subcortical inputs not adequately filtered by attentive
processing, determining fear and anxiety and generating cognitive interference in memory
performance. Of note, an altered emotional response is very frequent in MCI patients
(Ellison et al., 2008, Rozzini et al., 2008). In a feed-back process, this alteration could
determine a general state of “hyperattention” during which top-down internal processes
prevail on the bottom-up phase, altering attention mechanism and preventing a correct
processing of sensory stimuli. Focused attention has been found impaired in MCI patients in
particular when they have to benefit from a cue stimulus (Johanssen et al., 1999; Berardi et
al., 2005 ; Levinoff et al., 2005 Tales et al. 2005a, 2005b). This particular state could be useful
for maintain a relatively spared global cognitive performance, whereas it could fail when a
detailed analysis of a sensory stimulus is required. This “hyperattentive” state could
represent the attempt to recollect memory and/or spatial traces from hippocampus and to
combine them within associative areas connected with hippocampus itself.
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The increase of alpha3/alpha2 ratio in our results support the concomitance of anterior
attentive mechanism impairment in subject with MCI, even though there are not overt
clinical deficits. The mayor association of the increase of alpha3/alpha2 ratio with the
hippocampal formation within the AHC, suggest that this filter activity is carried out by
hippocampus and its input-output connections along anterior attentive circuit and AHC.
Interestingly, a recent work has demonstrated that the mossy fiber (MF) pathway of the
hippocampus connects the dentate gyrus to the auto-associative CA3 network, and the
information it carries is controlled by a feedforward circuit combining disynaptic inhibition
with monosynaptic excitation. Analysis of the MF associated circuit revealed that this circuit
could act as a highpass filter (Zalay and Bardakjian, 2006).
The natural history of a group of subjects at very high-risk for developing dementia due to
subcortical vascular damage [subcortical vascular MCI (svMCI)] has recently been described
(Frisoni et al., 2002; Galluzzi et al., 2005). In such study, MCI patients with CV etiology
developed a distinctive clinical phenotype characterized by poor performance on frontal
tests, and neurological features of parkinsonism without tremor (impairment of balance and
gait).These clinical features could be explained by our results. In CV patients, we observed a
slowing of the a frequency in the two groups with greater CV damage, as compared to the
groups with lesser CV damage. This is in line with a previous study (Moretti et al., 2004)
showing that the major effect of the CV damage, in patients with vascular dementia (VaD)
vs normal elderly and Alzheimer’s patients. A reasonable (although speculative)
explanation of the present results is that the CV damage-induced slowing of the a frequency
start point could be mainly attributed to the lowering of the conduction time of synaptic
action potentials throughout cortico-subcortical fibers, such as cortico-basal or corticothalamic pathways (Steriade and Llinas, 1988). In fact, experimental models have previously
shown that the EEG frequency is due to axonal delay and synaptic time of corticosubcortical interactions (Lopes da Silva et al., 1976; Nunez et al., 2001; Doiron et al., 2003).
Most interestingly, other studies have demonstrated that fiber myelination affects the speed
propagation along cortical fibers, and that this parameter is strictly correlated to the
frequency range recorded on the scalp. In fact, a theoretical model considering a mean speed
propagation in white matter fibers of 7.5 m/s (together with other parameters) is associated
with a fundamental mode frequency of 9 Hz (Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006), that is, the
typical mode of scalp-recorded EEG. It is to be noted that a correlation between white
matter damage and widespread slowing of EEG rhythmicity was found in other studies,
following the presence of cognitive decline (Szelies et al., 1999), multiple sclerosis (Leocani
et al., 2000), or cerebral tumors (Goldensohn, 1979). In order to find reliable indices of CV
damage, we checked the theta/a1 band power ratio. Previous studies have shown the
reliability of this kind of approach in quantitative EEG in demented patients (Jelic et al.,
1997). The importance of this ratio lies in the presence of such frequency bands on the
opposite side of the TF, that is, the EEG frequency index most significantly affected by the
CV damage. So, the theta/a1 band power ratio could represent the most sensitive EEG
marker of CV damage. The results showed a significant increase of the theta/a1 band power
ratio in moderate and severe CV damage groups, as compared to mild and no-CV-damage
groups. This ratio increase establishes a proportional increase of the theta band power
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relative to the a1 band power with respect to the CV damage, even though a significant
increase in the theta band power per se (or a decrease in the a1 band power per se) is not
present. This could suggest a reliable specificity for the theta/alpha1 band power ratio in
focusing the presence of a subcortical CV damage.
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